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JOURNAL

W1LLlAM H. NATCHER
MEMBER OF CONGRESS
2ND DXST. OJ!' l(8NTUCKY

VOLUME 1
PART
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According to Senator Barkley's
story in Saturday Evenin9 Post,
entit led "That Reminds Me". 'the
Wils~n Administration gave to the
country the most far reachin9
social and economic reformation of
any administration in our history
up tc> that time.' Mr. Barkley
further stated that Woodrow Wilson
was the 9reatest statesman and
greatest President under whom he
OOOL served in his forty years in
Con9ress •

Subcommittee approved 1e9isLatic>n to give a cost of living
increase to Veterans drawing pensions or disability compensation.
The increase would be based on a
form~la taking into account how
much the cost of LiVing has come
up since the start of World War II.
as well as past increases in the
payments. It is a pleasure to
serve on this Subcommittee of the
veterans Affairs Committee.
Politics never enters into any
matter brought before our SUbcommittee and if i t did we would
be 1m an unusual predicament
beca~se our vote is evenly divided,
Rep~lican and Democratic.
O~r

Tae vote on the Coudert amendment did not surprise the Members
of the House. 37 voted in favor
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01 the amendment and the ba~ance
o£ the Members present against
same. Congressman Dan Reed spoke
for the amendment and voted for
same, which came as quite a surpzise to the Members on both sides
o:f the aisle.
Congressman Wigglesworth moved
ttat the Committee do now rise
and report the bill back to the
House with sundry amendments with
the recommendation that the amendments be agreed to and that the
b~ll as amended do pass.
The
motion was agreed to and shortly
thereafter Congressman Wheeler
o:ffered a motion to recommit.
rhe Speaker requested to know if
the gentleman was opposed to the
b~ll and Congressman Wheeler
answered in the affirmati.ve. The
Speaker than announced that the
gent.'1eman qualifies and the c~erk
was ordered to report the motion
t:o recommit. The motion to recommit was defeated and Congressman
~1gg~esworth and Congressman Mahon
demanded a yea and nay vote on
f1nal passage of the bill. The
question was taken and there were
3J7 yea votes and none in the
negative. Congressman Wheeler
voted for the bill, which is very
unusual and under parliamentary
procedure when a motion to recommit
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is made then the Member making
same naturally votes his sentiments upon failure of the motion
to recommit thereby voting against
the bill.
For the time being. H.R. 8873
is water under the dam insofar as
the House is concerned and over
$28 billion has been appropriated
for the Department of Defense.

May 1. 1954
I received a letter today from
Congressman John R. Pillion of
42nd District of New York enclosing
a leaflet entitled "Caution Urged"
which pertains to the desirability
of deferring statehood for Hawaii
and Alaska pending the ratification of a constitutional amendment
limiting representation in the U.S.
Senate of states admitted hereafter.
This article points out the fact
that the income taxes collected
in Hawaii for the year ending
June 30. 1953 amounted to only 1/400
of the total paid by our 48 states.
This article further pOints out
the fact that Alaska has only 1/1000
of the total population of our 48
states but would be entitled to
two Senators and at least one
Member in the House. I seriously
doubt the adviSability of admitting

- 241 Doth Hawaii and

A~aska

at the

present time. Th~s matter wil~
be brought on the fLoor of the
Bouse in the near future.

Pursuant to notice this day
received from Congressman
WiLliam K. Van Pelt of Wiscons in,
the Committee on Merchant Marine
and F~sheries will begin a study
Df the Federal Maritime Training
Program.
The occasion for the
study was bro~ght abo~t as the
result of the recent closing of
the upgrade schooLs of the Maritime Administration at Alameta,
California and Sheeps Head Bay, N.Y.
and the discussion concerning the
possibLe closing of the Merchant
Marine Academy at Kings Point, H.Y.
It seems to me that the Merchant
Marine Academy at Kings Point
shouLd certainly remain open at
the present time.
Whip notice this day received
fram Congressman John W. McCormick
informin~ me that on Monday tbe
consent calendar will. be called
and S. 984 pertaining to judicial
review of tax court deciSions,
and H.R. 2556. extradition of
fugitives in the United states, up
for consideration. On Tuesday,
we will have a joint meeting 0:
the Congress beginning at 12: 30 P.~.
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to hear the Governor General of

Canada". On this day we will have
tne private calendar and due t~
the fact that primary eLections
are being held on this particular
date in Alabama, Florida, ~ew
Mexico and Ohio, any record vote
will go over un~il Wednesday.
Beginning on we~nesday. we will
have s. 2150 up for general dehate.
This is the St. Lawrence Seaway
Bill. On Thursday, we will continue with S. 2150 under the five
minute rule.

The St. Lare~ce Seaway Bill
will create quite an uproar in
the House. I certainly have not
decided at the yresent t~e just
how X will cast the vote of our
Distr.i.ct .
My good friend, Robert B.
Attorney of Louisville.
Kentucky, and one of the officers
and direet~rs in the Green River
Steel Company of Owensboro. has
been Kind enough to mail me copy
of the Courier ~ournal Magazine
Section for April 25, which contains an article concerning this
Hens~ey.

company written hy Joe Creason and
ent it led "Made in Kent'Ucky".
It
is my present

i~tention

to

~lace

this article in the Congressional
Record.

- 243 Dete~ne,

the smallest

h~rse

in the xentucky Derby. was tne
winner. This was the 80th Kentucky ~rby and the first time a
gray ho:se has ever Io'On. Determine we~qh8 860 pounds and is only
fi fteen hands high.
May J, 1954

The Vashington Post and Times
Herald carried an article in
Sunday' I paper entitled "Hal.leck,
J:ke's I. 009 Ri-ght Arm." According'
to this article, the President
makes no secret o£ his reliance
on the quick thinking politically,
versatile House Majority Leader.
This a~icle -goes on to state that
sometines he gets bruised and
bloody .n the process, but win,
lose Or draw, Mr. Eisenhower is
one of ~is chief fans.
Halleck
states :hat he does all of his
argumen~ation in the huddles and
when the signals are called the
argumen~ stops.
His idea then is
to get ~he ball over the line.
Acc~:ding to a great n~r of
the MemJers of the HOuse, Halleck
is the veakest majority leader tnat
the Hou.e has had in many a day.
I have nade one observation during
the sh~:t time I have been here
and tha~ is. he has no scruples
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whatsoever insofar as hLs action
is concerned, wnether it be to a
Member of his side or a Member
on our side. The Andersen case
was sufficient proof for me that
if the occasion arose a chairman
of a subcommittee on his side
could be and would be crucified
without the sli9htest hesitation.
X have this day rece~ved a
letter from the secretary of
Hawaii enclosing Joint Resolution
No. 1 enacted by the Legislature
of the Territory of Hawaii in its
special session of 1954_ This
JOint Resolution requests the Congress of the United Staees to
grant immediate statehood to Hawaii
and reaffirms the posit~on of the
people of Hawaii on the issue of
statehood. Farrant L. Turner is
secretary of Hawaii and Samuel
Wilder King is Governor of the
Territory of Hawaii.
X received a letter today from
Dr. Louis M. Foltz of Louisville.
Rentucky. expressing his views
concerning H.R. 7397. which pertains
to procedure concerning the mental
health doctors of our states.
Dr. Foltz, together with Dr. Gudmarker were our two psychiatrists
in the Edward Kilgore case. Dr.
Gudmarker at the time was serving
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as psychiatrist for the United
Nations' Organization and was
recognized as the outstanding
psychiatrist in the United States.
Dr. Po~tz was selected as an
adviser and X distinctly remember
Miss Pauline Rlinger, Dr. Foltz's
c~inical psychologist, and the
Rorschach card test. While Drs.
Foltz and Gudmarker were examining
Kilgore who had entered a plea of
insanity after killing Dr. Ben
Martin and his wife, ~ss Klinger
was sitting in an outer office
for the purpose of giving the
Rorschah test to ~lgore. As a
matter of passing the time, X
took the test and remember distinctly Miss Rlinger's remark when
X asked her if X had passed the
test. She stated in a very cute
way that I might be considered sane.

I have this day received a
letter from Congressman Carl Hinshaw of California enclosing copy
of hearings of the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy pertaining to
the use of atomic energy in the
field of agriculture. By using
radioaetive isotopes in scientific
investigations: discoveries of
vital importance to the farmer are
being made and this means quite a
bit to the man who is responsib~e
for producing our food supplies today
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Canada's Governor General,
Bon. Vincent Massey, will arrive
in Wash.1nqtOD. today and. remain
until Wednesday.

He will be a

guest of the President at the
White Bouse and on Tuesday will
deliver an address to the Congress.
Several pr1JDaries are being

held tamorr~ and from all indicat.ions t:he Alabama primary is tbe
hot one.

Sellator John J. SparJaaar1

is running wr re-el..c:tion and h:i.a
chief opponent is Congressman
Laor.ie C. Battle of the 9th Distr:lct.
of AlaDana. There are two others
in the race bes.id... Sparkman and
Batt"!e,

ODe

of whon is John G.

Cromoelim. ~n ex-nava~ officer wbo
retired with the rank of R-ear
Admdral after much dlsaqre-ement
with blgber ups over defense prot~~
Vice Preeldent Nixon made the
state.ent this pa_t weekend that
the McCarthy hearin~ has r-eached
the ridiculoll8 sta~e. t'he President sho~ld have made th.i s statol!!ment several days a~o and shou~d
have called II stop to this sort
of nonsellSe. A waste of the taxpay-ers money just for the 910ry

of one man IoOho has no scruples
whatsoever insofar as the rights
of oor citiaens are concerned.
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Former Justice Owen J. Roberts
now a hearty 19. in-discuss ir19
the Theonold boo); this past week ..
emphati.cal.ly stated thaI: as a meta!:let of the Pearl fIa rbor Board.
Damed by Presi.dent.- Rooa.evelt. he
knows of his own personal knowledge tha~ TheoboLd.·s statemeDt;s
concerning Presid~t 3oosevel~
are not true.
JJefeat.i.ng the ec.udert AIIelldment.
did not solve the B ituat.i.oll. b&-

eau•• be~re this session is over
the Foreign Affaire Committee In
~he House wil.l introduce legislation ca:rry.i.ng a rider ~t
accomplishes the same resulte
so.1l9ht by the CouCiert. Alltendmenl:
to. the Defense kppropriations 8.1.11_
It seems that a ~~eat number of
the Membe:rs of tile Bouse beli.e'llS
the people want 2ICIre ass I.Irance
than thllt set forth. in ilie COo!Istitation concernJ.1H1 DIU entraDCe
into anothex war CIIIld beli.eve tlaat
sOlIe eart of Bri.cker A1nendJnent
should be passed by the Congri!Ss.

loic>twi thstand.i.ng Pre sidenl: Xi sen-

:bower's statement

to
the effect that he ....ill call upon
Co.ngress a s pro?ide~ for under the
Constitution before any 0.£ our
l:lo.ys are sent onrseas. and. especi.a 11y in the 11lao~1lina theat:re.
there stil.l exis!;s nQch doubt in
ucent~y
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the zinda of a great many Members
of the House, espeCially Members
like Congressman ~wrence Smdth
of ~isconsin, Conqressman Coudert
and congressman Vorys of Ohio.
I am rea~~y disappointed over
the Geneva Conference. So fat:
notbing bas been acbieved and the
British, French and Americans are
not in agreement at the present
t~.
Prance i8 desperately
pusbing the Indochina situation
and hoping for I! aettlenent at the
GeDeva Conference.

After seven

yean of gorilla warfare. Prance
is just about ready to throw in
the sponge.

Prance' 8 attitude.

together with that of India, is
really confus~9 the international
picture of today.
May 4. 1954
Today at two-thirty. nineteen

of the HOuse will confer
with President Eisenhower con-

Me~rs

cerning the reappointment of
Gordon C~app as head of the Tennessee Valley Authority. Al.I nine-

teen of us are from the Tv.I\ area.
NOble J. Gregory of the First
CongreSSional District of ~ntucky
and I are tbe two MeJDbers from
Kentllcky.

Every MenIl;)er of t.he

House from Tennessee, with the
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exception of the two Republicans,
I!. Carroll Reece and Howard B.
Eaker. will be pre.ent. Kentucky
Senatoz: John Sherman Cooper. upon
receiving notice that we are to
lteet with the President, stated
that he has been assured that
C~appwill not be reappointed.
Hoe further stated that the pz:es14ent usually wants to make h~.
own appointments the same as
1rl.llDan, and that seven years after
Clapp' s apPointment he still ha s
tne same difficulties with Con9re •• over apprcpriationa and
power expansion that he has had
each year and continually is
unable to convince the committees
a s an administrat.or ought to be
able to do. Senator Coopez: further
~tat~ that another man mi9ht be
able to do the job better. and
this opinion was agreed to by the
two Rep~blican House Members from

':"enne.see.
In the Congressional Record
yesterday I extended my remarks
and inserted the following,
~MR. NATCHER.. Mr. Speaker, undel
Leave to extend my remarks in the
Record, I include herewith an
ed!. torial entit led • It OCesn' t Helf
Taxpayers to Shortchange 'rW'."
which appeared in the May 1. 1954

-

issue of the
Louisvi~~e,

"'I'he
":It

250 Courier-Journa~

of

:Ky.

editori.a~

is as

fo~lows:

Doesn't He~p Taxpayers To
Shortchange TVA."

"'I'here is a measure of sham
in the administration's newly
announced p~an to ~et private
power companies take over from
the Tennessee Valley Authority
a larqe share of atomiC energy
p~antl8.'.in the Paducah area.
The
p~an, if put into operation wi~l
be a terrific windfall to the
private power companies concerned.
It wil~ not benefit the Tennessee
Valley Authority nor wi~l it save
the taxpayers any money, as cla~ed
by administration spokesmen.
"Because more than 50 percent
of their est~ated 1956 power
production is SCheduled to go to
atomic-energy plants and other
defense instal~ations in the
Tennessee and Ohio River Valleys,
TVA officials have warned that the
TVA area faces a shortage of power
for domestic and industrial uses
by mid-1956 un~ess additional
power-generating faci~it1es are
made possible by congressional
appropriation. Congress and the
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PrEsident. however. have refused
to approve n_ funds for generation
purposes. :tnstead, the adl1l1nis trat10n now proposes to ~et
private power companies furnish
6()O,000 addl.tional ki~owatts of
pO'tler to AEC plants. and let TVA
use the 600.000 kilowatts for
domestic and industrial purposes.
Thus, say administration~spokeamen,
T~ will need no additional generatin9 facilities. and the taxpayer .. ill be saved the cost of
the plants had ~ been required
to build them.
"1n a sense, this is true. 1£
TVA can use the power from its
Shawnee plant near Paducah to
meet the growing demands o£ the
Memphis area, it will not be
immediately necessary for the
a~ency to build its proposed
F-ulton plant west of Memphis. '!'hi.
does not mean, however, that the
American taxpayer will be saved
a n amount equal to the cost of the
rill ton plant. For what the Government will save by not building the
~ generating plant it will lose
by paying higher power costs to
the private power companies that
wil.1 be allowed to furnish the
600, 000 kilowatts now suppled by '19A
"At present, the Atomic Energy
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CommLssioD pays T~ between 3.4
and ).84 _ills per k11owat~-bour.
It ~s pay~ng private companies
between 4 and 4.2 mills per kilowa~'
hour. Th...ls means that the ~
(and thus the American taxpayer ~ho
supports ~he agency) saves more
than ~20 31~1ion a year through
low r~ r~tes, and will save far
more vhen atomic-energy plants
now under construction go ~nto
operi!l~ion •
It will lose these
8avin~s,
Df course, 1f the a4md~
istri!ltion forces i . to bgy more
expensive pr1vate power. And it.
is hard t 0 see now the GovernmeDt.
can s.ve ~oney by taking money
from the ~tomic Energy Commission
to g1ve to the 'rennessee Valley
Agthority-. "
TVA tome 1s one of the great.
achieyem.,nts of our present day
Gover_not. Under no circumstanc:es
shou~d we lose our yardstick.
Naturally the private utilities are
in favor of a sale of the Tenne.~ee
Val~ey Aw:hor:Lty properties.
Forinstance rv.A furnishes power to
the atomLc energy plan~s at 3~
mills per kiJ.owatt-hour and private
utilitie~ charge ~ mills per
kilowatt-nour. The cost CillO be
ascertai~ed by a continuation of
~,
thereby making the yardstick
essentiaL.
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In addition to my remarks
concerning TVA I further extended
my remarks concern~n9 the city of
OWensboro. Kentucky. I stated as
fol~ows:

"MR. NATCHER.
Mr. speaker.
under leave to extend my remarkS
in the Record. I include herewlth
an article written by the distinguished reporter. Joe Creason, of
the Cour1er-Journal. entitLed
'MAde im Kentucky.' whlch appeared
in the Aprl1 25, 1954, issue of
the CouIier-Journa~ of Lou~svill •• Kl

"If OWensboro, Xy., has its
way the trade-mark 'Made in Kentuck~
w11l soon have national significancE
Owensboro i8 one of the m-ost civic
minded s~ll cities in the united
States as ls exemplified by tbe
fact that they felt the need for
a college ln their mldst. so over
$l,OOO, 000 , was pledged by local
cltlzens and businesses in OWensboro and Daviess county, and Kentucky Wesle7an CoLlege at WinChester. Ky •• was piCked up and
moyed to owensboro.
-It is a small city o£ fine
churches and schools, and most
important, of alert, intelligent
citizens. as is proved by the fact
that aside from a college, OWensbor
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haa many different kind.s 01:
industx.:l..es and supports t...,o
newapap4'rs. the Mesaen9~r and
the :Inqu1.rer. and two radio
stationa~ WVJS and WOMI.
"At present. owensboro has
entered the arena of heavy
induatr~es with the establ~8hment
of the Green River Steel Co. and
the _~\J£acture of a su.per:l.or
'iJrade
steel.

00.

c::lvi.c mnded bu.1.nes.
leader, Casper Gardner. ia the
mayor Oof this proqress1.ve city.
"A.

"The article is as follows:"

In sedi.tion to the two above
extensions I fu.rther
extendee my remarks in yesterday's Congressional Record concerning the all-~portant subject
of :Indochina •.. The tit~e o£ thi.s
extens10n is "Five Steps we Might
Take To salvage Indochina."
1 • Persuade the French to go all
the wa~ guaranteeing independence
to Vietllam. Laos. and Ci!UlIhodia.
2. worlt out orderly w1.thdrawal.
for Frellch troops. 3. propose a
small effective occupational force.
4. Givoe firm p1edge with our Allies
to protoect future freedom of Indochina. 5. provide a fllrtller

mentio~ed
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increase of m.i~itary aid i.n everything short of troops to try to
keep France and Vietnam in the
fight fQr a test period.
Governor Genera~ Vincent Massey
of Canada addressed a joint session
of the COD9ress today. Beqinni.1l9
at 12:30 P.M. the dignitaries
started gathering in the House
Chamber. F.1rst, we had the V.1ce
President and the U.s. Senate.
Next. we had the Supr_ Court.
the President' s Cabinet, Ambassadorl
Ministers, and Charge de Affaires
and the escorting committee w.1th
the Governor General. Governor
Massey 1s a small man. Bome 65
years of age. He assured the Congress that the fore1gn policies
of his country and the United
states have the same fundamental
a1ms, even though there .1snot
always agreement on deta.1ls. He
further stated. that the two countri.
have met successfully as partners
and allies in the things they val_e
As a~lies. he Cited Canada's contr.1bution in the Rerean war and
also the joint projects in Canada
to strengthen cont.1nental defense.
He stated that "we may not al.ways
agree on every detail of the plans
we must discuss together. but there
is no difference between us on
the fundamental a.1ms which we pursu

- 256 we may di f fer now and then on tile
'"hows" but never on the "wbys""
Governor Massey made a splend~d
address and i t was well recei~d
:by the Members of Congress and
all others present.
Immediately after the address
of the Governor General, a recess
was called and begiDning again at
L:30 P.M. tbe House was in session.
At the cLose of the Governor
General's speech, the Senate and
the Vice President came up the
center aisle on the way baCk to
the Seante. Ed Edmonson of Okla.
and X were sitting together next
to the aisle and Vice Preside~t
Nixon stopped by and ahook handa
with all the Members sitting at
this se~tion next to the aisle.
At 2:00 o'clock P.M., n1ne~een
of ua repreaentinq districts ~n
the Tennessee Valley Authorit~ area,
Left the Kouse Chamber and proceeded
t.o the White HollS e for a conference
with President Eisenhower, concerning the reapPointment of
Gordon Clapp as Director of tbe
~ennessee Valley Authority.
When
we entered tile gate from the
pennsylvania side, Noble J. Gregory
and X were interrogated by the
officer and i t just so happened I

- 257 nad the proper credentia~s for
my own personal identification.
and Jones had no credentials.
Ky card indicating membership in
the 83rd Congress with my picture
on the back of sane WLS used for
the identificatio~ of the two
of us. The officer turned to me
and asked me if 1 would vouch for
Gregory and 7 very frankly stated
without a smile that ~ had my
doUbts as to whether ~ should vouch
for this fellow sittiag bes1de
me because down Ln Kentucky he was
considered dangerous. X enquired
of the officer .a to whether X
would be held responsible if X
vouched for him and was promptly
informed that X would be. 1: then
turned to Gregory and informed
him that X h.ad MZO doubts i.f :t
should vouch for him and Gregory
became more than embarrassed and
said: Oh. Hell. Bill. let's go
on in. Tell the man :t'm all right."
1: then informed the officer X
would vouch for roy colleague. the
HOnorable Member from the First
District of Kentncky. Noble J.
Gregory. We proceeded on to the
reception room and promptly thereafter all nineteen of us were
ready to go in to see the President.
Today. X had the distinct honor
and privilege of shaking hands with

- 258 both President Eisenh()'lfer and
Vice President NiXon.

As soon as we were

aL~

qathered

and the President was ready to
see us, _ proceeded into the
President's private office. He
was Sitting behind the desK and
when we entered the room he 'Jot
up and with a b1g smile DO his
face came fran behi.nd the desk and
shook hands with each of U.IJ.
we
moved our chairs in a c!.rcle around
the deSK and ~lcUS8ed QUr mission,
earneltly requeltioq the reappoi.ntDent of Gordon Clapp as Director
of TVl'.. Prelident Ei.senhatter 1s a
frank. sincere man .. And regardless
of polities or his success as
President of the UZ\ited states, he
is to me one of Dur outstanding
I'.meri.cana. Be very frankly asked
us questions conce~nlng the ~
organization and the d~fference
between Clapp's apyoin~ment and
the other two m.embers of the BOard..
His questions were asked to obtain
in£oJ:mation and he very frankly
asked these quest1.ons.
I knew
other men who if they were in the
same pOSition woul.d noe have asked
severaL questi~ns the President
asked because thfll' would have
attempted to impress the nineteen
Members of the Congress with their
knowledge. regardless 01 whether

- 259 or not they actua.1Ly "knew the

answers to the questi.ons under

discus.sion.

He was considerate
and is ODe of the best l.isteners

I have Her seen. This. to me.
is a qTeat asset for a great man.
Our appointMent was for only
fifteen minutes but after discussing t~ TVA situation. the President got off on football. baseball.,
fishir:lg, and golf. We discussed
the University of ~nessee and
Coach Bob Nehland.
It se. . . that
Bob Ne"hland graduated in the cla&s
behind the President at west Point
and tlley were great. friends. The
President iDfo~ea us his golf
gane was off and that if it was
net tClO cool late this afternoon
he intended to get. out behind the
White Bouse and practice a li.ttle.
He furthex infonl.ed us he wanted
to come down t.o KentllCky and Tenn-

eSB_ and fish in. :Kentucky Lake.
Ife received no cOlllmit.ment from the
PresLdent that GOrdon Clapp would
be reappointed bl.Jt. he did inform
U8 very emphatically that he did
not believe we should have any

More ~'s and that projects such
as 1'VA shOllld be state and community erojects with each ComMunity
and each stat.e beitl9 a partner
in same aZ'ld havil19 the right to
deSignate the Director, Officers
and oemployees. However, he did say
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that upon making this appointment it certain~y would not be
made on a partisan basis. He
laughed and informed us it was
all right to designate Federal
Marshals on a partisan basis but
under no circumstances would this
appointment be made on such a
basis. We stayed longer than our
allotted time and the President
informed us he was g~ad to see us
and wanted us to know that at any
time. the Members from the Hill
could see h~.
He stated that all
Members of Coogress should have
the right to see the President and
take up matters with him from
time to time. The i.J1Iportanee of
same of course would to be left
with the Members of Congress and
if they decided slll11le were important
enough to discuss with the President, the president should see
th_ •
He made no attempt Whatsoever to impress any of us and
was just as calm and frank as any
good friend and when we started
to leave he shook hands again with
each of U8 and tllanked us for coming
down to see him.
The Press from the TVA section
were all present before we went in
to see the president and together
with the AP and UP members. were
present when we started out of

-
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the White House.

Several. pictures

were taken and statements requested
from each member for te1ev~sion
and the press. :r negl.ected to
state above that Congressman Jere
cooper. dean of the Tennessee delegation. acted as spokesman when
we first entered the President's
office. but before we left we had
all taLked to him a little.
May 5. 1954

I have this day received an
invitation from the Joint Committee
on the LU,rary to attend the proqram
of exercises for the illumination
of the new portion and dedication
of the rotunda frieze. This dedicates the combined efEeres of
Constantine Bruaidi; Filippo
Costaggini, and Allyn Cox. The
ceremonies are to be he1d in the
rotunda of the United States
Capitol on 'rues day morning. Mal' 11,
1954 at 11:00 A.M. Senator Prank
A. Barrett is chairman of the
Joint Committee and Senator Theodore Francis Green. Vice Chairman.
The rotunda frieze is located 58
feet above the floor of ~~e rotunda.
It is 300 feet in circumference
and S feet 3 inches in heiqht. At
the bottom of the frieze there is
an outward projection of one foot.
The rotunda at this point is of
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brick construct~oa with a plaster
finish and the work heretofore
done in fesco upon tMii frieze
has been done in the wet pl._tel: ~
.Many sW;)jeet.s are covered in the
panels such as the laneling of
Columbus in 14921 the em:ry of
Cortez into the halls of Montezuma
in IS21; Penn's treaty with the
Indialls in 1682 ~ surrender of
Cornwallis at Yorktown 1782; entl:y
of General Scott into b.he City
of Mex.1.co 18471 and the diseoveryof gold in California 1848.
S. 2150 is up for ge_ral delNtte
in the Hollse today. This bill
elltab1.1.shes the st. Lawrence Seaway In.ofar as the United States
is concerne4. providill9 for joint
participatlon with Canada in the

construction thereof at a coat
of Sa.8 $105 _111ion. Th.1.s questic
wi.lL really be argaed from every
angle before the bill comes up for
final passage. Accordin<)' to the
Gallup Poll. the p~lic ¥ants the
United States to aid .1.n the seaway.
The Poll shows the vote to be SOllIe
6 to 1 for partie ipat.t.oll •
'!he Niltional St. Lawrence Proj ect Conference i . an organization
in opposition to the sea~y and I
have received. literature In great
quantities from this organization
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during the past few days. J:
received te~egrams from certain
labor organizations in opposition
to the construction of the seaway.
Four page ads are being Carried
in Washington papers today with
headlines reading "The St. LawrencE
seaway. Po~1tica~ Trickery or
progress?"~
"'!'he St. Lawrence
leeway is a way to Waste".

We wi11 have a showdown on this
project this week. J:t seems that
each aamini.trat~n from that of
president Coolidge down through the
administration of President Truman
endorsed some variation of the St.
Lawrence deve~opaent p~an and as
Army Chief of Staff. General Eisenhower supported the project. 1"I1e
President has reaffirmed his posit~on and has cited the support of
the Nationa~ Security Counci~ and
the Members of his Cabinet. Canada
has become increasingly impatient
w~th the American delays on the
overall nationa~ prograna and accord·
ing to my information is ful~y
prepared to go it alone. According
to the great majority of the newspapers the weight of evidence
particu~arly on the grounds of
improvement to the nationa~ securitj'
advises United States participation.
The main·obj ections to the
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st. Law-I:'ence Seaway are that the
United States has suff i.c:1ent
transpc.rt:i!ltion and that: the waterwa.y woal.d definitely harm the
At1.anti.c and Gul..f ports. the iron
pl:oducers, the merchant. marine:
that. the wate:rway woul.d be frozen
usuall,. 4 to 5 I'IIOnths each year:
that. the proposed wate.rway woul.d
be undependabl.e for defense because of its extreme vul.nerability
because of indicated proposed
depth ~hl!l waterway wouLd be unus_
able by ocean 90:1n9 vessels operat.inq ~1mo.t ex~l.us:1vely under
American flags yith only two perce
of tha~rica~ privately owned
ocean qoin9 vessels able to use
same: that the ~aterway would not
be a ae~f-liqu:1dat:1ng project:
that the $l05 million would only
be a .tart and the amount ultimate
would amount to about $2 billion:
that a balanced budget and reduced
taxes are of far greater ~portanc
to the welfare of the United State
than part:1cipa~1Qn in wasteful
projects such ~s the St. Lawrence
seawa~.

I Ml1e not llade up my mind as
to hO'llJ :I w11.1. \Tote on S. 2150. I
am lODking £o~ard to the general
debate and the five minute rule
becau.se I definitely believe this
piece of le9islation will be the
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most vigorously contested l.egislation dux~n~ the present session
of congress. The l.ower end of
the Second Di.trict has coal interests who are definitely against
the seaway: th. L.&N. are against
it: the newspapers of thee second
District are all in favor of the
seaway.

May (0, 1954

s. 2150 providing for the construction of the st. LawDence Seaway by Ca~ada and the United States
up under the five minute rule
today. Thi. 'bill will be strongl.y
contested an4 in my opinion will
pass by abOllt forty votes. After
making a stlldy of this matter
and hearing the qeneral debate, 7
am now ready to cast my vote.
Notwithstandimg the fact that certain groups are strongly contesting this le~islation, same in my
opinion have mo merit: therefore,
I shall. cast ny vote for the St.
Lawrence Seaway. :It wouId be
right unusual for the Representativ,
of the Second Congressional District of Kentucky to appear before
the Civil Fun~1ons Committee o£
the House Appropriations Committee
and the PubLic Works CO\1IIIIi ttee
begging for the construction of
the navigation project on Green
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River wi~h same granted, and then
cast a vote against bhe same type
of proqr.am. 'ro me. the St.
Lawrence Seaway is sUnp~y progress
and a stoep forward. The fact
that Canada will construct this
seaway %~ardless of our participation e::bould play a part. The
President of the United States
has req~ested that this bill be
passed Irom the standpoint of
national defense.
In owr visit with the President
the oth~ day there was one
matter be discussed that ~pressed
me cons1derab~y. Just before we
left. h~ enquired as to whether
or not we were having good rains
in Tennassee and Kentucky and if
we got ~ much rain as we did here
in Wash~gton two days before.
The drought area in Colorado.
Kansas and Texas is extremely critic
and the President 1s now having
confereDces with the GGvernors of
the different states concerning
drought relief_ He showed considerable concern over this matter.
Bids for reconstruction of Lock
#1 on Green River will be opened
at 2:00 P.M. May 27. Advance
notice of a similar project at
Lock #2 on Green ~ver will be
issued about May 12. The work at
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Lock #1 ... 111 consist of buil.ding
a new loc:lt on the right 'bank of
Green Ri~r and the lock wil.l be
84 x 600 feet. and the bidder wLll
have to construct the guide.
guard wa.ils. gates and operating
IIlach.inery •

.May 6, 1954
Agai.n today the Bouae resolved
.itself 1.to the Comm.ittee of the
Whole ao-... e on the State of the
Union £~~ the further consideration
of S. 2LSO providing for tne
creation of the st. Lawrence Seaway
Devel~eDt Corporation to construct :part of tne St.. Lawrence
seaway i.~ the United States territory in ehe interest of national
security; authorizing the corporation to consummate certain
arrang~nts with the ~. Lawrence
Seaway A~thority of Canada relative
to con.~uction and operation of
the seaway 1 empowering the c:orporatSon to finance the U.s. share
of the seaway cost on a selfliquidating baais: to establish
cooperation with Canada in the
control. and operation of the st.
Lawrence Seaway: to authorize
negotiations with Canada of an
agreement on to11s: ana for other
purpose. • After the usual correcting ame~nts. the Brownson
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amendmemt providing for the sal.e
of the :bonds to private interests
instead of to the Treasurer of
the United States was defeated
and upo. :final. passage there _re
158 nay votes and 241 yea
My estiaate of passage by 40 votes
was too l.ow.

vot-.

1 vo~ed for the pasaage of the
St. Lawrence bill. and c::an sincerely
state I gave Uis _ttar ~ry
conside-~at1.on before ~1.ng.
To
me. my !IOte s1lllpl.y lIleaat progress
for the United States and with co~
dition.as they are at the present
time, J:. believe that every precaution Should be taken insofar
as Nat:i..onal Defense is coneerned.
The fact that the rail.lE'oada in
lily dist:rict were f1.ght:l.ng this b:11l
did not: mean that the vote of ou::r:
Distri~ should simply go aqainst
the seaway for th:l.s reason.

Nob!.e J. Gregory of the l!'1.rat
District. voted against the seaval'
and I ~idded him a l.ittl.e. explaininq that when h1.a name was
called the answer thereto sounded
very slm1lar to the engine of the
IllinoSs Central. Rail.road with f~ll
steam on the wh1.stl.e through his
back yard. operated ~ Charles
Burns l.ey , threatening candidate
who is a member of the Brotherhood
of Railroad Trainmen.
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John Rob.i.on voted for the
seaway; rrank Che~f was necessar1~y
absent due to i~~ness1 Brent
spence voted for the seaway: John
Watt3 voted for the seaway: Car~
Perkins voted against the seaway:
and xr. Go~den voted against the
seavay.
Tbat section of the ga~~ery
reserved for men on~y which is
genera~~y fu~~y occupied by the
J.obbyists, _s cr-_d to capacity
yesterday. They _re certainly
J.oOk1n~ cown upon the Members
of the House and when some of the
votes were cast you could aee
considerable movement in that
section of the ga~lery.

Robert Crosaer,
Democrat ofC~eveland, Ohio,
we~1 ~Ver 75 years of age, serving
his ~9th term in the House, was
defeated for re-election in the
Democratic Pr~ry on Tuesday
of th1.s week. For fifteen years,
Mr. Cro.ser has occupied a wheel.
chair due to arthritiS, and a~l
durin91 th1.s peri.ocl of ti.me has
been wheeled onto the Floor of the
House to represent the 21st Distr iet 00 f Ohio. The labor newspaper stated in its May 8 issue
that as labor goes to press, Congressman Robert Crosser apparently
Con~resaman
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cratic primary 1n his Cleveland
District.

The artic:l.e further

stated that :labor woul.d not have
to be reminded that BOb Crosser
:In all of his 38 years in the
Bous. "has been our friend tbr01.l13h
thick and thin·.
Conqres._
Crosser had four opponents and he
was defeated by Char~es Venik, a
fOrll!er IIWn1c ipal j IJdge •
May 7. 1954

A $100 oe.ocratlc JeffersonJackson D1.nDer was held here in

Washington last. eveIting and Prtul-

ident Truman together with Mrs.
'rruman and Ma~aret _re in attend-

ance. A great maDY of the Jllemb4rs
of the House were net present d'Ue
to tbe fact that Jeffersoa-Jack.on
:oa.y Di_ra had b_n held III their
own states and their contribution
naturally was made to their local
banquet.
Congressman Laurie Battle
serving bis fourtb term frOlll the
9th D:istrict of AlaPanta. was defeated by senator John Sparlcman
in the senatorial race on Tuesday
of th.is week. The aajority of the
Members of the hOlise from AlabaJna
seemed to be of the opin.ion that
Battle had made a mistake in taki~
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CGngressman George Bender of
the 23rd D~strict of Ohio, serv~ng
his 7th term, is now the Republican
nomi.ee for U.S. Senator from the
Stattll of Oh;i.o to fill the unexpired
term of the ~ate Senator Robert
Taft •

I have this day reoeived a
letter from congressman J. K.
Javi~. of the second District of
New 'torI:. who is a lll83Il:>er of th4t
comnLttee on Foreign Affairs,
concerning discharge ~ition
No.8, seeking to bring House
Conearrent Re.olutlo~ 202 to establish a joint committee on internal
.ec~.ity and to proviae for rules
of fa1.r play. According to Congresmaan Javits. th1.s Resolution
offers a feas~le way to deal with
the wide spread concern over the
safe-quard1.ng of the rights of
the individual in all l.nvestiqat1ona
concerning loyalty to our Government. and commun1.sm g~nera~~y. Z
shal.l examine this di~charge petitiO!:
today and 1.£ in my opinio~ same
complies w1.th the provisions of
the Constitution conc~rning 1egislatLve hearings, Z sh~ll 8ign same.
Several days ago I wrote a
letter to a gentleman who lives
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Kentu.cky, by the n&'Ue

of Hami~ton Watkins congratu~ating
him upon hi.s 92n<1 birthday. Several days thereafter the old
gent~eman directed a ~etter to the
Henderson G1eaner which reads as
follows:
Poo~e.

Dear
N

Kentucky

Peop~e

X don' t

£_1 very 900d this

coo~ mornin9 but X am still. here
and 9~ad of it. l: don't know why
the Lord is keepin9 me here for
unless he thinks he will. make somethin9 out of me. He has been trying for 92 years and has made a
slow go of i.t. He has he~ped me
trouh and I am so thankfu~ to him.

"Well X have ben mity busy for
the ~ast few days taken in the ba~l.
games. Gets me a bout ready to
get in withe them. If I could
only sea Coney Mack and get him
in withe me. Coaey must be a bout
all in. I haven hear of him for
some time. He outen to give up.
He is just one year behind me. He
is 91.
"And Jimmy Eblin 1s another one
that is one year behind me. It has
ben a long t~me since I have heard
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that old fox horn of h~s come by
Jimey and bring th.e doqs.
We have
plenty of the red taJ.l.s •
:x wou1d
l~ke to hear the ~ck once more;
a good pack w~the ~ood mouths
would make theas peopl.e on the
radio a shamed of ther mus~c.
":1 had a letter fron our representative. It macl me feel good
to think. that some one was th~nk
ing of me here ~n my old days. I
can Bay this: ~f the Lord keepe
me up to the 26 of March 1955 you
will smel.l the baa. turkey, and
cooking.

"This repsent1._ up in W.BMnqtol:l
D.C. I lost the letter and forqot
the name. 1: th.ink it is Batecher.
He w~ll be welcome here the 26.
"Hala-'

The old gentle.an seems to still
have plenty of life but there is a
difference between Natcher and
Batecher. Apparently his memory
is not as good as the ball games lse
has witnessed recentl.y. Mrs. Esta
'rabor, my Bowl~ng Green secretary,
attached a note to this clipping
which stated:
"Th.is 01. critter had a big birth.day celebration MaIch 26th and I
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typed him a letter which you Signed.
and lIIailed fran Washington. This
:i.e what he has referred to ...
me senator wayne Morse. of
oreg~n. is one of the unusual men
in the Senate. At. least once
each month he makes his one man
committee report to the Senate.
His r-eport is o~ t.he Independent
part~ and notwithstanding the fact
that l1e was elected on the Repub1icaa t.icket., he changed and c1as.ifielll l11mself as an Independent
now, and in my opinion, is strong
enou~h to be elect.ed on eit.her
ticket in Oreqon. Several nights
ago &t a local dinner I heard him
remark that unle.. t.he American
peopl.e invested very B~n in some
sanitary polit.ical process our
body politic wiLl be cancerous
wit.h corrupt.ion. He ~urther stat.ed
that t.he legislat.ive process as
pra~iced by the RepUblican Majority Ln the Senate and House is
not only a process of compromise
but Ear often of substituting
shod.. expediencies for sound legislatiwe purpose and ethics.
T~

At: the meeting of the Democratic
National Committee here in Washington ~esterday the members qave
the1~ indorsement to the action of
Democratic Chairman, St.ephen A.
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Mitchell Ln virtually reading out
of the DemocratiC Party James

Roosevelt and Repre8en~at1ve
Robert L. con&>n, both of California. Mr. Mitchell stated severa.l weeks ago that J _ a Rooaevelt should withdraw dQe to. his
wife's charge of a.dultery and the
sensational case now pend.Lng in
COurt. And further that Representative ~ L. Condon. who.
~s classlfiec as a security riSk
and refused aau.•• Lon to. the

atomic bomb test. should wltbdra.~
in his race for reelection.
The McCarthy-Stevens-Al:lny hea:ting :still under way and cxeatiDg
IDOre excitememt each day. In my
opinio.n this lH!ar1ng %eac:hed the
ridiculous .tage days ago and
President Eisenhower should call
It halt to. . _ .
May 8. 1954

Whip notice from congressman
John W. M.cCoraack rece1vecl toaay
info:cu.Dg me thilt the proogram for
Monday of next weeK wil.l be COQ-

siderat.1on of S. 230S-Motor VeMc:l.e
Safety Responsibility ACt: S. 984Judicial revi_ of certa.1n 'lax
Court decisio3ll: S. 2SS6-.AD.end
U.S. Code relative to extrad1.t1.oIl
of certa1.n fu 'g'iti vee ; H.R.. 573-
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Service, Prl~ing on
S. 2S4&-AmeDd. Secur-

enve~ope81

ities and. Exchange JO.ct. of ~934.
And in addit.ion to the above con-

tempt citationa from the Un-Aaerican Activit.iea Ca.mjt.t.ee axe to
be considered and paased upon by
the MeJllbera Qf the Bouse. 'l'he
abo-re matterB wiU :be cona1dered.
on Jlonday and Tuesday with weanea-day and the bal.&nce of tbe week

to

~onai.t

of consi4eratlOD oL

B.a., 760l-Wh1.te Bouse conference

on !4ucationr H.lt. 7434-National
Ad~laory Committ•• on Educatlonr
R.R. 9040-c00perat~ve ltea.arch 1n

Edl£ation.
,t,.a heretofore stated. a.t the
t1a& the Democratic CongresSIII8D
frc.. the Tennessee

Va1~.y

area

m,et witb Pr.sident. Dtil19ht D.
Ei_nhower to urge the r_ppointJJteli of Gordon Clap~ AdII,1ntstrator

of the Tennessee valley Authority.
the ~reBident was 4Xtxamely nice.
eaz:nest. and quite frank with lIS
cor:cerning our 1II18.ion. At no
time did he attempt to avoid the
SJWj ect.
Congressman Jere Cooper
Will!! t.he spokell2lliRl. and, a£ter
Co~re8~n C~

had

o~t11ned

ou. request, the president asked

••-.eral queati.on. alld a general
di=cussion was entered into conce.ning the TenneSBee Valley Author-
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ity. And just before _
left.
the question offish~ng, ~ollege.
baseball and footbal~ wer. briefly
discussed. and all of same was
very frien~y.
Drew Pearson, the author of the
Washingeon Merry-Go-Roun~, and the
gentle.an referred to by foxmer
Presiaent Harry S. Trumall as the
S.O.B., comes forth in his article
on saturday. May 8th. aM atates
as foLlows:

"When 16 Congr•• amen nom the
Tenn•• s_ Vall.ey stat.s 1 eft the
White House the other day, they
appointed Jere Cooper of ~nnessee
to issue a press stateme~t that
their conference with Mr. Eisenhower was amicable. Actu.a.lly. it
was jgst the opposite.
"Every time the Congre-ssman
tried to get down to bra~s tacks
reqaraing the re8Ppointm~~ of
Gordoa Clapp as ~ AdminLstrator.
the pres.1d.ent changeci the subj ect.
"He commented that he landerstoed
the fishing was good dow~ their
way a. Congressman cooper and
Percy Pr.1est of Tenne8.e~ started
to urge the reappointment of Clapp,
a nonpolitical career ma~ who
workea his way up the ladder to
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become head of the Nation's
biggest power project.
"CoZigresSJllen Joe Evins of
Tom Abernethy of
Mississippi and Henderson Lanham
of Geo%gia agreed that the fishing
"'as fiDe. But they politel.y
reminded Ike that they had CeDS
to talk about Clapp, not fish~ng.
~nnessee.

"'!'he President replied that
he cou~d assure his callers-amd
be said he wanted to emphasize
it-that wheZi he filled any vacancy
an the ~ board it will be done
an a nonpartisan basi ••
"Congressman Jamie Whitten of
Mi.sissippi next trie4 to impress
on the President that Clapp not:
only was nonpartisan, but extremely
efficient.
"Mr. Eisenhower replied he had
considered nam1.ng Oen. Bob Neyland,
~nnessee University'. athletiC
director, ae ~ chairman.
"CREEPING SOCIALISM?"

":Ike began to go into greater
detail about Meyl.and's athletic
achievements in football and baeeb&ll. but congressman Nobl.e Gregory
()of Kentucky respectfully suggested
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that tlle d.ele'3a.tiOl'l would prefer
to hear :tke' s '171_8 on the TVA
program, s..ince that was the reason

for their .,isit..
"What Gregory and: other
JIWII.

conqre.~

had in mind was tne P reslc1ent ' •

various conflicting statement.
about TVA which illd:l.eated. he was

aomet1mes £or 1t. sometimes against.
"'r'he president. declared that
'EVA represents a plU.loaopby in the
~ield of electric power develop.ant that Dust ])e kept under continuous st,;dy. :but he eai.d that
~t's qood for one area miqht not

apply .in amoth8%.

"He said he was incU.ned to
hvor the Btat_ and local COIIIIIIun.tties handl.ing their own power
p:robl_. Irfith~t intervention by
t:he Federal Government. but added
t:hat he did. DOt mean that this pol.! cy
shOUld a~l' to the whole cOIIntry.
"He WillS then asked if he felt
t:hat the theory of state or local

control of hydroelect.ric power
l!lbould apply in cases ",here a river

on through a number of states. as
:In the 'l'enneBsee valley.

"Ike replied that: a local part(between private ~r

~rship

compan~e.

and
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was
He said he

munic~~litie8}

the best sol.ution.

had recej.ved several letters from
private power campanies complaining

about the oo.pet1tlon of Govern_nt power pro-tects."
pearson's statement concerning
Evins, AbeDlethy. Lanham and Gregory"
and the fact that the President
attempted t<l be ~er than IIzd.cabl.e

about this aatter. attemptin9 to
change tbe subject. s1l:lply is not
true. In fact no part of same
took place. Now understand why it:

....a. thai:: Presi.dent: Prankl1.D. D.
Roosevelt made the statement that
this gentlenan was a congenital l.t..ar.
Under the oew lease-purchase
btll knoun as H.R. 6342. BY Congressional Dl.trict should secure
several new postQ£fice buildings.
:Beginnin'9 several years a'9o the
:necessary authorization acts _re
passed for .several. projects in the
Second congressional District. Tb.e
projects and the amount authorized
for same are as follows:

Brandellb'Urg
Dawson Springs
Earlington
Elkton

Henderson
Leitchfield

$215.000
211.000
no

cost l.imit

228.000
725.000
225.000

-

Providence
Scot!tsville
Sturgis
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211,000
235,000
211,000

The above b 1.1.1 is nCIW in conference and as soon as conferees
report same I .aJlI of the opinion
it will be sis-nee! by t:he President.
Prior to the E_res1dent -IS sJ.gnature
X shall secure the necessary
ass1stance fraa each 01 the counties
involved and proceed to recommend
construction :lJunediate ly. :tt has
been a number I> f years since any
Federal buildfnqs were constructed
1n the second ~ongres.Jonal District
The Th1rd S tlpplemental Appropr1ations Bill ~aS app.aved by the
Senate on Friday and tbe Conferees·
report accepte4 by botb the House
and t~e Senate, thereb~ .ending
this bill to t~e pres1dent for his
Signature. $800,000 s~pplem.ntal
appropriation ~ontained in this
bl1l for Green ~iver lock and dam
Nos. l-and 2.
X shall be ~ candidate for reelection and B~.sume t~t within
the next few ~ks wilJ file my
notification a~d decla~ation papers
indicating my J.ntentiolls. My good
friend. Frank :::r.. Chelf. fi.led for
re-election on ~ursda~ of last
week while he .... as down in Kentucky.
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approved and now the

$800.900 supplemental in ~he hands
of the President. I can begin to
plan £or further development in
the Green Ri.er Valley.
Under
the over-all plan dams would be
constructed. on RoU9h River near
Falls o£ Rough. on Barren River.
~len county. on Green River. and
on 601.in Ri ver • With the necessary dame. Green River in my
opinion, would be the Ruh: of the
South~
There 1s no objection
whatsoever to eonstructiOn of
Rou'1h Ri vex dam. In fact. the
people in Brecklnridge County and.

all the others affected a.re uX9i.n9
that same be constructed. 'fhi.
project has ,"een approved by the
Army Engineers.

There 18 some

objection to the construction of
the dam on Barren River in Allen
County and probably will be Objection £rom certain sources for construction of any of the other ciaI!III.
Ma" 10. 1954
On lfadnesCiay of this week. J:
entertain the Kentucky Conqress1onal. Luncheon Club. All the
Members will be present with the
exceptLon of Prank L. Che.!f who
will be in Kentucky.
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I am extending my remarks in
the Congressional Record today and
including editorials from the
Courier Journal of May 7, entitL~
"Emot:l.on Blocks Our Trade Policr"
and "From Galilee to Elath. Froa
Clee to Heaven", and an editorial
from the Franklin Favor:l.te May ~
issue entitled "Dynamic Policy
Needed". In extending my remar~a
in the Record with the editorial
"Dynamic Policy Needed", I stated
as follow.:
"Faced as we are today with a
psychological and propaganda
threat of the spread of communimR,
plus economic and military threa~2.
it is imperative that we ma:l.ntain effective military forces
equipped with the most modern
weapons. The strenqth of our Air
Force must continue to increase
until we have a powerful and
effective Air Force. our combat
wings must be adequate and properlv
equipped. It is essential that we
continue to have air power secon3
to none.
We must have a continental
defense system adequate for the
security of the United states.
Our defense against atomic attacks
must have the means of early
warning, and our interceptors,
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anti-craft and civilian defense
must be strong and alert. Notwithstanding the tremendous amount
of money - estimated at 68 cents
of each budget dollar - required

for major national security consisting of military. mutual militarr
prograae. atoaic energy and stockpiling. we must remain stroll9' on
land. sea and in the air if we
are to survive as a nation and. a
free people. In order to preser?e
our Republic. we must remai.n

militarily strong - freedom and
strength are synonymous. As we
go along. we must not overlook
the fact that to keep the United
states .1~itarily strong we must
also remain economically sound.
A8 pointed out by the Franklin
Favorite. of Pranklin. ~tucky.
it is wise to make plana and to
formulate policies with 1000g range
goals 1n vi_. and at the same
tlme maintain a dynaJllic policy
which can change with events and

circUlJllltances. ~
According to press release
this past week. a refugee air

craft expert who designed the
mig jet fighter which waa used 80
succes.fully against us in KOrea
and same being the plane for
which we offered a reward of
?lOO,OOO and finally succeeded in
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one from a North KOrean
pilot. was refused admis.~oD to
West Berl~n io 1946 when Amer:l.can
m1l~tary authorities refused to
grant asylum to the German desiqner
According to the ~8S release.
this German designer was Profesaar
Seigfried Gueother. formerly head
of the Henkel Aircraft Plant wh.ich
built crack fighters and bombers
for Naz:!. Germany before and dur.1ng
World War II. Uporl our re:f\:lsal
to grant asyllml this refUOljee was
returned to the RUBSians Ln the
east zone of Berlin. Apparently.
Guenther joilled approz1lu.tely 7C10
German specialists who were r_
eruited into .us8180 service and
engaged in research projects which
developed .any other intereBtioq
Lterns other than the .i9 jet plane.
secur~ng

P'ormer President Harry So

Truman back in Washington this
past _ek and later :l.n New York
City.
In New YOJ:k City speech
be called on President Eisenhower
to defend his office against the
encroachments of Congress and t~
ward off the thri!ilt of the legislative dictatorship.

France calls for a cease fire
in lndoch:!.na with an a~Btioe
9uaranteed by Soviet UltiOD. Red
China and the ~estern powers.

So far,
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the French .l'orei911 Min LIIter ' !

plea has been avoided. It now
appears t.hat Rea Cb.j,na took part in
the overwhelaing of Dien Bien Phil.
My good friend, CO)l9resSlUn

Brent Spence. t.he Dean of the xentuck}' De1.egation in the House,
and 1 sat. toget.her today dlaing
the gene~al debate ~cder H.R. 2556.
During a ~ull in the debate, Con~
gresSJDarl Spence inferaed me t.hat
he had j!HIt presented the Confederate Flag which hi. father""s
Divillion Wled 111. the Civil War
the University of IC!!ntucky. HiS

"0

father was a ColoneL during the
Civil War and aile of the few

Division Officers who refused to
surrender their flags. After tbe
close of the war Hz: _ Spence' s
father. ftO was born and reared in
Tennesaee, later moYin9 to Cincinnati. Ohio, and t~en to Fort
ThCllli!ls. Xentllcky. wa.s appointed a
united statal Consul and stationed
at ottawa, Canada. ..Kz. Spence inform. me that ha enj~yed hiB stay
in Canada: and becUle very fond of
the Cana4ian people.

congressman Chenoweth, a Mel!ll)er
of the Committee on :B.lIleB. arose
and addressing the SJleaker, stated.
that by direction of the committee
on Rules "I call up 1Io1l8e ResolutiOJ
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488 aLid ask for .its. .inIlnedi.a.te con-

sideriltion. .. The Clerk read the
ResoLgtion which provided as follows
"~solved. That upon the adoption
of thLs resolution Lt shall be in
orde. to move that the House resolve it•• l£ into the Committee of
the Whole House on the State of
the ~nion for the consideration
of t~e bill H.R. 2556 to amend
sect jon 3185 of title 18. United
St.t•• Code. and all points of
orde~ a9ainst said bill are hereby
wa1v4d. After general debate.
whic~ shall be confined to the
bill, and shall cont.nue not to
exce~d 1 hour. to be equally
div~5ed and controlled by the Chairman ilnd ranking minority member of
the Committee on the Judiciary.
the D11l shall be read for amendment under the 5-minute rule.
Xt
shal.l be in order to consider
without the intervention of any
poin~ of order the substitute
amendment recommended by the Committee on the Judiciary now in the
bill. and such substitute for the
purpose of amendment shall be
cone1dered under the 5-minute rule
as an or1g1nal bill. At the cooclu~ion of such consideration the
Committee shall rise and report
the b~ll to the House with such
ame:ndments as may have been
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adopted, and any Ilember may demand
a separate vote in the House on
any of the amendments adopted in
the COIIIl1Iittee of the Whole to the
bill or committee substitute. The
previOus question shall be considered as ordered on the bill
and amendments tnereto to final
pa •• aqe without interveninq motl.on
except one motion to recommit wl.th
or without instruct10ns."
The resolutioD was adopted.
After discu •• ion of the rule, the
House resolved itself into the
Committee of the Whole House on
the State of the Union for the
consideration of the Bill, H.R. 2556
to amend section 3185 of Title 18
of the United States Code. The
motion was agreed to.
We have treat.es with a great
many Countries concerning extraditi.on of fuqiti.ves. Certain procedure must be complied with before
a fugitive is extradited from this
Country and other Countr1es. Under
2556 provisions were made for
extradition of fugitives back to
foreign Countries or territories
which were totally or partially
occupied or under the control of
the United States whether exclusivel,
or jointly with one or more other
Nati.on. The two particular COl1ntriel
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that would benefit under this
bil~ were Genaany and Austria.
Neither of same were in a position
to enter into a treaty at the
present time for the return of
fugLtives. Therefore, the Secretary of State made an urgent
plea that this bil~ pass. A
great many crimes apparent~y have
been committed with the gul~ty
parties going scot free due to
the fact ~h*t we have no legi8lat~on providing for the return
of these particular parties.
H.B. 2556 provides that each
fugitive returned would be assured
of a fair trial. Congressman
Martin Dies, C~are Hof~n, Paul
J. X1lday and James C. Davis lead
the fight against this bil~. Much
demagoguery. The main point in
controversy seemed to be the provision assuring a fair trial. I
was definitely sure that this did
not mean a jury trial, and with
co~ditions as they are in Germany
an4 Austria today our Ambassador
and High commissioner, Dr. James
B. Conant, would be unable to
fo~low each of these cases through
in Germany. Therefore, some Sill~
charge might be preferred by a
girl in order to return a boy
from this country and without benefit of counselor an assurance
that justice would be meted out
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!ccording to justice in thi.s part:icIIlar Country. Congressman Clare
~ffman, of M.i.chigan, made a motion
eo strike the enacti.ng clause which
runs as follows:
"Be it enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives of
the United states of Ameri.ca~in
Congress assembled,"
After a great deal of discussion
under general debate Congressman
Hof£man's motion was sustained
228 to 68. 'l'he Republicans really
abandoned ship in this case. A
qreat many of them made the statement that naturally they were not
going back to their District and
have some father point his finger
at them and inform them that a
fair trial of this man's son meant
without a jury and without a lawyer, and that this particular boy
was now in the penitentiary serving
tltenty years. Maj ority Leader,
Halleck, made a gallant fight to
rally the M.embers on his side of
tn.e aisle but Congressman Kilday's
speech was the call "abandon ship"
for the Republicans.
definitely do not believe
that one of our soldiers should be
permitted to cOllUllit crimes in
Germany and Austria and not be
I
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tried for same, but. at the same
t~e, I believe that the provisions
in our Constitution concerning a
jury trial are sacred ri9hts.
Until foreign treaties can be made.
such as we have with other Countries.
at the present tLme our ~gh Commissioner and the Armed Services
will have to make the best ar.angement pOssible to see that the
guilty parties are returned.
Striking the enacting clause
was very, very unusual procedure
in the House of Representatives.
According to older Members who
have been here a great number of
years, this is the second t~e
that this has been done in eighteen
years.
In Monday'. Courier-Journal we
find an editorial entitled "It:
Was Worbh Waitinq Fifty Years To
Get '!'he seaway Started". '!'his
editorial. in part. states t~
althouqh it was fifty years ago
that talk began about digging a
canal through the St. Lawrence River
so that ocean-going ships could
reach the heartland ports of the
Great Lakes, . . . . r was there any
doubt that lIuch a seaway would be
a tremendous boon in peacetime to
the economics of the united States
and Canada. or a firm support to

-292 National Defense in t1me of war.
~s editorial further stated
that every President since woodrow
WLlson has urged congress to bui1d
this seaway. and it has been an
irony that the interests that
pLoneered transportation in this
Country - the railroads, the coal
producers and SOllIe o:f the seaport
cLties of the At1ant~c Coast conspired through a11 these years
to blOCK construction of the seaway.
Construction of same was an id1e
4ream their spokesmen stated, and
same was only socialism and a waste
01 the taxpayers money.

X voted for passage of the St.
Lawrence seaway BiLL and X definitel
alii of the opinion that thi.s waterwey would bave directly, or indirectly. paid for itself several
tues over in World War XX. A
9%eat many of our Cities and States
would have been amazed if Canada
had to go alone in the construction
01 this seaway. and under certain
t%eaty agrea.ents granted permission
for certain ships without tolL
charges to use t~e seaway, and with
t~ese particular ships loaded
with highly competitive merchandise
to compete with aerchandise manufactured in the United States.
After contempt Citations of the
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House Un-American Activities
Committee approved the House
took up for consideration S. 2846,
which provides amendment to securities and Exchange Act of 1934
making the amount $500,000 instea~
of $300,000. and same defeated.

x attended meeting in the ways
and Keane Committee Room at two
o'clock p.m. with the other Tennesaee Va~ley Congressmen. Gordon
Clapp, Director of the Tenneasee
valley Authority attended this
meeting,and. as usual, handled himaelf wel~. He is a very able
executive, and it seems a shame
that, reqardless of politics, sucn
a man wi~l be removed and a poli~l
cal appointment will be made.
May 18th is the day that tnts
appointment is to be made. and S enator John Sherman cooper. of KentUCky, has emphatically stated
that he will not approve Gordon
Clapp for r-.ppointment. He baaes
hi. statement on the fact that
Gordon Clapp. during hi.s seven
years as Cha1~n of the Board of
TVA, has been unable to work with
the Committees in Congress, and
Cooper seems to feel that th.is has
worked againat the Tennessee Valley
Authority.
Xn my opinion, tnta
is Simply an easy way of saying
that a Democrat should be remOVEd.
and a Republican appointed.
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B.R. 9040 up for consideration
in ~~e HOuse today. and. after all
of ~~e States Righters from Georgia
expounded the~r phi~osophy. the
bilL passea. X votea in favor of
this bi~l because I believe that
the rederal Commissioner of Educatioa should be authorized to enter
into contracta with univer.~tiea.
educational institutions ana co~l~.1
in t~e field of education. An
amen~nt was passed providinq for
an !!!lCpenditure of not exceedi.nq
$400,000 per year.
E.R. 7434 up for qeneral debate
todaY'. At the cl.ose of the day
the Committee arose and tomorrow
thi. bil.l will be up for vote.
under this bill the Secretary of
Hea~th, Education and Welfare ahal.l
be .asted with authority to appoint
a gxoup of l.ay persona as an Adviao~
Committee. with same to consist of
9 members and with their compensatic
to ke $50 per diem plus travel
expenses. The bil.l further provides that there is authorized the
sum of $200,000 for the purposes
of ~arryin9 out the provisions of
this act. Again. we have our
friEnds from Georgia, and one or
two of the other Southern States
maintaining that State's rights
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waste of money to have an Advisory
Committee. Un~ess I change my

mind I st~~l vote £or this bill
because I am definite1y in favor
of everything which will be of
benefit to education in Rentucky
and the other states.
President Eisenhower signed the
Third Supplemental Appropriation
Bill which contains an $800,000
item for reconstruction of Locks
and Dams 1 and 2 on Green River.
This item. of course, is to :be
used in Pisca1 1954 for the starting of this project, and under
other legislation, which haa
recently passed the House and is
now in the senate, $5,000,000, has
been approved to be used on this
project, and the balance will be
set up in the 1956 Piscal Year Budget
At the Civil Air Patrol Banquet
Senator Clements kidded Congressman
John M. Robsion, Jr. about his
Democratic opposition. and Congressman Robsion was so firmly convinced
that his opponent wouLd be Charles
Farnsley. former Mayor of Louisville,
that he bet all of the Members of
the Kentucky Delegation present a
twenty dollar hat. Today's CourierJournal announces the fact that
?~rrison M. Robertson, Louisville
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Attorney and formet: General COIln.se~
of Brown-W.l.ll.iamaon Tobacco Coupany, wi~l be the ae.ocratic
1II0000inee. FiUnSley could not be
persuaded to make the race.
Senator Clyde R. Hoey, age 76.
died yesterday 1n r,:i.s senate
office. roe 16 ~ear old senato=

wore a long swallow-tail coat and
had all of the mamterl_s of the
old Southern gentl.eman. Be was
always very eons:i.dez:ate, courtl:.'
and very o:.-ator.ical _ He was a
conserva.tive Democrl!lt. ana was the
second !forth C:aro~na senator t::>
die in off.ice with.:i~ a year. Sen-

ator Willis Smith d.ied of a heart
attack in JUlie of 1953. senator
Hoey _ . the son o:f a Confederate
Army Captain, and "as admitted t;o
the Bar in the ye~ of 1899. lIE!
served in the House of Represell'tatives from 1919 to ~921. Befo~
that time he served as a Member of
the House and Senate of North
In 1936 he was eleet~d

Carolina.

Governor of North (!a.rolina. ane.
came to the Senate as the successor
of former Senator Robert ll. lleplo.llII
rece1vin9 the largest majority
ever given II canitilate for Governoz:
or Senator in a Denocratic pr;!.Iqry
in North Ca,.z:ol:ina. He has beell a

Member of the Senate since 1945.
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The tobacco program is one of
the few programs that has beer.
successfully operated. and thLs
~& the main reason why the President. in his farm speech to the
C~ngress, recommended that price
su.pports at 90'}(. ,of paxity reJUin
f~r tobacco.
A great deal of the
au.ccess of this program was due
to. ~e fact that J. E. Thigpen
was in charge of the program.
According to news reports t~,
J. E. Thigpen is being succeeded
by Clarence L. Miller. formerLy
PAA Administrator of l<entuck:r _ Jim
~igpen is being transferred to
th. Department of Oils and peanut
Division of the Commodity Stabilization Service. He w1.ll be J)Srector
of this Department _ After the PMA
was discontinued Miller was named
as Chairman of the Kentucky State
Agricultural Stabilization ano
CODservation Committee, and has
served in this position since
JU~y of 1953.
Jim is a great
employee, and one of the abl.e men
connected with our present A~n:I. st rat ion •
Congressman Clare E. Hoffnen,
the gentleman without pockets.
decided to turn detective yesterda~ and sent out one of his ~dmin
lstrative Assistants to count the
number of chauffeur driven GQ~rn-
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side of the CapJ.to.l. 'rhe Congres BIIUIn %eported theJ:le were 17
offici.al cars located .at t:his
poJ.nt. Eight bel.ongecl to the
Al:my , s a to the Navy 4l1d three
to otbe% Governmental .\qenci.es.
'!'he Congressman maintCiins that the
Government could save "thousands
upon thousands of dollus by setting
up a city-wide car pool. and to
make his point. decid.iJ. to tUrD
detective.
May 14, 1954

Por a number of weeks a hipartisan foreign policy baa. been discussed in both the House and the
senate. Some of the l.eaders on
our ai.de mainta1.n that. there can
be no bipartIsan fore~ policy
until we know W'hat the policy of
this present Administration ia to
be. On wednesday Sena.tor Knowland.
;In aQdxeasi.ng the Senate, made the
statement that neither of OU% 9%eat

political parties has a monopoly
on patrioeism, and that Republicans
and Democrats alJ.ke snould and do
resent all %eflection on the patriotism and the devotioll to the
public service of the two great
poli t.ical parties. 'l"his was a
direct repudiation of Senator
McCarthy's "Twenty Yeilrs of t'reason",
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arQse in the House and Congressma:n Rayburn, our M.i.nor1ty Leader,
arQse addressing the Speaker and
stated that, of course. it is the
de.s1re of every patriotic Amer:t.ca:l to have a bipartisan foreign
po licy _ He stated. that there was
a »ipartisan foreign po1icy durimg
tn~ texm of Senator Vandenburg.
bu~ that there wasn't much of the
aale policy seen at this time. He
further stated that the Democrat~c
Party and the Democratic side of
th.e House vaa ready to coopera.e
on a b:t.partisan policy if it was
sownd. but first we must know what
th.!t policy ia. He ended. »y
stAting that we certaln~y do not
klllCIW what that poli.ey ill at the
present ti.me. Majority Leader
HaUeck 1mDedlately jumped to his
feat, and red in the face. stateo!
t~t s:lnce the Eisenhower Admini~~rat:t.on came 1nto off1ce there
na.va been l.iteral.ly scores of
oe~asions when Democrat. and Republicans. at the leadership level
and at the COIIOIittee level, have
been invited in by the President,
by the Secretary of State and by
the leaders of the Defense Department, and have been advised frOlll
dar to day. week to week and mon~h
to month as to what was involved
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in our fore~gn policy, and what
was being done. He stated that
the Democrats partici~ted ~n
the making of many de<~sions. He
f~rth.r stated that everyone ought
to want our foreign ~~~cy to
s~cceed to the end th~t th~s great
Co~ntry of ours would avoid £urther
aJ:llled conflict. and t a t we have
peace and "prosperity .at hOlll4t.
Congressman Rayburn retal~ated
by stating that, of c~rse. every
patr~otic American wanted peace
aoo prosper~ty at hOllH. but before
th. Democrat. were persuaded to go
a19ng on foreign poli~, in all
fairness to the Democrat~c Party.
we should know what tlle po1icy:;.1.
to be. He stated that there has
be~n no firm announceDent by this
Admin~stration 8~nce ~anu.ry 20,
1953, that would let ua know what
the firm foreign po11~ of the
United states is. Congressman
Halleck arose and stated that the
fo-reign pol.icy of the present
Administration has be.n fi:rm~y
stated on several occ~.~ons. and
this was unusual considering what
took place prior to tlle present
Administration taking over.
Next Ar. Rayburn stated that
Halleck was now gettinq partisan
and always before he ~ets through
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.lways concludes by taking a cut
at somebody. Mr. Rayburn then
stated that he wanted to tell the
gentleman something. He said that
the elections to be held this Fall
and in 1956 are n~ going to be
determined on what happened twenty
years ago, fifteen years ago or
five years ago, but are going to
be determined on the record of this
Administration in reference to
matters foreign and domestiC. (~n
addition to making this statement
Congressman Rayburn further stated
that Congressman Halleck was indeed
skating on thin ice and that always
takes place before a fall. This
will take place dis November. A
revision was made and this part
stricken from the Congressional
Record.)

"That the gentleman from Texas
knows of my high regard for him.
and notwithstanding the fact that
he accuses me of injecting politics
X would like to state to the gentleman. who is much my senior here,
and who is wiser understandably
than X, that when the gentleman
suggests, as he did,' that there is
no foreign policy for the Democrats
to support. that smacked a little
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bit of ehe injection of politics
too."
After congressman Rayburn ilnd
Con9reesman Hal~eck concluded their
little skirmish Congressman Wayne
Hays, Of OhiO, one of the little
bul~dogs. then arose and reaffirmed
what ME. Rayburn had said. Next
Congressman Clare Hoffman. of
MicbigC!ln. jumped up and made a
par~1mentary inquiry.
The spealc.er
asked the gentleman to state the
par~1mentary inquiry and Congressman Ho:ffman asked if there was any
rule 0:1 the House which defines
the di:fference between a rainstorm
and a \,d.ndstorm. Speaker Martin
~diately stated that tbat was
hardly a parlimentary inquiry.

B.R. 7434. providing for Advisory
Committee of 9 representative
citize~s to serve witb the Cammlssio~er of Bducation under the
superv~B1.on of the Secretary of
Hea~th. Education and Welfare. up
for vote today and X voted for
passage of this bill. Much bi~ter
ness was injected before the bill
was fiDally passed, and every states
Rigbtez in the House had his say
and vezy promptly voted a9ainst
the bil~. The question was taken
and there were 179 yea votes. 157
nay votes and 96 not voting. On1~
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eight Democrats and the. Independent
Member, Congressman Frazier Reams,
of ~ledo, Ohio, voted for the
pasaage of thi.s bill. One Republican voted agai.nst the bill. Congressmen Rayburn and McCormack
attempted to lead the Democratic
Party down the aisle against this
bill. mainly be~se i t qave the
RepllbJ.ican p.arty a chance to
appoint 9 members of the Advlsory
Conm.1.ttee, which, these qentlenen
maintained would set up ant)ther
_11. bureauracy. T'o me this argument was absolutely al1ly and I
voted for thi.a :bill because I CUI.
in favor of any leqlalation which
wl11 benefit education today.
It seems to me that the Repub11cac. should cease their attacks
on the Deraocratlc Party. There is
only one group that can possibly
be cl".arged with being the party
of treason, and that is the COIII1J.UIl181
Part~ and the underground conspirators • We will not have bipartisan
cooperation as loog as the Dembers
of one party continue to cast
doubtS on the loyalty of the other
partJi' In Illy opinion we are in
dire need of national unIty today
in this Country and each Member
of the House, and each Senator,
should study hie words ca~fully
before he utters same in regard to
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all domestic and fore~9n policy
matters confron~in9 ~his Country
today. I definitely believe that
the people of the Ccmmcnwea~th of
Kentucky, and the Second CongresSional District of Kentucky. are
interested in peace a~ home and
abroad, and are not Lnterested
in their Representative playinq
politics durinq a crucial period
of our history. TO me, today is
one of survival and no mistakes
should be made in the House of
Representat~ve..
Naturally the
statements made by the leaders, om
both sides of the aisle. are construed and misconstrued by"ou:r:
friends and foes abroad.
Queen Elizabeth XX and her
hUSband. the Duke of Edinburgh.
have returned to Enqland concluding
a sLx months world tour of the
British Colonies. This young la4y
makes a lovely queen, and the
world is proud of her and her fiae
fam~ly.
r sOllletimes wonder just
what the future holds for Englana.
X do think that British diploma~
is promulgated and made effective
by qualified lndividua~s. We need
more of this in the Un~ted States.
The Brieish have so little in
comparison to us but maxe the most
of their mite.
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HeretotClrE in this, my not too
personal. d.iary, 1 stated that
Majority I.eader 3alleck. was a hit
and run anul %.1ck lhaw artist.

B.:I.s

treament of CarL Andersen amazed
the entire MEJ'IIb&"lIhip ot the HoWIe.
Again this p.a.st ~eek Majority
Leader Halleck aaazed a few outstanding Leader. of the Republican

Party in D.ldiana.

ror several

IIIOnths the two 'l.""Dited States Se_

ators, Honer S. Capehart and
W'il11aa .E. Jenner, have been battlins
Governor Geor<;Je N. Craig over control of the G.O.P. machine in
lodi-ana.
This ~.t week Alvin C.
cast. of the Second Congressional
District of Dld:::ana. was elected
as G.O.P. Cha.1rnan of the State.
I t seeas that AJ. cast 1s a resident o£ Majorit~ Leader Halleck'.
District. and t:llat Majority Leader
Halleck had. a""'Ired the two u. S •

Senators :£:rcm X Idiana. that if Ai

Cast were elected as Chainu.n of
the Second C~~es • .1.ona1 District
of Indiana he, in turn, could be
elected State G.O .... Cba.1.rman, and
would uo~elltionabl.y be a frien4
of the tWll senators, thereby vesting .1.n hin control. of the Party
in Indiana instead of the Governor.
Go1nq a.Long on Ut.1.s propoSition,
and believinq that the facts were
as stated Iry t1-e CongresSlllaD from
the Seconcl :B>.i.str.1.ct, th-e Capeha.rt-
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Jenner Machine got beh~nd Al Cast
and he was elected Cha~rman of
the Second Congressional District.
and upon meeting in Xnaianapo~is,
was e~ected Chairman oE the Republican State COIIIIIIittee. This meeting took place on May L2th. Immediately upon being eLected G.O.P.
Chairman of the State ~l Cast
held a Press Conference and notified the world that he was a
Governor George N. Craig man and
a Hal~eck man. The two Unit"
state. Senators discovered their
fatal error and shortly thereafter
issued a statement,
"That it is now known that A~
Cast is a part of the Craiq=Machine.
and therefore, we are recommending
to al~ of our loyal friends that
the Republican Banner in Xndiana
fly under the leadership of George
Crai9, Dale Brown, Roy Conrad,
Albert Wedeking, Frank Millis,
Little Doc Sherwood and men of
their ilk."
Halleck is credited with running
a confUSing double play in the
Second District to protect his
own interest in securing the appoin~.
ment of the new Federal Judge, and
a~ao repaying the Jenoer-Capehart
faction for b~ocking his nomination
a8 a delegate to the G.O.P.
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National Convention i~ 1952.
upon being conrronted with the
facta as presented by the CapehartJenner faction. Halleck refused
to blast back p~l1clr'. However.
rumors are circulating that he
has ,}ust started to sbaxpen h.1s
sn1ckersnee.
Again I am definiteLy of the
opin1.on that HallecJoc i.s not the
type of man who should be MaJ or:1ty
Leader on either 8ide of the a1s1e.
The RepubU.cans have olltstancUnq
men who could easily ~ake his
place, and a man 8uch .s Congressman John Philli.pa, of the 29th
District of California, would make
an outstanding leader.

In the Army-McCartby hearing
on May 1.2th, John G. Aclama. Counsel
to the Army. testified under oath
that he, Mccarthy and Cohn had
cUnner at Gasner' 8 Restaurant in
New York City. and that he brought
up the Schine case hoping that
MCCarthy would inform Cohn at that
tUne that he must drop h.1s request
conce rni.ng Schine. Cohn became
abusive. accordi.ng to Adams. and
used language of such ?iolent and
obscene character that he would
not dare repeat i t at a telev.1sed
hearing. Special Cou~sel, Ray H.
Jenkins, inqui.red of Adams as to
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tr.ain back to Washington. and
Aciuns infonned h:1111 that since he
ha~ brollght the subj ect of SChille
up be felt he should Contil1U8 the
di. lcusaion hoping to quiet Cohn p
the young SubcOllll11ttee lawyer.
'1'he discu •• ion continued and COM
):)ecame very abusive both as to
Adl_. the Aray and then as to
MeCarthy. and at three-thirty Cohn
of fered to taKe Ad_a to the
pellnsylvalLta Station. Cohn drove
the car and. MCCarthy rode on the
front •• at. and the abus. contl~ued
w!"th Cohn finally stoppill9 the
car in a fit of viol~ce and info-aainq Adam. he could get. out
aad go the best way be cou~d.
A~ testified that he got out.
ca Il9ht a cab and went on to the
.tltiOn. The Cohn-SChine matter
on ly has one ans_r. In my opinion
the Al:my-MCCart.hy hearing will :be
a doqfall. IllUCh to the di.quat of
a ,reat many people in this Countxy
"hoO are vita~.ly interested in the
donestic and foreign situation
to4ay. and wi.ll not divulge the
truth aa to wby Schi.ne was such
an important young man.

w~

According to article appearinq
J.n Saturday' a Cour ier-Journal.
senator John Sherman Cooper makes
th.e statement that one reason for
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the fa~ 1 of Olen Bien Phu was
crou'9'ht about as the result of
the att.itude o£ the U.S. Congress.
He st.at.ed. that if the attitud.e of
the .Keabera of Congress had been
diffezent. Prealdent Eisenhower
Du~l_ cOl1l.d have
entered into QegotiationB which
would have prevented the catastrophe at DieD .Bien Phu. .I definitely disagree with SeQator
Cooper and think that the attitude
of Congress is. correct. The le8SOll
we Learned fram Korea w~ll stay
with U8 for a lonq time and DOtwithStanding tb. fact that the
:maj ori ty of the M4Imbers of congres 8
are in favor of taking a.ll DeCesliazy
steps to cOlllbat COBIIIIunilUl they
certainly are not In favor of
send.i.n9 our :boys 0"'1' into the
rice paddies o£ Endochina to
engage in a battle which ahol1ld
have 10119 1.o;JO been prevented by
France. Independence £01' the
three l:ndochina states in controversy wit.h guidance would hrn!
prevented communism. in my opinion,

and Secretary

lind also Dien 8ien Phu. I certain~y
do not I.qree with Senator cooper's
statement and J: alii one o£ the
Members of the HOUile who under no

circumstances would vote to send
our boil'S to fi9ht in the rice
paddies of Indochina. President
Elsenho;;er I s ami Secretary Dulles'
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proponll wollld have been refu.sed- and to> back 11p our leaders
next , . would have to send our
boys to fight the battles in
Indoc I1.1na •

selJeral weeks ago Secretary
Dull_ and the pooMrs to be in
the ~nta9on informed Congressional
leaders that the IDODlloon seaBOD
would begin witbin the next few
day. and that tbe French and
Vietnamele would be able to hold
the rice rich Red Ri:ver Delta
throa;rh the rainy season and long
after the season wal over. The
monloon leason would permit relnforc~nts

and the necessary prep-

aratLons for holdJn~ this delta.
l:t lleems that the 1IIC>naoon __ lion
hils --=* arrived as tOo this good
day ~"ld accordlrl9 to my 1nformatioKl
obtaL'1ed from a Lt. Colonel i.n
the ALr Corps. the DIODloon lIea80n
wilL ~ a£t:ect the advancement
of tbe! cClll'l1lunists. It seems that
you can fly a plane in and out and
around the huge rainfalls which
appea.r tOo cOllIe from faucets with
a gr_t space in between. The buqf!
dam i.!I too well constructed and
has too good. a foundation to be
destr,~ed by the average bomb.
We
tri.ed thi8 when the Japanese were
Ln thlis section of the world.
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Within the past seventeen days
and some 7~ thousand words later,
the Me Carthjl-Arny bearings seem.
to be getting nowhere. 1: def1ni.tel.l"
believe that the majority of the
people are simply d1.SgU8ted with
thil show. Neverthe~ess. in my
opinion McCarthy will be completely
exonerated and wi~l come out of
this hearill9 sme11.1ng like a rose.
The fact that. senators Potter.
Dirksen and M~ corrOborated
McCarthy aa to the visit of Adams
turned this heariD9 completely
around as :Ear aa aectiJIent 1.s
concerned and 1n my opll11.on lllakes
the outcaae clearly in favor of
McCarthy.
So far in the HOuse,

we are

pretty far a~ong with our present
legislation program. The Third
Supplemental Bill bas passed the
House and the Senate and. has been
enacted. Appropriation bills for
the Treasu~, Post Office, State.
Justice, COnImerce. Interior. Aqrlculture, Independent Offices and
C1.vil Funct..i.ollS have passed the
Hou se and same reported in the
Senate. The House bas passed the

b1.11ion dol1ar Hi9hway program
b1.11, the Housing program bill.
tax revis.i.on. excise tax reduction,
St. Lawrence seaway and wire tappin;:
Dur~ng the first session of
this Congress, the bill for

01.11.
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Hawaiian StatehooQ and debt limit
increase passed. So far no legislation pertaining to the Veterans
o£ any conseqcence has passed the
Bollse.
Our CCl'IIlldttee now has a
bill whi.ch will. come before the
Rules Committee withi.n the next
few weeks inc~ea.in9 benefit.
for all Vete%ans. Tbe increase
amounts to several hQudred m.1lLions
of dollars, and simply means a
fight so far a& the administration
1s concerned. No major a9ricuLture
bills have paaseQ the Houae and the
Pr.sident's pr~po.al for a sliding
parity scale c&rtainly will not
meet with my ap-p&'oval. The senate
has spent a great deal of t~
this Bes8ioni.n defeati.ng the
Taft-Hartley AlQenclmenta and the
Bricker Amenchnent. '!'he postal
workers and ci.~l~ servi.ce employees
are waiting 10r a pay booat bill.
which in my opL~ion will experience
a 9reat deal of ~£ficuLt~ on the
Floor. I am ill. favor of a reasonable increase ~ut cert~~a9ainst
a postal increase for ~cLass
mail. A bi.l~ to enfranchise L8 to
20 year oLds n~ ready foz debate
in the senate. Of course this
proposal must: t:ravel the .long road
of a Constitctl.onal AIIIendlnent.
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)lay 17, 1954
Today in the House we ha1Jl!: the
Consent Calendar - tomorrow, the
Pri.vate Calendar. The PenlU!yl vania.
priJaary ruesday, therefore, the
fi.rst two days of thls _ek 101111
see f _ accc.Jpl1shments.
I am today lnaert.lD9' in the
Congressional Record an editorial
entit~ed "78 Doul:rt t.he EDeJIIlI a
Graduate Paces?" which appeared
in the May 14. 1954 issue oi the
Courier-Jollrna1 of Louisville,

Kentucky. Under wry extension of
r_rks, I stated as fellows:

"Mr. Speaker, _ mow that the
younq hopefuls graduating frOM
the state schools of the Soviet
Union are ;in every respect graduat;ino;;
Thil is no cOllll:mE!n~nt for these
young people but. the culmination
of a period of ;incubation and training 1"0 fit them into the mold of
the comm1Ul.ist vorld. 'l'bey axe
finished products and a blue pril'lt
has been made of their lives for
them. They have no deCisions to
make and their highest ambition
can only be utter and absolute
conformity. All instruments of
public opinion such as music, education, and the movies are under
Government d1rection and control.
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They have no B1ll O~Right.S
9uarantee.1ng to them their right
to U.fe, liberty and the pursuit
of happiness. onl.y God can. help
any of t~ who try to eDla.l'ge
or break the mold by expressinq
~ny new or aBti-communist thou,gbt
whether i t ia tried t.hrough teaching. the preas. or any of the arts.

The t.housan&! of younq Aaaericans
~lIdUlltin9 from oar

achool.s

and

col.leg_ 'WOUld under no cirCUlI-

stances tra.de the uncertainty of
their fut ure careers for the deadly
certainty that awaits their young
aom:er.porari•• in the Soviet Union.
Here we have a l~ral Constitution
and a B111 of lU.ghts qua.ranteei.n9
to our YO\JD9 people their .right
to life, liberty and the pursult
of happ1neBs. Our young people
should have no fear of ideas and
realize that ou.r foundLng fathers
made free~ to think. to speak.
to exchange ideas the very core
of our Bll1 of Right. and the baSis
of the Government of the ltepubl.1c.
They should have no fear of being
classed a.s l.iberals and shoUld DOt
be accused of be.1ng communists

just because they are concerned

about our liberties. oppose rel1g10\1
prejudice. work for more effect.ive
.labor unions or cultural exchange
wlth forei9D countries _ They
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should understand fear of communism
is causing us to confuse treason
with dissent. and that it ia Leading us to abhor deviatio~ o£ any
kind. R89ardLess of the fact t.nat
a great many of our Leaders are
being friqhtened into zeLuctant.
confo~ity. our young 9raduat.a
should take a stand foz the rights
of the unzeqimented min<l not onLy
for a desire for knowleage but
for liberty of thought and speech
as a right on which e~ry persen
shouLd be abLe to depend _ We as
Members of Congress. 0111: schooJ.a.
our coaEts. the press. our churches
should be ever vigilant and aSSu.e
the task of eliminating :I.CJlloraJ"lce.
thereby granting anto our young
graduates proper conditions fo~
the free movement of Life. tho~9ht,
speech. and a true affection for
our country and its inlltj.t~t101\S."
In addition to the abeva extension of remarks, I .neL~ded
two very able and timely ed.ito%iala
entitl.ed "'!"he Lesson or Dien Bien
Fhu" from the owensboro JIlesaeDtlJer.
and "The Communists are afl:er "!'heir
One Worl.d" (my titl.e due to th-e
fact that the Henderson Gleaner
and Journal. does not UBe titLes
for their editor1.l.s) trom the
Henderson Gleaner and Jour.naL.

U6 l:n the May l3 :!.ssue of tbe
OoIensboro Me•• &ng_, appeared an

article entitleCI "Row Representa~ted in Major Tax
Policy Test ~. 'rhe information
contained. .in t.h1.8 srticle was
secured fraa Ua Congre•• i.orIal
Quarterly 'Which. i.e -II publi.cation
published bere in the :Distr:l.ct.
't'h.e article sutes that 'When Presi.de~ Bisenhower'. tax proposal
got to its first b:lq test the
Conqre.s receDtly supported all
its provi.1~, ~1nq back demands
for higher exeapti.o1w for indivi.d-oal
taxpayers. anll the teat came- :'QI1
an unaucee ••caL af.ort to send the
bUl back to Qlmmi.ttee with Representative ~atcber'a vote of 'yeB'
plac::1nq hiJI CD the 10llinq side.
This art.1.cle 1.s eoarect. I voted
to increase tile ~'ODal tax
exempt.ions of each taxpayer in the
United states from the pre.ant
$600 to $700. aDd the ~e was 210
to 204 aga1i1lst. th1& proposal. On
final passige e»f t:t;. bill s _
passed 339 to 80. I voted for
passage of the bi.ll. when our att.empt
to help the ilEld.1.viOual taxpayer
fai.~ed.
This tax bill contained
hundreds of p:t"C»v1s:l«ls concElrnilll9
other matters ~hiCbwe~ beneficiaL
to the peopLe ill this eOUhtry. ilnd
all of the Denc>cratl with the exception of a very :l:ew felt. we had

tive Natcher

C
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~st.

therefore. de:feat1119

the bill a:nd aeQCtin'1 :it back to
C~ittee .fter loss of personal
exemptions raise, 'WOUld be useleas.
I still am rloght proud of r.y vote
on this bUI and believe that. the

individual tazpayer in tbill country
must recei-ve some asSistance soon.
Consent Calendar

r~trec1

onl.V

a short tble in call of SUle today
and after .:SpeCial orders coaplet.ed..
House adj O'1Irned.. Upon pUsUJg' the
ticker in "the speaker' s rea.41n'9'
room, I nO"ticed. that the Chief
Justice of the supreme Court had
ten manutes before our adjo~
t1Ee start4d :reacli.n'9' the opill.ion
in the seg.regat1oD case. 'I'h1s
case is pl'oODalIly the most iaportaDt
case pendbq ])efore the Supreae
Court and "the people of the. ['nited
states haw~ closely followed same
thro~h. tt.~ CClurtS.
Especially
does this .pply to the ext.reIle
aoutharn !!"tates. For several weete
now, I hai'4 heard each raenibel' of
the Georgi..a Delegation under special.
order grar.~ed go on record :I.~ the
House aqai..Dst any decisiOJt',wi1ich
might be r ..anded. down by the Suprer!Le
Court d.e~lng segregation. Dire
threats ha"e been :made as to
Georgia's .attitude and I p:eeume
the same a~plies to MiSSissippi
and one or two of the other eout~rn
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states. :l have been SOIIIeWllat
amused by the atat_lIte _de on
the Floor of the House by the
different Members from tbe Southern
states regarding this ~pected
dec.t.s.t.on. :In my opinion, the
Supreme Court will ru1e unfavorab1y
as to segregation. '!'his is the
only pollN:ion the Court cO"Ul.d take
which would be .t.n accord with
the.t.r previous deCisions of recent
years.

Just before l.eavLng the office
today my ~ood friend, Ed Edstrom,
of the cowrier-Journa1. ca~led
1nfoxming me that the S12pr_e
Court of the United States had
handed down a decis.t.on ho14.t.ng
racial s~regation 1n the Nation's
public schools unconst1tutiona1
and completely str1king out the
"Doctrine of separate but Bqua1 M •
'!'his decis10n was handed down in
the five eases from V.1.rg1nia,
South Carol.t.na, Delaware, .KansaS
and the D1str1.ct of Columbia. '1'0
soften the blow somewhat tl\e
Attorney General of the United
States and the Attorney Genera1s
of the states hav.t.ng sec;Jre-gated
schools were l.nvited to appear as
fr.t.ends of the Court enterinc} their
appearance by Sepeember, l~54. and
submittin9 briefs by OCtober 1. 195
Each of the fi ve suits was brought
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in behalf 0:: Necgro children seeking admission to public schools
in their cODmunjties on a non-

segresated :basi..

1:

was not at

all surpri.sed at. the decision d_

to the fact that. for a number of
years the decisjons £~ the
supreme Court have cLearly i~
cated that 'When the time arr.i.ved
to rule d1.r.ctl~ upon tha ~estion
of aegregat:..on the answer would
be unfavoral:l~e inSofar as seqreqatiOf
was concerned. 1: j,niOl:med Ed
that if a q1Iote was desired M

could quote r.e as saying I was not
at all surpr1see at the decision
of the Court. ard in fact, tlLts
was the only decision that could
be expecteQ at this time.

Jllay 18. 19S4

At ten o'clock a.m. I appeared
before the SIJbccmm.t.ttee Oil E4ucat1on
of the Senate Ccmm.i.ttee Oil Labor
and Public Welfare and testified
before the Coami.t:tee faVClrin9

leqislatlon author1zinq the Federal
Government to make allotments to
the several States of the united
states to aid in the school buildill9' construction program. $aper1mendent 01 Public ] nstruct ion
Wendell Butler appeared before the
SUbcommittee inCbrsill9 propo-sed
legislation for aid to the school
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building construction program.
Several other witnesses appeared
from the Kentucky Educational
Association and other interested
groups. Senator Earle C. Clements
testified in favor of his bill.
S. 359. and it just so happens
that S. 2601 is a bill introduced
by Senator John Sherman Cooper.
who. by the way. is the Chairman
of the SubCommittee on Education.
S. 359. S. 2779 and S. 2601 are
along the same line and provide
for Federal. financial-assistance
in the construction of public and
elementary and secondary school
facilities. After J. Marvin Dodson.
Executive Secretary of the Kentucky
Education Association testified.
the photographer appeared requesting a p1.cture. As I started off
down the hall Senator John Sherman
Cooper cal~ed me and said he wanted
me to be in the picture, and he was
unusually nice. The SubcOl1llllittee
Members present at the hearing were
Senator Cooper. Chairman. Senator
L1.ster H11~. of Alabama and senator
Robert W. Upton of New Rampsh1re.
They were all exceedingly nice to
me and appeared to enjoy the statement that ~ made before the Committee
Shortly after the picture ceremonies Mr. Sasscer. connected with
the National Education AsSOCiation
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in washington. who secured a
copy of lIlY statement before the

~ere

COII1rhittee. requested that .I have
S~ entered in the Congressional
Record for use by his Association.
It ~ • •y present intention to
extend my remarks on the Ploor
t:OIIlorrow and enter this statement
in the Oon9r.ssiona~ Record.
CongreslllDall prank E. SlRith of
the 3rd District of .MiSSiSSippi,
serving his second te~, i8 one
~f my good friends in the House.
lie is a large jovial sort of fellow
and ill one of our able Representatives. While having lunch yester;lay, he infoZ'IMQ me that h.is father
vas killed by a Negro vhen the
(oDgres..an was only eiCJht years
of age. The Negro vas tried. found
9ui~ty

alld. hung.

CongreSlllDa1l Smith

las recently published a new novel
entit led "The Yazoo River". On
PBC}e A 3853 of the May 17. 1954

Record. appears an
ext_ion of remarks made by Congresnaan Derounian of NeW York.
Jncl~ding a book review by Lewis
Gane ~t of the New York Herald
'IT ib me concerraing Congressman
SmltJt's new novel. Mr. Ganett 1s
~~.ry complimentary and. calls this
~rk one of the best Mississippi
Delt4 stories ever publi.shed. The
chano,ing Dasis 01 life in the Delta

Co~lIsional
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as depicted by Congressman Smith
is h~ghLY praised and I am not
at all surpr~sed because ~n my
opin~on my qood friend, Frank E.
Smith ~s certainly qualified to
write a successful novel.
Public hearil'l98 in the Mc::carthyArmy row came to a teaporary and
possihly permanent halt yest.erday.
President Eisenhower ~s8ued an
order refu8ing author~ty to disclose high level discussions and
communications in the executive
branch which took place bet_en
Adams and administrative aSSistants,
Sherman Adams and Mart in.
As I was com:1nq down to work
this morning. I heard a news report over radio of the State

Department' s announcement of an

important s h~pment of arms from
SOviet controlled territory which
was unloaded in Guatemala yesterday. The State Department. contemls
Guat.emala is playing a communist
game and it considers this recent
development one ox gravity.
At the close of our regular
legislative session today in the
House. special orders heretofore
requested were granted to Congressman Nheeler and Forrester of Georgia,
with these two distinguished

gen~~emen
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proceedir~

immediately

to dismember the Supreme Court
of the United States for its
decision handed down yesterday.
senator Richard Russe~l of Georgia
was quoted in the press as stating
that the opinion of the Supreme
Court was a "clear invasion of the
prerogatives of the leqis~ative
Branch of our Government of divided
powers." He said it demonstrated
that the supreme Court "is becoming
a political arm of the Executive
Branch of the Government. ways
must be found, he continued, to
check the tendency of the Court
to disregard the Constitution and
to decide cases solely on the basis
of the persona~ predilections of
some of its members as to political,
economic and social questions.
Russell termed the deCision a fla"h
grant abuse of judicial power which
strikes down the rights of the
states as guaranteed by the Constitution to direct their most vital
local affairs."
Gordon Clapp's term as Chairman
of the Board of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, ceases today. When we
visited the White House to discuss
this matter with the Pres~dent, he
informed us definitely that under
no circumstances would this a~po~nt
ment be made on a partisan basis.
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:In my op~n1onr Gordon C~app ia
the })e,st fitted man available and
his 2~ years experience with the
TVA sh.ou~d be <:onside~. The
Courier-Jour~ in an editorial
of May ~5. sta.tea that President
Eisenhower's lateat pronouncement concernlcg the appointment
of II B<lard Cha Uman of the '!'VA
zings as true dB ill lead nicke~
dropped on the Biawalk. This
editor~a1. qoes on to state that
1f the Preslde1lt i . aeekirq ill man
of abUlty aJld. i f politi-cs is
not to be cons1dered, then the
only logical appointment would
be that:. of Gordon C1.app for this

assigr.nent.

May

.aG, 1.954

Filed for reelection as .Repr_
sentative of tbe SEcond Congressional Distr.Lct. of Kentucky on
Honday. May 11th. So far have
heard of no op~~ition on either
side. but have -g-otten to be II
presbyterian so far as OPPOSition
is concerned.
H.R. 7664 passed yesterday.
?his bU1 pro'Yi::led for development
of the Priest Rapids site on the
Columbia River.
1 voted for this
lIill alld believe same is a proqresslve step forward.
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and passage B.R. 760l providing
for White House conference on
ed~cation.
This is our third
ed~cation bill and I voted for
passage. Some of the Democrats
made quite a fight over this bill
and, after several amendments.
the bill passed. This bill following the Supreme Court decision
just gave the boy. from Georgia,
Mississippi and Florida a chance
for a little demaqoquery. Congressman John Bell Williams, of Miss ••
was granted five minutes and spoke
in opposition to passage of the
bi1l. He stated, in part, as follows
"NOW, this bIll sets up $750.000
worth of advisers to advise the
President over at ~e White House.
If I understand this thing correctly. the effect of what the
con~ress has done in the last
several days is to provide advisers
to advise other advisers to advise
8t~Ll other advisers. who are. in
turn. advisinq the Commissioner
to advise the Secretary. who advises
the President. who. in turn. advises
the Conqress"who advises the people
of something they already knew to
start with.
"In view of what happened on
Monday. I do not think too many

- 32& of us ill the South are going

to need much advice. Xt 1s a
very Simple !llatter for us to
cope with the situat~on with
respect to education down there
ion case attempts are made to enforce the Court IS deciSion and to
~ntegrate

our

scboo~s.

"As far as X am concerned. X
am going to fol.low the very splendid
example of our distinguj.shed CMef
Justice. Mr. Warren, who delivered
the Court's unaIIimous op1nion. :If
necessary. I will follow his own
personal exaJDple and send my
children to s89regated private
schools. even if I have to dig
ditches to pay £or 1t.
"As far ..s 1: ... concerned. the
$750,000 in this b.111-aDd incidentally. the first bill provided
that there would be no coat be-

cause the advi.aers \Irould come
fl"OlR the department., the secon.do

provided $SQ-a-day compensation
for adviser.~ and this one proVides $750,000 for the Presldewt's
adVisers; the ante is goi09 up
with .veEY bi.l.l-now. I lUll inClined
to think this money could be I\IUch
better spent by providing scholarships to some good law school for
the nine members of the supr~
Court. Obvi o\Jsly • that woul.d l>e

- 327 :1n the public interest. so ~ong
as the present personne~ occupy
that bench.

At least, i t might
equip some of tbem to eaxn a
living practicing law in the

event they ever left the Court.

n

President: Eisenhower indicated
. yesterday tMt be would not. reappoint Gordan Clapp as AdIIIinutrator of the '!'VA. He statec:l that
Kr. C~app was a fine Administrator,
but that when he finds II man COIIIplet.~y non-political in his poeitla
and statements, professionally well
equipped, whose integrity is above
reproach, and whoae general approach
and philosophy "&9r-- with mi.ne
~ will appoint him."
Our trip to
the White House, of course, was
useless and _ realized. same at
the time. ~D realit%' what tlIe
PreSident means is that. in h.is
opinion. Tv.A is still creeping
socialism and be is ce%iDitely
against TVA. The new Adnlinistrator
'11'111 have to be a man possessed of
the same viewpoint. :r _ one of
those fellows who believes that
TVA is gallopin<} !'.mexicanislR.
lily COlIIJIIittee meets this morning
at 10 a.m. to consider H.R. 9020,
whlcll provi.des for raise in penSions
and compensation of all veterans.
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TlIlls is an important bill and I
elllj oyed serving on the subcommittee
wllllch heard all of the testimony
favoring passage of this particular
legislation. According to my information, our Chairman, Mra."Ec:llth
Noarse Rogers. visited the White
House one day last week and discas sed this matter with the PresiCl.ent. We shall know today as to
the President's attitude concernin~
the expenditure of some thr_
hondred million dollars additional
money for the veterans.

May 22, 1.954
As I have said before, the CongEessional Record really gets
around. Znsertions are not always
agreed to and during the past
week Z have received several lette~s
d~sagreeing with my theory concerning extension of remarks entitled
·~s Death ~e Enemy A Graduate
Faces"1 Franklin '1'. Miles, a l.ocal..
a~torney here in Washington. calle~
mil' office informing Miss Mauzy
that he had read the Record and
certainly did not agree with me.
He contended that we have a liberal
COnstitution and Bill of Rights
guaranteeing to our young people
their right to life, liberty and
tile pursuit of happiness. But he
ccmsiders that the Select! ve
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SerYiee Act voided the Constituti.olll..
ae stated that he had three boys
and he consJ.ders only two CGUraes
open tOo his 80ns upon their graduatien - ~) the Army amI/ox 2) the
jail.. It takes alll:inda of people
to make this world..

Another extension of r_rks
ine~uded ~toriaL entitled BThe
Communists Are After Their one
WorLd" •
ed1toria~

J: only included the

and _de

DO

rearkB

COrl-

eerning same. I have this day
r&ceived a let:t.er fron a lllan in
New York City by the name of Gridley
Adams, who stated as fellOW's:

"You're right.
"But, who are theae supposedlj'
American citizens who are playing
right into the C<Xlllllies' harm. by
advocating World Federatloni
"Who?

• None other than one of your
Rentucky U.S. Senators, who did
his danUledes t tOo get on the presidential ballot. two years ago.
your :Ke fauver. no leas.
"Read the attached paqe fr<:al
my recent book. and see what that
group's paid lecturer said lIefore
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a Syracuse audience.
N Not to oni t
that guy who ~
get on the P. ball.ot. altho one

of the "PoIJ.cy Comm1ttee of the
WOrl.d:. Citlzellll Aaaociation, tile
N

5th paragraph of Whoae constitution
reads t
"Rational stat•• ahall c:Oftform to worl.d law. and all Federal,
state. CJ.ty and local u_ whic:h
are contrary to World Law are null
and '901d·. Adla.i stevenson.
"I don't know where in Rentucky
you hatl fram bgt. i f you shCnlld

carelessly pas. through a traffic
reQ light you might be bundl.e<l.
off to bucharest fer trial.
"Hell.. Man, the Krem.l1.n Caam.1es

aren't knee high to a grasshopper
ca.pared to the U.S. en~e. right
here at borne. Yes. and some of
them working under the Capitol's
DoI:oe •• ~

I ac:IuK1w.ledged receipt of the
above letter and thought it advisable to inform Mr. Adams that
senator Eates Kefauver represented
the state of Tennessee and not

Kentucky.

I have received several. letters
fram over the United St.ates agreeing with my viewpoint: concerning
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our graduates from schools, and
to say the ~east, this extension
of Eemark! i.n the Record brought
forth faV<l:rable and unfavorable

comment.
JIIIy friUld, Noble Jones Gregory,
is quite a tease. On Tuesday of
this week ::I was called from the

FLoor of the Bouse bJ{ one of the
pages to alUlwer the telephone and.
was info~d that it was the reporter £~ the Uashville Banner
who wanted to discuss with me the
rumor that :I would be a candidate
for Governor next year. :It just
so happened that I recognized the
voice as that of -congresSJllan Hale
Boggs, of New Orleans. and knew
that his o~fi.ce was ~ite close
to that of my friend, Jones Greq-

ory. I J.nmediate~y identified.
my caller by name, much to his
surprise, aDd informed him that
"Kill of Death" Gregory Should be
over on the Ploor of the House
Deca\lse we had a ve%y interesting

matter under diseussion. :I saw
Gregory the next morning and he
was so very pious. l'lrS. We]:)}:) and
I decided. that it would be very
appropriate to send Jones a beautiful blue b.-by rattler, and same
was pLaced 1n a large envelope and
de 11 vered by page to H. Morri.s. ill
Congressmam Watts' office. for
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delivery to Jones Gregory _ I
wanted o~ers to know of th1s
beautifuL present. and the
appropriateness of same. at the
present t:ime. I attached a Dote
saying tbat he could s1t right
down in t:he middle of his office
floor. a~d take off h1s shoes
and have a right good t~e play1ng with the little rattler: i t
seemed to me he had noth1ng elae
to do ana I wanted him to be entertained. In -.F mail this morning
there was a long letter from
Noble J. Gregory which WIU' amusing.
as well as quite sarcastic. I
very carefully opened the envelope
without tearing the flap. or indicating tbat same had been opened
and read the letter and sealed i t
up again~ I directed a letter to
congres.,.n Gregory informing him
that on this beautiful Saturday
morning ~ was in too good a mood
to read any saucy. sarcastic letters
and for that reason was returning
his lett:er unopened. Gregory contends that the Governor and Senator
Clements are after him and has
been r:i.gllt vindictive about: it.
In my op:1nion. my friend. Jones
Gregory. will have no opposition
and I toJ..d h1m that he should stop
gi.ving the Governor and the Senator
the devi~. John watts and I both
advised :him to this effect at
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one day this week.

The TVA appropriation created
qu1.te an uproar on the Floor of
the House, and on Wednesday,
May 19th, this btll was up in the
senate. Senator John Sherman
Cooper and Senator Betes I<efauver,
of Tennessee, led the fight to
restore to TVA the amount proposed
by the Bureau of the Budget and by
the president of the United states
for fiscal 1955. The first amendment provided for restoration of
twelve milli6n dollars. senator
Cooper pointed out that for the
fiscal year 1952 congress appropriated thirty-eight million
three hundred and ei9hty-nine thousand dollars for '!'VA. For fiscal.
year 1953 Congress appropriated
one hundred and ei9hty-six million:
for fiscal year 1954 Congress
appropriated one hundred and eightyeight million five hundred and
forty-six thousand dollars. Senatol:
Cooper further pointed out that
the PreSident and the Bureau of
the Budget recommended that Congresll
appropriate one hundxed and fortyone milli.on eight hundred thousand
dollars for 1955 with the House
reducing this fi.gure to the sum of
one hundred and three million five
hundred and eighty-two thousand
dollars, and wi.th the Senate Commit1
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on Appr~r~ation. reBeQr~n9 the
amount of twenty-ft ve ml11ic)Jl two
hWldred and seventy thQuaand f~ve
hundred dollars. Then fore. senator COC:J)el:·. aJIIendinent waa fOE the
dlffereJ:ce of belva million two
hundr.d and eighteen thousand
dollars _ senator cooper and Senator J(efauver WIICJed ill magnificent
f1CJht fOr !:he paasaCJe 01 their
amendmerJt. Senator Cooper first.
noted the abaence of a quorum..
and then asked fo1' the :yeas and
nays. QJon a vote there were 23
yea8. 55 naya and 16 not voting'.
'lbe amen:Dent ..,.s -defeated. to the
cietr1.raene of the '!ennenee Vall.ey
Authorit::V.

The

Valley Authority
~a. eat~l~shed in the year 19~3
and the ?ederal Government now
haa inveAted in Baae two billion
twelve mlllion dollars. The net
;income f=<n TVA for the fiscal
year 195-4 amounted to one hundred
and one n111ion dollars with
fifty-fi~ million dollars of
tbia amo'llnt to be paid J.nto the
Federal Covernment as provided
fo1' unde~ the Tennessee Valley
Authority Act.. 'l"W\. is owned by
the Amer~can taxpayers and is
serving _ wonderful cause. Atomic
Energy PJ.ants and steam Plants
all arou ..d and with the l'VA servicin
r~nBeaaee
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sal\1e. In checki n 9 the CODqressioaa.
Record I was 80mewhat surprised t.:;)
see that senator Gore. from 'l'enneSllse, and several others who shotll(
have pitched in with Senator Cooper
aIld Senator :Kefauver to make this
fiqht. were nGticeabl.y absent by
their silence. :I further notiCed
that senator Johnson, the Jrtinor.i.ty
Leader. of Texas, and senator l<tIiowland, the Majority Leader, of Califo.r~a. voted aqainst the amendment. senator Johnson and T'1delands Oil should. in my m.1l'2d, automatical.ly raean t.hat he and h1.
followera should have sustained
Senator Coopex aa4 Senator Kefauver
with T~. My friend, Senator
Clements, voted for T1delana. Oil,
alld he .is the 1fh1p in the senate.
I alii not a follower of SemLtor
McCarthy, but I feel a little
better about the Senator frCIII Wuconsin since I noticed that he had
the nerve to vote for the uaendmeat. senator Wayne- Morse, of
oregon, who, by the way, is one of
the outstanding men in the Senate,
voted for the _endment, Mrs.
Bowrinq. the new member of the
Sel'Ulte fr08l Nebraska, voted for
'l."IIA.
I cannot Wlderaund why
senators Smathere and Holland of
Flori.da. Georqe and Russell, of
Georg 1a, WGuld vote aqainet '!'VA.
There must be ac unl!sually lar9'e
private utility in this section of
the wor~d.
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May 24. :l954
MY' good friend. cOrlCJressman
Kenneth Roberts. of the Fourth
DiatJ:ict; of Alabama. _s D!lck on
the Ploor of thfl souse today. He
is tne l.at JllelD))er who was shot:
on March lst to report for dIlt~.
Kenneth'. leg is in an:\iron brace.
and i.~ w.i.ll be 1IlOnt:.hS before he
ia a1:1e to wa.lJt without tbe use
of tl'"4.s brace. By uail19 a whe41.
ellaiz: with a aot:or on a_. he Ls
able to IIlOtor back aDd forth
t.hrO\:gh the tunnel to hi. off1.ce.
'rhe nerve 1n his leg near t.he
lenee was struck by the bu~let..
and th.i a has ))ro119ht on all 0:1
his cifficulty. :Kezmeth tel15
me t }--at me feels fine and hO!M"
to be out walJd.ng aroQnd befo%e
too J.on'l).
Nzs. 'Tera Buchanan. represenlim9
the 30th Dist.rict of Pennsylyania..

and the ",i fe of a former outstaril109' Conqr_..-an. .:Lnfcnmed me teta!/"
that she experienced a z:ight unUSual; happeninq last week. On

T'ueseay the pennsyl.vania priDarr
was l":eld and. he r opponent. who lid
made a very aetJ.ve campaJ.gn. w&
flyir:q from one end of the Dls=i..::t..
t.o tt-e other on Monday. the da.!
befoEe tne el.ection, and the plm-e
crasred kill:1..ng th1.s gentleroanm~
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the pilot. She 1.nfoxms me that
the word passed _ry rap1dly
over the District, and natural.ly
she received nearly all of the
votes caat. The gentlewoman farther
inforated . . that 1M 1s fran at
lal:9"t= DeJnoc:ratJ.c DJ.atr.1.ct, and in
her last race won by ever 50.000
major.1.ty. So it seeaa that she
will be back for the 84th Con<;reas
without too muCh difficulty.
Attended a rea.l nice lunc:heon
at the CoJ:l9reasionai Hotel at
I\OOn today and sa.t next to Mayor
Andrew Broaddus. Hayor of Louiavlll.e.
He ia • fine 'J9nt..lC!lR\iliD and. in my
opinion. will _ke a splendid
recQrd 051 Mayor. Leon Shaikum sat
on one side aDd. the Mayor on the
other. and directly across the
~le was II young gentleman frOM
owensboro. Kentucky. Hia t1UIe
:is Prank Scudder, and he haa been
in OWenaboro since 194~. The l!ayor

very promptly gave me one of the
nice little keys to the C.ity of
Louisville with his nallle on sane.
Senator Clements, Conqressman
Greqory. conqresl!IIIall Watts and Con-

gressman P"erkins were t.he other
Members of the Rentucky Delegation
present. The Mayor of Louisville
realLy enj eyed the story concern1raq
the twenty dollar hats.
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'roday was designated all D18tr.1.ct day i::1 the Rouse but. due
to primlllries beinq he~d throughout
the Country, no ~egislative business
was transaCbeci. ODJ.y special ordu8
and tomorrow the first busines. to

be transacted after the reacl1ng of
the Jou.rnal will be a short Cl4dress
from ~neth Roberts, our Colleague
who has this day returned to tne Ploc

congressaan HOMer D. Angell,
of the Third Distr1.et: of Oregon,
RepUblican Heaber serving his
ei'7hth teZla, was defeated 1n Ue
RepUblican Primary this past week.
He was seventy-nine years of age
and 1I1s opponent was a qentleman
by the naJtI8 of 'rom L. McCall.,

forty-one year old political newCOllIer. Apparently tile OlIly .reason
for congressman Angell's defeat
was his age. This 1s the second
Member of the Rouse who has been
defeated

_0

far.

A(;;cOcUDg to the Prells, Bow~llIg
Green wi.ll have a n_ Postmaster

OegilUl1ng a8 of today. Charges were
pl:e ferred against. Ben G. Leichhardt

and thirty days notice of removal
given. The thirty days expired on
Saturday, May 21st. Prior to that
date Leichhardt talked with me and
senator i:lements concerning tlUs
matter and we advised that he appeal

339 his case.
Bx virtue of being a
veteran he is automatically entit~ed to an appeal.
Severa~

days ago Le!c~~ardt called me
stating that he was sick and had
decided that he would not appeal.
His Assistant Postmaster, Wick
Dotson, is new confined to the
jail in Bowlin9 Green awaitin9
transportation to the Federal
Peni tentiary to serve a two year
sentence for shortage, and it
seems to me that Leicbhardt is
making a horr~l. mistake, under
the circumstances, in admitting
the changes, which, by the way,
do not pertain to the shortage
other than lack of supervision.
According to my information. Buren
Elrod is slated to be the new
postmaster. He is known in Warren
County as one of our nice RepUblicans. By the way, the postmaster
General Summerfield has this day
released announcement to the effect
1300 fourth class post offices have
been closed since the Republicans
took oyer. Several of these fourth
class post offices are located in
the Second Congressional District,
and in fact, Kentucky has more
fourth class post offices than any
other state. probably a great
number will be closed before Mr.
Summerfield closes his campaign.
His contention is that by consolida-
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t:lng and lengthelkin9 rural carrier
routes the Department can el1m1nate
nearly all of the fourth class
post offices. :J: w1ll have to a9 rea
t:llat 1n sOllIe 1nstances 1n the
Second District :fourth class off ices
have been closed durinq the past
six months that could not be jUlSti1!1ed in operation at the present
t:1me.
"Seqregationl/ was the main
t:OP1c of discuss10n dux1nq the
~ast week.
The Madisonville
~e.senqer carried an editorial
\ofh;iCh stated in. substance that
oontrary to What. the Foundin9
~athers intended, minorities and
aat the majority rule 1n ~r1ca
t:oday. This editorial furthex
stated that the people of the
Dn1ted States are ruled by the
minorities and one main evidence
of the confusion in public thinking
1.8 brought about by the radical
big-town pre.e such as the Lciu1s"111e, KentucJoty Courier-JourDal,
I;;he WaShington Poat and the New
W'ork Times.. separate but eqaal
00ctrine was xepudiated in tlle
liear ~896 in the case of Plessy
liS. Ferguson, in the dissenting
opinion of Justice John Marshall
Rarlan of I<entucky, with the
~ustic:e st.at1.ng that "in the eye
of the 1a_ there is in this country
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of citizens and our Constitutio~
is co~or blind with al~ citizens
beinq equal before the law."
Justice Harlan fut:ther stated that
tlle law regards man as man and
takes no account of his surroundi~~s or o£ his color when his
civil rights as guaranteed by the
supreme Court of the land are involved. 'l'his dissenting- opLniol:l
was the controlling factor in the
s~re9atLon cases passed upon
d~rin9 the past week.

The Congressional Record is ane
of the oldest dailies in the COUlltry
a"d ia unusual 1.n that it has a
contributing staff of 435 Representatives and 96 Senators, with
a world-w:lde readership. 43,500
copies of the Record go to privaee
cLtizens who sUbscribe ~or same
each month. and thousands upon
t~ousands of copies are sent
tl1roughout: the world. Each Meml>elr
oE the Houae is entitled to 68
copies per day and each member <>of
the Senate ia entitled to SOllIe
100 copLes per day. The printing'
cost of the Record for the first
session of the 83d Congress amounted
to $1.371,224, or about $84 a pa~e.
The printers work all night on
ttle printing of the Record and
giallt presses roll 0\11: 20.000 per
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hO\.lr. TIle Record real.ly gets
around.
May 27, 1.954

H.R. 9203 making appropriations
the Legislat:1_ Branch and the
JuC1.ciary Branch for the ~iscal
year ending June 30, 1.955, passed
on Tuesday. Yesterday, B.R. 9242
authorizing certain construction
foz mil.itary and naval installations
aRC for the Alaskan Communications
system, and other purposes, up
for consideration and upon a roll
call vote the yeas were 346, and
nal!8 nothing. 88 Members _re not
present and therefore did not vote.
Th.. bill. conta:1ned $900 mill.ion
for military construction. Congrel s.
mac Dewey Short, Chairman of Armed
Serv:1ces COIIIlIIittee, was in charge
of this b1l.l for the majority and
as Ilsua1. perfo;rmed an excel.lent jOll.
fOIr

1'he Hopkins County Times carried

an editorial. several days ago

COIl-

eeCling the state of confus1on now
ex:Lsting in Amer:l.ca. Today we do
ha\le considerable confusion, due
to the i.ssue of cODll1lun1sm and the
malli' investigations now 1n proqresl!I
attempti.ng to ferret out any and
all. members of the cOIl'IlIunist P&rty
ana at the same time threats of war.
a m1.l.d recessionary business cycle
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and i.nd.ec.ision on
our leaders here in Washinqton
concerning a great many major

issues. '!'he P..meri~an people are
keeping faith with our country's
system of Government and the confusion now existing is not a
heal.thy sign.
Civil. l!'\lIlctions Jlppropriationa
Bl11 for 1955 known as H.R. 8367
which makes necessary appropriations
for civil. functions administered
by the .Department of the Army,
passed the senate on Tuesday.
under this bill. our Green lUver
project receives $4,800,000. on
the House side our request for
$5,400,000 was reduced to $5 mi11ion
but we succeeded in pas.*n9 same.
The reduction on both the House
and Senate side wil.l not affect
the reconstruction of l.ock and
dam land 2 on Green River to any
extent~ other than a short delay
in final completion. Next year
we wll1 have to receive additional
funds to complete construction of
these two locks and dams. Senator
Douglas of 3:111no1s moved that
H.R. 8367 be reduced $2 million
and that same come out of the funds
appropriated for navigation projects.
Passage of this amendment
woul.d have really delayed con~truc
tion ~£ our project in the Green
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River Va1~ey, and s&~e certainly
was premediated. 'rhe ra:l.lroads
have fought th:l.s project and the
reduction of $ 2 mi.l:lion from navigation projects would have
affected the lock and dam project
on Green River I1\Ore than any othez:
project conta~ned ~n the b~ll H.R.836
Today, the Democrats who will
attempt to play baseball on June
15 had lunch together :l.n the
Speaker' S din~ng rO()ll\. There were
some twenty o£ us present and I
had as my guest Clyde watson of
OWensboro, lCentucky. Sid Herlong
was re-elected Manager and our
first practice was called for
Friday, May 28.

May 28, 1954
We had a joint meeting of the
two Houses of Congress today to
hear an address by his 1mper~.l
Majesty Haile Selassie, the first
emperor of ~hiopia. The Vi-ce
PreSident aBd the Members of the
Senate first entered the House
Chamber and next we had the Ambassadors aBd Ministers of fore1~n
governments. Next, the Chief
Justice and Associate Justices o~
the U.S. supreme Court entered the
Chamber and the Members of the Mouse
from the extreme southern states
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did not applaud and I. kidded my
good fri~nd Armistead Seldon
from Alallarna. His answer was
real.ly a '9'ood one. Next, the
Vice pre~ident and Speaker Ma~in
appo1nte4 the escort committee
who in turm escorted Haile Selassie
into the House Chamber for hi.
speech. The first two paragraphs
of his .~eech were read in English
and the~ he explained that it
would taJ:e too much time for him
to conti~~e reading in English,
therefore, to save time he would
speak i~ his native tongue. His
speech co:ntinued for some forty
minutes and was well received by
the Memboers of congress. Selassie
traces ~a lineage back to Biblical
times and is one of the unusual
men of the world. IUs courage and
fortitude during·World War XI will
long be :r«Rembe:red by people 1n
the Unit~ States. In his speech
the Empe:ror pledged a cont1nuation
of the fine relation. that have
ex1sted between bbis country and
Ethiopia. He called attention to
the new ~reaty of friendship,
commerce and navigation entered
into last year with the United
States which is des1gned to assure
American business enterprise of
expanded opportunIties in Eth1opia.
He stated that his country had
entrusted to AmerIcan enterprise

-
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deve~opment

of civil

aviati~n

in B1:hiopia which has surpassed

all expectations.

Notw~thstandin9

the fact that &thlopia is 8.000
mil.es from the eastern seaboard of
the On1ted States~ Ethiopia stands
reAdy and willinq to continue th.1s
collaboration with the west ana
the United states 1n aLl matt.ers
"':)aBed on the mutual. security pr!>o
gram. salassie called upon the
world for dete~natlon fearlessly
to apply ~d accept the saerifi.ces
of collective secuxity.
The House adjourned shortly IlIfier
the apeec':t of the Bmperor and tbe
ball team. adj ourned to the 9YI'IAfter changing our clothes we proceeded: to the baseball diaMond out
in the park north of tl\e Capitol

and practiced for nearly four hours.

I can still hit without any difficulty but my
feel like it
ing baseball
i8 schedaled

arm certa1.nly does niat
did when I was pitchin college. OUr 92IIIte
for the night of 3Une

1S at the Senators' ball park and
according to the way we looked
yesterday. it will require a ~le
lot of practice.

The b1d of Al Johnson of Minneapolis, Minn. and Peter Kiewit

Sons Co. of Omaha, Nebraska. was
lowest of 122 on reconstruction
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c01U)ined bid was $3.777.337. The
GoVErnment·s estimate of cost without profit was $4. ~4S. 464. Col.
W. D. Milne. u.s. engLneer. stated
awa:rd is expected to be made as
SOOZl as the bid receives the usual
en9'.1neerlng check. B:1ds for r _
Bonatruct.1on of lock and dam #2
nea:r RUJIISey wi~l be opened on June 1
June 1. 1954
E.R. 9366 up for consideration
in the House today. Thi.& bi~l
seeks to amend the 80aial Security
Act and ~he Internal Revenue Code
so as to extend coverage under the
Old Age ~nd Survivors' Xnsurance
program, increase the benefits
payable thereunder. preserve the
insurance rights of disabled individuals and increase the amount
of earnings permitted w~thout loss
of IDenef1.ts r and for other purposes,
under th1.s bill. agricultural labor
is to come under socLal security
and the Qoctors are i.n the same
posi.tion _ The doctors want to 'be
under SOCial security. X definitel:
~ opposed to placing any group of
pro~~e under social security who
are bitt.erly opposed to same. but
since we have a closed rule on
this b1.l.~ with no amendments possib
the chances are the bill w111 pasa
in :lts pIesent form.
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Unless we have a vote on the
!lbove bJ.ll or a qu()rurtI cal~. it
:l.s our intention t() practice
basebalL aqain th:is afternocm.
Dur ing the day Priday. :c ltiscoverea.
:z can still hit the ball without
any question but my axm Ooes not
:feel l..:lke it did the last game J:
pitched in 1935.

_y.

The KCCarthy-Arily h_rags still
are un&! r
and. during the past
week the White House isslled. a.
;8tatemen"t purportinq to come fro.
the Attozney General with the
approval ()f the President. '!'his
.Btat_~ is as follows:
~rhe eb11gations and duties of
the execlltitre. judicial and legislati ve branches of our Govermoea::t
are deCirled by the Constitution.

"The executive branch of the
haa the sole and funda~ntal responsibility under the
Conlltit.ution for the enforcement.
of our laws and presidentiaJ. orders.
They incLude thOse to p.rotect the
Becurit~ of our Na~ion which were
carefully drawn for thJ.s plU'pOse.

{k)verl'ln\lent

"That responsibilit.y ca:rmot be
U8l1rped l>y any indi vidual ..mo
may seeA: to set himself above the

1allls of our l.and or to override
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ord.ers o£ the presi.1ient of the
'Uni.ted states to Feder-a.l employees
of the executive m:anc::h of the
GoVernment.

P

KcCarthy 's answer to the above
:lJt:atement was: I wl1~ conti.ntle
to get informat Ion from any source
.I can.
Ny duty to the American
people is and always will be abo_
the Party.
This man .McCarthy still amaze.
Notwlthstalld1ng the fact t.haI:
a photograph Wal introduced wh:ich
had clearly been tampered with anQ
o1:her mattera brought: to t.he Ocm_ittee's attention adverse to
McCarthy. a great many people j.n
this country BtU.! beHeve t.b1s
man McCarthy is our present day

:.Ie.

saviour.
The aLrcraft carr1er Benni.:nqt:on
explosion th1.s past 1feek took t.he
l1.ves of 100 sai~ors and was a

horrible accident.
'The tfaU.onalillt party in Puert,
Ri~ which has heretofore at.tempt!d

to assassinate one of our preside:rts
and subsequent thereto shooting W?
the House of Representatives, r _
cei.ved. quite a b~ow tb1.s past wee<
when the FBI: arzesteci eleven o£
the top leaders in Washington,
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and New York. 'l'bese
oIIre a~l charged with

seditioll.
8.R. 9366 passed t.oday.

'l"h~

Aaericall Medical Association waa
stroDg oenough to have the doctc.rs

deleted. and notwithstandi.nq tlle
wishes of the dentist.s they remained in the bill. Before t.h...
rule was adopted a great deal ~f
d1.SCllSs:ion took place conceralllg

rule procedure which h.as
been in force now for several
the gag

years. The rule provided that th1.s
bill fran tbe COIIIIIittee em Way.
and MeaDS waived all point. of
order aDd was not subject t.o iOIeDdment at any pOint. A motion to
reecnmit of cour_ was in ora. ~
but with not neazly enougr, Stip1)Ort.
It B1lIIpJ.y _ant the btll wal!l t.o
90 up or down. Bills free. t~'le
COIIIIDittee on Ways and Means Cr>De
out with this type of a rule.
several members of the Bouse discu ••ed th:i.s matter under c<Jn-

siderat10n for adoption of rale
atating that it was simply a '!n9
rule and should not apply.
I
definitely am of the op:!.nion t.'iat

no biLL should ever come from ;he
:Rules Comraittee with poi.nts of
order waived and oot Subject to
amendment.
It sirlply means th!t
35

or 4D Members of the House :an
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control and this certainly is
not d_oeracy. Such bi~ls shou~d
be subject to amendment at any
point and if this had been true
the dentists would have been
deleted and one or two other
groups who do n~ want to come
under Social security. I voted
for passage of the biLL but certainly would have enjoyed spOnsorlng one or two amendments. The
bill contained many good features
such as provision for the school
teachers and municipa~ employees.
Under this particul.r bl1~ contained 122 pages and it is my
opinlon that not over a third of
tile MeJI1bers of the House Jcnew just
exactly what they were voting for.
~e yeas and nays were requested
and the finaL vote was 355 to 8,
with same 69 not voting.
According to press re~ease,
Senator Clements is now biting considered for NationaL Democratic
Chairman. This matter has been
discussed off and on for some
three or four weeks but i t is my
opinion Senator Clements is too
smart to accept such an assignment.
J: do not believe he will he named
as Chairman.
veterans Affairs Committee meets
this morning at 10:00 o'clock and
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according to SOIM! of the Veterans
publications such as "Sta.rs and
Stripes", 1I.R. 9020 has been
Chall9"ecl to .such an extent that in
its final fona it is cOnsidered a
gbastly proposal by some of the
Veterans' organizations. The
oriqina.l bill which went tru:ough
the Subcamnittee on compeDsation
and Pensions waa in order but I
am inclined to aqree that the
approved bill is riot a good one.

Baseball. practice to be held
today. Due to Social security
Bill yesterday. no practice was
held.
Senator Flanders hit tbe nail
directly on the head in a speech
in the Senate on yesterday when
he -.de the statement that the

relatiODship between COhn, SChine
and Senator KcCarthy flhoold be

carefully investiqated. senator
Flanders further stated that there
seemed to be a "pasfI:ionate desire"
on the part of Cohn to have Schine's
arnlY fltatus changed.

June 2, 1954

Only one bill up for action in
the House today. This bill pertains
to one of the rivers in the State
o£ Alabama and in substance released
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Federal control over certain
port~ona of this navigable stream
in order that the state of Alabama
couLd develop sarne with steam and
power p:LantEi. No roll call vote
and unaniEoua p_sage.

'ie had our second baseball
practice today. 'lhose Mel1il)ers
who appeared for the first time
.ran around over the DiamoM like
l~tcLe lambs causing the r.st of
us, old fat and sk~nny Members it
lot of difficuLty ~n keeping up
witt::! them. Ttle same thin.. happened
the first day oat for practice and.
tho!le little LaJDbs on the firat
day _re the atJ.ff lambs on tbe
second day. I still hit the :ball
just like I did the day 1: .qraduated
frOll'l col.lege but my arm ie not
whac it should be.
xu today's waShington Evening
i!IIJl article toget:.her
wJ.th a picture o:f "Rookie Natcher."
The article is ent~tled "~ratic
Rookie Natcher pj,tches an<i plays
shon stop." Mr. Bailey of the
EveTling Star stopped by my office
and inforned me they woul.d. use my
picture and dress i t up ~ite a
bit and only hoped 1: wouldn't get
mad. He really meant what he s.aid
becCluse the uniform was th.e first
uniform worn in about the year 1874

Star, appeared
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known as the Doub~eday Special.
This un3form consists of a seven
button shirt with all of the
buttons at the upper portion of
the shirt, a bow tie, ahort tight
pants. r,i.'9'h top laced shoes and
a full rounded cap with a small
tassel button in the top. Celeste
was very hwniliated and complained
cGns1derahly about this picture.
Sh.e stated she had never been so
embarrassed and that her friends
at Bethesda-Chevy Chase High Schc:>ol
kidded ~er all day long about same
and enq\.lired as to where her Daddy
got the uniform. She stated this
picture was cut out and placed
on the bulleti.n board with a note
to the effect that this was Celeste
Natcher's father. She earnestly
insisted that under no circumstances should 1 ever allow another
picture like that in the Washington
paper because i t just embarrassed
her so ouch she didn't even want
to go to school when things like
that ha);:pened. On the other hand.
Louise was proud of the picture
and informed me that her teacher,
Mrs. Chappers. cOI!IlTIented about the
article and the picture informing
the other students she thought the
uniform was real cute. Louise
enjoyed it so much and upon informinq me that several of the
students in he4 class had not seen
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the picture I obta iDled an extra
copy of the paper sc. she might
take same to school tcoday.
The article entit.l.ed as above,
reads as follows:
~The Democratic Congressional
Basebal.l team has (»lIIe up with the
outstanding rookie ~E the year
and w1.ll play him in the annual
game with the Republicans to be
held on Tuesday ni9ht, June IS .11
Griffith Stadium for the benefit
of the Evening SlIar'. S\Dl1IIIE!r camp

F'lUld.

"The rookie, a ir-eshman Representative frO/1l the !ecOlld district
of Mentucky. is Willi.aJII H. Natcher.
"Rookie Hatcher Is .an outstanding pitcher but alsc plays a pretty
good game at shortstop, he to~d
The Star.
"He graduated frcu "'estern Kentucky state College,and received
his law degree later a~ Ohio state
University. During World war ~I
he served in the Navy.
"His baseball experience was
obtained in high scrbO~ and college
after which he played in the
Industrial ~eague at Dayton, Ohio.
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The league compares with Class C.
baseball. His best year pitching
in the league resulted in a l7~
record, including several one-hit
gallles.
"Li.ke all new members of Congress, he soon reali.zed that freshmen Congressmen are to be seen
but not heard. He kept his basebalL
talents to himseLf.
"However, when Representative
syd Herlong, Democratic manager,
be~ame a little concerned about
hiB pitching staff, which consisted
of Crafty Don Wheeler of Georgia.
sane one told him about Representative Natcher, He ran into
sane resistance because, the rookie
stated to a Star reporter, "Don
wn4eler is a good friend of mine
and he has pitched for the DemOcx~ts a long t~e. winning all o£
his games. X wouldn't like to step
in front of Don. X can play just
as well at shortstop."
"Asked for a photo, he suppl.ied
the illustration which accompanies
tUs story and which was taken at
t~ height of his career.
"A natural.-born joiner, Representative Natcher belongs to
K~~anis.
Odd Fellows, Ameri.can
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Legion and Mammoth Cave Voiture
of the 40 and 8, J!oW~in9 Green
Bar Association and Young Democrats.
MQuestioned about his pitch~ng
pl.ans, Manager Her~ong said that
he will. start Crafty Don as usual.
"What 1f he weakens?
you use," be was asked.
nacherly." replied Syd.

Who w~ll
PNatcher,

-Ti.ckets for the galle, which
are priced at $1. $1.50, and $2.50,
can be obtained from any Congressional secretary or by writing to,

or visiting Room 724. The Evening
Star Building."

Harrison Ra.inaon. stopped by
to see ...e today.

He is the DelllO-

cratic candidate for Representative
from the Third District of Kentucky
and should he nominated without
too much di fficul ty. His opponent
of course will be the incunitlent.
John Rebsion. Jr.
John is well
pleased with the Democrats' Choice
because he under no circumstances
wanted to take on Charles Farnsley.
the ex-mayor of Louisville.
June 3, 1954
The McCarthy-Army hearing still
continues, much to the disgust of
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tbe thinking people in this country.
PEesident Eisenhower has very
promptly and effective~y enforced
b::l.s own ruling that he will not
answer questio~s concerning SenlIC:.or MCCarthy Ind the issue of
commuaism in Government. A:Cmy
Counsel Joseph N. Welch of Boston
is an elderly, vexy able lawyer.
E~s cross examination of Roy M.
COhn, counse 1 for McCarthy's Bube OI:MIIit tee. was somewhat unusual.
Attorney welch enquired of Cohn
i f he would please give an exp-ianation of just how his N_ York
law f:1rm works. Cohn very promptly
! tated that the name of his firm
"as Curran, .Mahoney, Cohn and Stim,
ond that Curran was an outstanding
sew York State Republican leader,
"",ith Mahoney belng an outstanding
Wew York State DemocratiC leader.
Cohn further stated as follows:
-I am who I am, and Stin does the
vorl<. "
r certainly am not an
adJn1rer of Roy M.. cohn, but to say
-:he least he is a very unusual fe110\
1 received a real nice letter
-:oaay from my friend, Roy steers,

CountY·Attorney of Simpson County,
pledginq his support and stating
in his opinion :r would not have
:Jpposition on either side. :r am
somewhat of II Presbyterian concerning this matter, but naturally
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klope :r have no opposition. Midmiqht June l2 .1.s the deadline for
declarations of nomination.
The House adjourned yesterday
lInt i l Monday.
June 5, 1954
The trial of Lolita Lebron.
Ita:fael Miranda. Andres Cordero
and ~rvin9 Rodriguez, the Puerto
micans charged with shooting five
Members of the House, got under
way in Federal Court on Thursday •
..rune 3rd. The j ury was quickly
se1ected and the first witness
appearing for the Government was
c waitress at the Bus Station who
ldentified the four Puerto Ricans
cs being the parties who stopped
fo~ lunch at the Bus Station
~e.taurant just before going to
~he Capitol on March 1st.
All
five of the 1.njured Members of
~he House have been subpoenaed as
~itnesses, and Representative
~lifford DaY1.s, of Tennessee, testified on Friday that, al.though he
~ad been tol.d later that such a
thing was impossible, he saw the
»ullet that struck him. The four
de:fendants are Charged with assault
"lith intent to kill. and assault
"lith a dangerous weapon. My good
friend, Congressman Davis, testified
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that he recaLled distinctly Miranda
and Mrs. Lebron standing in the
Gallery and shooting. Congressman Louie Graham. of Pennsylvania,
vividLy and firmly described the
shooting, pointing to each defendant
and caLLing each by name as he
descr~ed where they stood in the
GaLlery that day. He further stated
that Mrs. Lebron fired first, and
after she had fired two shots the
three men arose and began firing.
He further stated that Mrs. Lebron
was screaming at the top of her
voice, and what Lmpressed h~ at
the time was the sneer on her 1ace.
Congressman Graham remained firm
in his version of the shooting
under cross examination by Myron
G. EhrLich, one of the four appointee
attorneys handling the Puerto Ricans'
defense. The Congressman further
stated that he remained standing
in one spot while the other Representatives moved like lightening_
He stated that he was alone in h~s
glory. He pOinted toward Miranda
and stated, "I'm as sure as I wiLL
meet my God that he was a iming at
me". My good friend, Congressman
Kenneth Roberts, of Alabama. testified at length regarding his leg
wound and the affects he stilL
suffers from same. He entered the
courtroom on crutches, and stated
that he could not positively
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identify an~ of the defendants
as those who fired from the Gallery.
Congressman Shafer, of Michigan,

and Congreesnan BurdicK, of North
!lakota. positively identified the
four defendants. Congressman Bordick testified that he thought the
shooting 'Wa.s over and started to
light a cigar, and he did not have
it quite lit when the shooting
started again. He stated that he
quickly decided t.hat that was no
pla.ce to ~ka a cigar.
Two of the! outstanding criminal
lawyers in the District are among
the four lIIembers of defense counsel.

on Friday. JUDe 4th, the senate
passed a Constitutional Amendment
to allow Governors of states to
fill vacancies in the House of
Representatives if more than onethird of the House Members should
ever be wiped out by atomic attack,
or other emergency. The vote was
seventy to one, with Senator stenn:IJ
of MissiSSippi, casting the dissenting vote. The Amendment was
deSignated as Senate Joint Reso~u
tiOD 39. The article 1s proposed
as an Amenaroent to the ConstitutioI
of the United States which will be
valid to all intents and purposes
as part of tlte Constitution when
ratified hy the Le9islatures oE
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of three-fourths of the states.
The article reads as follows,
"Secti.on 1. Whenever. by
reaa~n of the occurrence of acta
of violence during any national
emergency or national disaster,
the total number of vacancies in
the HOuse of Representatives
shall exceed 145, the Speaker of
the ~ouse of Representatives shall
so certify to the President. In
ease there is no Speaker, or in
the event of the inabi.lity of the
Speak~r to discharge the powers
and duties of his office, such
certification shall be made by the
Clerk of the House of Representatives, or. if there is no Clerk
or he is unable to discharge the
power. and duties of his office,
by su~h person as may be chosen
by majority vote of the remaining
Membexs of the House present and
votin~.
upon receipt of such
certificate, the President shall
issue a proclamation declaring the
facta reCited in such certificate.
The ~ecutive authority of each
State shall then have power to
make "temporary appointments to
fill .any vacancies in the representa~1on from his State in the
House of Representatives which
may e~1st at any time within 60
days .after the issuance of such
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proclamation. Any person temporarily appoineed to fill any such
_acancy snaIL serve until the
people fill the vacancy by election
as provided for by article I.
section 2. of the Constitution.
"section 2. This article shall
be inoperative unless it shall
have been ratifled as an amendment to the Conltitution by the
leqislatures of tlu:ee-fourtM of
the several States, as provided
in the Constitution. within 7 years
from the date of the auDmisaion
hereof to the States by the Congress.
June 7. 1954

Consent Calendar up in the Houle
today and according to whip notlce,
we will only have the Private Calendar and the Labor. Health. Education and Welfare Appropriations
alII for 1955 during the balance
of the week.
McCarthy.

as usual. comes out

first best during the past week.
The monltored telephone calls
should embarrass secretary Stevens.

During the past week President
Elsenhower made a speech in which
he stated that through knowledge
and understanding we will drive
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from the temple of freedom all
who seek to establish over us
thought control, whether they be
agents of a foreign state or
demagogues thirsting for personal
power and public notice. He didn't
ca11 any names but ~ite House
aides said the latter statement
app1ied to Senator MCCarthy.
Senator MCCarthy replied to senator Ralph E. Flanders, senator
of Vermont, with his statement
being that Senator Flanders was
gui1ty either of senility or
visciousness.
The Indochina decision will
have to be made within the next
t_nty days and every Member of
Congress is unduly concerned
about this situation.
North Carolina will have two
new senators. Senator W. Kerr
Scott defeated Senator Alton A.
Lennon and the Governor of North
Carolina appointed Judge Sam J.
Ervin, Jr •• Associate Justice of
the North Carolina Supreme court,
to succeed the late Senator Clyde
R. Hoey.
Baseball practice will continue
this week and from our practice
sessions last week, there will be
many stiff jOints on the night of
the game whi.ch i.s June 15.
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During the week. Adlai. Stevenson stated that the .Arller.ican
public was Buffe.ring from nat.ional
neurosis combined with a severe
attack of maLice. cynicism, sarcalSJll
and skept.icism induced by ignorance
and fear.
1:n Sunday'. Evening Star. appeare
an article entitled "Democrats A.11
Pepped Up for Game with Repub.licana·

which contains this paragraph:
"Rookie Natcher, of Kentucky.
second string pitcher for the
Democrats. pitched the entire
game the dura~ion of which was
nat disclosed, holding the Young
Denlocrats to three runs."
extencUng my remarks .in
the Record today to include an
edltor1al entitled "Need Federal
Aid Now for SchoO.ls" from the Park
Ci.ty Daily N_s of BoWl.ing Green:
an editorial from the owensboro
Messenger entitled "~t .IaR't Fair
to Judge Ken by Labs Ls"; and an
editorial. from The News Democrat
of Russellvill.e entitled "Mixed
1. _

Business Picture."
The Park City Daily News on
May 19, 1954, carried an editorial
which stated as follows:

- 3M"When Representative William
H. Natcher filed papers seeki.ng r _
nODl1nation from Kentucky's Second
CongresSional District. he automatLcally became the candidate of
practically all Warren county
~crats and prObably more than
a ~_ members of th& oppoaiog party.
"Representat.Lve Natcher has
beelJ a JDeqber of Congress only
a1.nee last January. but alrea.dy
he has demonstrated in a most
con."incing manner that he is capable
in every respect to serve his distriC't and. his nation well.
"He haa acquainted h1DBelf with

reaarkable rapidity with the many
Prot.lems peculiar to his district;
with which he has been, or will be,
concerned as a. member of Congress.
and. he has proved himeslf an able
challlpion of several causes in Wh.1.cll
his const.ituents have a primary
interest. A case in point is the
adm.irable way in which be haa
worked for improvements at MaIIImOtb
caVE Nat.iona~ Park, mak,1.ng wllat
was generall.y conceded to be a
convincinq presentation of the
case for a bil.l which would make
possible the purchase by the government of two privately owned caves
within the park itself.
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"We be~ieve Mr. Natcher' s
short but cOllllllendab~e record in
Congress has earned for hint the
right to returD to Washington as
the representative of the Second
District. We think he has performed his dutLes conscientiously
and wel~.
"We trust voters of the district will see fit to reward his
capable representation with reelection."

s. 3050 on the Consent Calendar
today. This bi 11 provides for
increase in penalty of from 40%
to 50% for all excess toabcco
raised, and thereby 1s an Act to
amend the Agricu~tural Adjustment
Act of ~938. as amended. This
bill was sponsored in the Senate
by senators Clements, Hill and
Hennin9s, and was sponsored in
the Hoase by my 9004 friend. John
Watts. of the big tobacco District.
Only one amendment proposed and
a9reed to. This amendment provided
that ~he effect~ve date of the law
was to be December 1, 1954 instead
of October 1, 1954.

Several of IJ7 friends from
Bowli.ng Green stopped by and
visited me today and at noon we
had luncheon 1n the House Restaurant.

- 368 on May :2200 I commented upon
receipt of letter from a man by
the name of Gridley Adal!Is. of
New YOrk City_ who wrote to me
concerning editorial included in
:my axtell.ion of remarks in the
COJIgressional Record. This editorial appeared in the Henderson,
Kentucky Gleaner, alld Adams' letter
'Was unusual., to Bay the least.
On Kay 27th, r: noted in the appenclix
of the Congressional Record under
ext:9 nsion of remarks lJy ConqressJ1Ian Abraham J. Multer, of New
yorx, a letter included therein
fran Gridley AdaMs, the founder alld
Director General of the Unite<l
States Fla9' Foundation.
Mr. Multer
stated as follows!

"lIr. Speaker, I be l1eve the
fOllOWing lett.er which 1: have
r~ived from Gridl.ey Adams, the

founder and d~rector-qeneral o£

the United States Flaq Foundation.
to be most apropos =

May 25, 1954
"Ky Dear ConC}ressman Multer:
Thal!lks in congo lomerate maSses
for your 'rEJllarks' in a recent
COCIgreSS.l..onal .Record condemnin9
Se-n:ltor Flallders' bill to amend
the COnstitution, no less, alld
insert 'This Nation devoutly
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rec09nizes the authority and law
of Jesus C:"U'ist.'
"Since -::he senate has passed
the Fergus:m bill to insert ~he
words 'under God' in the Pledge
of Allegiance, it s _ _ everybody
bas thou9~ up some similar st:heme
of his own..

"Now. ae the Hollse has under
considerat~on a similar bill, will
you land induce others to join
you in chocus) get up in the Rouse
and yell to high heaven against
this monkeying with the first amendment? tThere is nothing irreligious
i.n this plea of mine. because :I
.m the son of an Episcopal miniater.J
"The Senate, in passing that
Ferguson hill. is an actual break
in the long-observed hasic law of
the separation of church versus
state: and if tais trend continaes,
it may eventually :bring abOut a
~ar of religions that will outrun
the St. Bartholomew massacre and
eloody Maxy's re<;Jime in England.
"Unthinltingly (perhaps) the
Senate has kicked that first amendment (Congress shall make no law
respecting the estabU.shment of
religion*fI*') into a cocked hat:
but don't let the House fall tnto
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that trap.

Your fellow Congressmen
do not get the fu~l aeaninq of your
rebuttal from reading the Recol:'d,
but they wlll take not~ce of your
voice. I aD vehemently opposed
to any and all attempts to write
religious dogmas into the law of
the Land.
"tight truly yours,

Gridley Adams"
Upon receipt of letter fron

Adams, as indicated heretofore, I
answered SaDe and informed hia
that Senator Refauver was not
frQD Kentucky.
I i.nl'Ile<tiately received an answer written in longhand all. over the page statiD91
apologies. apologies, congl.amerate
mas&es of apol.agies. I definitely
made up ... mind that this man Adams
Dust be a screwball, and I an somewhat surprised to see his name
appear in the Record on May 21th •
.June 9. 1954

H,R. 9447 making appropriations
for the departments of Labor, Education. Bealth and Welfare and
related independent agencies ~or
the iiecal. year ending June 30,
1955 up under the five minute rule
today. Several. amendments adopted
restoring cuts in vocational educa-
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tion, matters pertaining to hospitals and health generally.
California prUuaxy
announced today witb JaJIles Roosevelt, better bOWl) as "The Letter
Writ.er". winning by a .large
majority in the .Doemccratic pri[qry
for the House, and with Congressman Robert L. Condon serving a
first tel:lll from the SiXth Dietr ic:t::
of Cali£ornia winning in the Dem~
cratic primary for re-election.
Representative Condon was quest.ia~~
and refused admiSSion to abom1c
bOiDb tests with inferenee being
that he at one time was a. coawun:Lst.
This surely was very much in evidence in his race. and with Jam••
Roo5evelt 's marit.al. situation and
his fal101ls letter very muCh .1n
evidence in his particula.r race.
Resu~t o~

only two incumbents won i.n botll

Republican and Democratic cross
filing primaries. '!'bese two gent.lemen _re Representative Clair
Engle representing the second Dis.tr1ct serving his sixth term. an<f.
Representative Johnson serving his
sixth t.erm from the 11th DistriCt..
The Democrats expect to piCk up
from 3 to 7 seats in California
.in the November election.

'!'his

as suropti on 1& based on the fact
that unde:r the new election laW's
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in Ca~ifornia cross £ilin9 is
permitted but after each candidate'
name Rust appear the party affi~i
ation. and this bas reacted in
favor of the Democrats.
June

~Or

~954

McCarthy-Army hearing turned
into a bitter fight as result of
McCarthy's accusations concerniBg
a young attorney in .pecia~ counsel
Joseph N. Welch' s office in Boston.
Senator McCarthy stopped the cross
examination of Cohn W'ith a slash:Ul9
attack on this particular young
lawyer and Mr. We lch replied:
"Have you no sense of decency. sir.
at long last? Ha"le you left no
sense of decency?" Amd the previously mild mannered PickW'ickiao
lawyer then dec~ared .in a very
quavery voice that. i1 there is II
God in heaven i t w1l1 do neither
you nor your cawse any good. NotWithstanding, this clash. i t ia
still my prediction that McCarthy
will come out of this investigatjon
smelling like a rose.
H.R. 9447 up for final passaqe
in the House today and same passed
unanimously without benefit of a
roll call vote. All iUlIendments
adopted and vocational educational
people throughout the U.S. and
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in Kentucky should

feel considerably better with the
btl1 in its present fo~.
June 11. 1954

H.R. 9474 providin9 for 4uthor1ty

of

President to enter into
trade agreements under Sec. 350
of the rar:1ff Act of 1930 as
amended for an additional one
year period. up :for action today
in the Koulle. House Resolution 580
called for cOlUlideration Dy Congressman Al~en, Chairman of the
Rules Committee and this Resolution
prOviding for consideration of
H.R. 9474 under a closed rule.
'!'he l70te on the adopt1on of the
rule was 275 yea votes and 63 nay
votes, with 98 not voti.ng. I voted.
against the ado~ion of the ru~e
for I:he reason X belieln that
instead of extending ollr reciprocal
trade law for an additional one
year period. we should now face
the facts and deCide just what our
trade policy is to be ill the future.
In aidltion, I am inclined to be
agai~st a closed rule with no
amen:l!nents possible and onl.y a
mot1::m to recanm.it to be conaidered
prio~ to action on passage of the
hill. Upon adopting the rule, the
Housa resolvea itself iI"lto the Comm1tt:!e of the Whole House on the
~e
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t ate of the Union for the consideratioll of H.R. 9474 and after
three hours of general debate the
hi 11 was wp for passage. There
... re 281. yea votes. 53 !lay votes
aUld 97 not voting, with Cederberg,
*80n and Smith of Wisconsin
answerinq present. I voted for
~he pa•• aqe of H.R. 9474 very
J:"eluctantly.
II

Newspaper releases and radio
IlrOloUllcements to the effect that
Eixst civi~ air defense dril.~
~exe in the District will be held
at 10.00 A.M. MOnday June 14.
Pa:l.nters have marked the wal~s here
in the Old House Office Building
Indicatinq the direction to the
stairway and all of this preparation
Cor such a dr1~l makes one feel
~l sad.
Just to think that all
- are aski.ng for is peace and
~rosperity for the world, but
st:!.ll Rust rea1.ize the importance
of the present day world 8:1tl.lation
lind be prepared for every emerqency
I n case of atomic attack.
Have just been notified that
l:J\e

baseball team wil.l appear at

~S TV stat ion Monday morning and
9 D through a practice. ,session Which
Is to be televised. So far as I
Jo: now, the Democrats are ready for

on Tuesday night and we
slIould have a lot of fun.

l:J\e game

-
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This morning at S.~O o'clock.
the me~Ders of the RepUblican and
Democratic bal~ teams reported to
the CBS TV at 40th and Brandywine
where we chanc]ed into Washington
baseball uniforms. the property of
the senators, and cavorted arognd
before the TV cameras. This program was carried throughout the
United States at lO:OO o'clock.
We all seemed to be in right fair
Shape and since the day 1s one of
our warm days, changing from the
baseball gnifor. back into our
clothes without benefit of a shower
was not too good. Runt Bishop,
Manager of the Republican team,
came up with a charley horse. Jwnping around on the concrete driveway in front of the stgdio where
the picture was being made was
just too much for Runt. Our Manager,
Sid Herlong, ~eels unusually good
about the game, and judging from
appearances and age of the ball
players. we should have a good
chance to win. We have our final
practice this afternoon at 2,30
and then we next play the big game
tomorrow night at the Senators'
ball park.
This week ~n the Houae. we take
up the District of Columbia Appro-
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Bill for f~acal 1955
together with private calendar
and bills pertaining to agricultural trade development and
aSSistance. treasury obligations.
Federal property and administrative
services act, and a bill to revise
the Virgin Zslands Organization
Act. Zn addition to the above.
we may have the Mutual Security
Act together with Housing Act. 1f
rule is issued for same.
priat~ons

June 12. 1954 at midnight, which
by the way. was Central standard
rime. making same 2.00 o'clock bere
~n Washington. was the final filing
date for nominations for all
Members desiring seats in the Congress of the United States. Z
received a call shortly after 2:00
o'clock informing me X had no
opposi tion on either s:1de. Clay
Waide Ba:1ley was holdin9 the fort
~n the Secretary of State's office
and seemed to be as well pleased
as X over this matter. X have
made races both with opposition
and without opposition. and I
know that without opposition is
the nicest way to run.

senator Barkley had 3 or 4 m~n
to file against him in the DemocratiC primary for U.s. Senator
with all o£ these applicants b~~ng
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unknown as far as the voters gen.ra~~y are concerned.
Senator
Cooper also had 3 or 4 men to
file against him 1.n the Republi.can
primary for U.S. Senator. These
men are all perenni.aJ. candi.dates.
unknown as far as the Party 1.s
concerned. Prank L. Chelf. Representati.ve from the 4th congressi.onal
Distri.ct, has no Democratic or
Republican opponent. The same
applies to Noble J. ~regory, Representative of the Pirst congressional
Di.strict. and I also have thi.s
honor. With the exc-eption of Mr.
Golden who is not a candidate.
all other Members who are seeking
re-election have both Democratic
and Repub11can oppos1t10n.
On June 11. I extended my remarks in the congressional Record
in three instances. including editorials from the Breck1nridge News
of Hardinsburg, The Messenger of
Madisonville. and Union county
Advocate of Morganfield. The
editorials are as follows:
"Golden Anniversary" pertai.ning to the
50th celebration of the National
Tuberculosis Assoc1.ilt10n wh1ch was
held on June 6. frOlIl the Breckinridge News: the editor ial from The
Messenger entitled "Guess Who Foots
Our Big Tax Bill," showing that
the workers of this country pay
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the bi9' end of the bill ~ the
editorial. from. The Union County

Advocate entitled M50 Far, So
Good" expressing delight Gver substantial reductions in retail
excLse tax law of this country.
~arthy-Army

hearing continues

tl'.1s _ek.

General Alfred M. Gruenther,
NATO Canmander in Europe, in10rmed
distinguished London audience on
Tuesday of last week, that the
Bov:iet Union would be beaten severely :if i t dared attack the West
thiB year. This statement fOllowed
Prime Minister Winston Churchill's
speech to the effect that the
free worl.d must never lose sight
of the importance of a free and
peaceful settlement of our differences with Russia. Such statements
clearly make me belleve that. Churc:hil
is a long way from being senile.

In goin9 through some old papers
this past week, I found the short
political announcement. issued by
the late Virgil Chapman of Paris.
~~tucky,

in his race for United

States senator.

This statement

is as follOWS.
"Fellow Kentuckians, I became
an active candidate for U.S. Senator
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after a careful survey convinced
me that I can win the Democratic
nomination and. final election.
To that end I will wage the most.
enerqet1c and thorouqh campaign
of ..,hlch I UI capable.
~Aftel'

more than twenty yea rs
of experience all II Repr_entative
.in CODgress, 1 can as a senator
J.n Congress perform more useful
and beneficial service than ever
before to Kentucky and. the Nation.
For your support. :t w ill be deeply

9rateful, and I pledge in return
a full measure of devoted. diligent,
fearless. faithful pUblic service.

Virgil Chapman, Paris,

~.-

June .15. 1954

B.2. 9511 District of Columbia
Appropriation'B Si.ll for 1955 up
for final pa ••aqe in the House
today. Amendnaent offered increasinq
$16 Illill.1.on appropriation by i.he
Federal ~erzauent to $20 million.
I voted in favor of this amendment
and for -ti.nal passage of the bill.
FollOWing the call of the private calendar, the House resolved
itself into a Committee of the
"hole House for the purpose of
considering s. 2415, 'Which authori:l;es the President to negotbte
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and to c.arry out agreements with
friendly nations to provide for
the sale of American surplus agricQltural cCll'llllOdities. UDder this
bill. a l~it of $300 million is
placed a-.d witb an anount not exceeding ~l billion to be restored
if neces.9ary to conmodities Credit.

Congressman Martin Dies of Texas
!'loved tbat the fol.lowlll9 words
"friendl.¥ nations" provision be
inserted pIoviding that under no
circumstances couLd any of our
s~lus agricultural commodities
be sold to the Soviet Union or to
aDY friendly nation who enqaged in
general commerce with the SOviet
Union. Congressman Dies aaintained

that a male of our surplus commodities to France for instance, would
simply mean that we were selling
S~ to the Soviet. Division requested and alUelllinent defeated by small.
majorit"". SOme eight amendments
correct~Dg the general language
of the bill passed, and bill up for

final

~ssage

tOl'lOrrow.

Just before adjournment. today.
Congressman Runt Bishop, Manager
of the E.epubllcan ball t.eam,
announced that due to the sudden
downpour the Congressional bal.l
game was postponed until tomorrow
night.
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M.ra. Esta Tabor 1s here in
WaehAnqt:on for a v.t.sit with her
daughter who has just received.
appoAntment with the Federal

Govemm.ent: •

Kentucky Luncheon Cl.ub of
Kentucky meets tomorrow and this
is ol:le meeting that my good.
frie~d. Jon •• Gregory. will attend.
He has been a little harci to live
with the 1ast ~ days since he
succeeded in having no opposition.
June 16. 1954

resolved itself into the
of the whole HOuse on
the ~tate of the Union for conside=at.t.an of S. 2475 which authorize. the President to negotiate
and ~arry out agreements of friendly
nat!.ns to provide for the sale
surpJus agricultural commodities.
Allen.aent: prohibiting sale to t:he
Sovl~ Union defeated.
I voted
for ~inal passage of this bill.
House

Comm~ttee

H ,R, 8729 up under general debate
toda:,'. This bill seeks to amend
the :>ecleral Reserve A.ct. as amended,
and with same Simply extendin9 the
time in one instance from July
1'154 to July 1956. and in another
inst-!n<:e from June 1954 to June 1956.

This bill passed without difficulty.
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Congressional Ball(},ame is nOW' to
be played on liiednesday night June
23rd. CongresSlllan "Runt" Bishop
should be pleased that we are
having rains, and that the 9_e
cannot be played at the present
time. He has a charley borse and
is l.1JIIplng as much as he ordinarily
woul.d with a broken 1eq.
i'Io.!ter fInal actIon on S. 2475
C009ressman Brown, of Ohio. pursuant to the direction of the
Comnittee on Rulea. cal.led up
House Resolution 578 and asked
for its ~~ate cODsidaratlon.
This Resolution provided that the
HOllSe resolve itself into the Com.mittee of tbe whole House on the
State of the Union for the consideration of X.R. 9134 to repeal
the prOVision of section 16 of
the Federal Reserve Act which prohibits a Federal Reserve Bank from

paying

o~t

notes of another Fed-

eral. Reserve Bank. Aftar general
debate which was confined to the
bill. and to continue not exceedin9
one hour to be equally divided
and controlled by the Chairman
and ranki.ng m:11l0r:l.ty Member of the
Commi ttee on Bankin9 and Currency,
the bill was to be read for amendment under the five minute rule.
Congressman Wright Patman, of

- 383 Texas. a Member of the Committee
on Bankinq and Currency. very
strenuously opposed the adoption
o£ this rule and passage of B.R. 9143.
Late in the afternoon bill up
for passage and with only some
28 Hembers on the Floor. Congressman Patman insisted upon a
'toll call vote on motion to recommit. and with Speaker Martin
and the majority of the Members
on both sides stalling with the
hope that Congressman Patman
would concede and permit passage
by voice vote. Congressman refused and upon roll call vote bill
passed without too much difficulty
and with the Members who were still
in their offices hurrying to the
House very much disgruntled.
June 17, 1954
Today is June 17, 1954. On
June 17, 1937. Virginia Reardon
decided to assist the good Lord
in a reconstruction jOb and.
acting under this premise. my good
friend. Dr. Skinner, Minister of
the First Baptist Church of Bowling
Green, Kentucky. received a very
loud and distinct ":1 do" from me.
I have had many problems during
my forty-four years and the finest
deCision that X ever made was the
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one culminating in my marriage
to Virginia.
Rafael. Miranda, Andres Cordero.
Lo1ita Lebron and Irving Rodriguez
weKe all found guilty today of
assault with a dangerous weapon,
and the three men were found
gu~lty of the addit10nal charge
of assault with intent to kil.l.
The. jury deliberated for some
6~ hours before returning their
ve:rdict. Lolita Lebron waS found
not guilty of assau~t with intent
to kil.l. Mrs. Lebr<m made the
statement that she "hoped the jury
wo"Uld find her as g-uil.ty as they
di-d the boys becau_ she was the
leader at the t~e the five Congr •• smen were wounded on March 1.
Tb.e trial conswued ten days and
each of the men is liable for a
mvc:1.mum sentence of 75 years, and
Mrs. Lebron is liable for ill maximWII
s& n.tence of 50 yeaxa. After the
~cessary motions, sentence will.
be handed down by Judge Hol.tzoff.
President Eisenhower each month
a group of Republ.ican Representatives to have breakfast
wLth him and this morning 14 freShmen Republican Representatives had
breakfast with the PreSident, discassing in detail. Indochina and
other important probl.ems confronting
i~vites
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this country today. These freshmen Members were H1.l1elson of
Missouri, from Independence the
home towm of our former President,
Rhodes. Holt, Homer. Wi Ison ,
Narburton, Merril~. Cederbe%q.
Frel inghuysen , Wainwright, Young.
Bolton, Stringfellow and Laird.
By a record vote of l60 yeas
to 19 nays, the Hous. ado~ed
HOuse Resolution 583 prOViding
for disagreement to senate amendments to, and the sendinq to conference of B.R. 7839. the bill
providing for the ~rovement of
housing and the elimination and
preventlon of slums. Representatives Walcott, Gamble. Spence,
Brown and Patman were appointed
as conferees. The Houee will
act first on the conference report
and then the Senate will act upon
same. Representative SmU.h of
Virginia indicated at the beginning
of the aeasiQD today that he would
at the ,proper tiJne move tllat tile
conferees be instructed to stril<:e
out all amendments added Dy tile
Senate pertaining to housing and
carry out the version of the House
bill as passed by the House several
weeks <Igo. Jolajority Leader Halleck
spoke against such procedure,
maintaining that under the parliamentary rules in operation in t.he
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House, the House had no authority
to attempt to dictate the action
of the conferees in such a man:ner
and the conferees would not be
bound by same. '!'he Supreme Co Ilrt
deCision has probably changed a
few votes in the House insofar
as housiIl9 is concerned due t~
the fact that several of the
Members are now of the opinion
that housing projects constructed
with no 8egreqa~ion feature will
Illt~te~y be occupied totall~
by Ne9roes.
A great many Members
of the House indicated that they
wo~1d vote in favor of Representat198 Smith's motion, but upon a
roll call vote for adoption, only
19 nays were cast, thereby indicating to Representative smita
~ha~ his motion would fail.
Pollowin9 Mr. Balleek's statement,
Representative Smith took the floor
and s~ated that he had changed h.is
mind and that the motion would
not be made. He stated that the
act ion of severa1 Members of the
House reminded. hinl of the t1l1loe
when he was a member of the city
COuncil over .in V.i.rginia and -was
sponsoring a friend. for a jobo
with the city.
On a roll ca~l
vote, it developed there was a tie
and one of the merabers of the
council who had promised Rept:esentative Smith to vote with him for
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his candidate voted as indicated
on the first roll call, and on
the second roll call voted for
the other man. This particular
counc1.Lman Jumped up, slapped
his haDds and said, "You can 't
do better than tha~because I
promised both of them to vote
for them."
Six of the large railroads
of the United states have applied
to the Interstate Commerce commission for authorization to start
hauling loaded trailer trucks on
railroad flat cars. The motor
carrier groups are protesting
and a hearing has been set for
June 28~ The pickaback method of
hauling the trucks, according
to the ra11roads, has captured the
imagination of the public.
To me, Washington, D.C. is the
most beautiful c1.ty 1.n the world
and I realize this more each day.
NotWithstanding this beauty,
Washington contains more unhappy
people t.han any city J: have ever
heard of in my lifetime.
One sees
a great nwnber of old men who in
many instances are retired army
and naval officers who are t<>ttering around follOWing some fourth
or fifth wife who is young enough
to be their daughter _ occasionally
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J: ride the street cars from
Bethesda into my office and r
have the opportunity to observe
the different types of people
who reside and work here in the
District. Some of the most horribl.e crimes and sex offenses are
committed daily here 1n the D1str1ct. From the standpoint of
l.aw v1ol.ation, the Distr1ct
reminds me a great deal of Brooklyn,
New York.

Just before the House adjourned,
House Resol.ution 581 was adopted
and H.R. 9753 to amend the Pederal
property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 authorizing the
Administrator of General. Services
to establish and operate motor
vehicle pools and systems, and
to provide office furniture and
furnishings when agencies have
moved to new locations, was passed
by the House. Representative
Clare Hofenan, chairman of the
Government Operations Committee
in the House, always reminds the
Representatives that he is that
fellow who is considered olod and
cantankerous and mean by a great
many of the Members of the House,
but at least he knows what is
going on in the country today.
The House adjourned until Mondc.y,
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June 21. at 12:00 o'clock noon.
at wh~ch t1me the Consent Calendar
w~1l be called and H.R. 5181 to
re~~se the Organic Act of the
v~rg~n Xslands 18 to be considerec.
days of Army-McCartJly
came to a tumultuous end
tonight with Senator potter,
Repul:Jlican Member of! the Subc:ommittel
ma~ing the statement. that the
record ~s saturated with possible
pe~jury and enough wrong on both
siaes to cause the dismissal of
those employees who have played
top roles. This unusual invest igacion officially closed at 6:32 P.M.
ana was one of the most unusual
in~stigations in Congressional
history. 'l"!te six main figures
we~e Army secretary Robert stevens,
Amy Counse Lor, John G. Adams.
Assistant Defense Secretary. H. S.
Hemsel. Senator Joseph R. McCarthy,
Republican of Wisconsin, Roy M.
Comn. Francis P. Carr and G. David
Semine. employees of the Committee.
~n speeches which closed the hear1n~s there was a mixture of flowe~
or~tory and harsh language.
It
na. appears there will be more
than one committee report written
setting forth the findings of
the committee. Senator Mundt.
Acting Chairman of the Subcommittee,
iS$ued invi~ations for a cocktail
Th~rty-s1X

he.r~ngs
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party to take place one day this
week but ArJay secretary Stevens,
prOll\ptly stated that neither he
nor any member of the 1>.rmoy would
attend the cocktail. party.
Heavyweigbt champion Roc::ky

Marciana. retained his beavyweight
championsh1.p in the fight with
E:r;:r;ard Charles which went the ful.l.

fifteen rounds..
June 19 • .1954

Secretary of Defense, Charl.es
E. Wilson, in an address at Quantico
Jllarine Baae, stated thi!lt he felt
the Amy-McCarthy hearings Should
have had rules requirin9 all. participants. incl.uding Committee Members
and CO\:lnsel, a9reeirl9 not to shave
or cut their hair until it was al.l.
over. Nature, he stated, would
have asserted itself and theze would
have been an effort to COlDS clean
and look respectable, and it would
have added OJ. sense o:f humo:r for
the 'rV audience depending on how
the bai:r and. beards 9rew. ftie
further stated that if the h-earings
dragged out, as they did. they
would have had somethin9 to bide
behind.

I am of the opinion that the
American people could have been
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spared this show. I am indeed
glad that this is the end of the
circus and the only lesson that
this hearing disclosed was that
senator McCarthy's work is dangerous to the structure of American
society; dangerous to the politLcal
foundations of the Country and
dangerous to the mutual trust which
is the cement of its national unity.
The lesson disclosed by these
hearings must be met by the Executive Department insisting upon
all of its prerogatives and by full
reliance of our judicial institutions • :tn my opinion McCarthyism
is an illness and an evil which
Americans can continue to tolerate
only at their peril.
#

I was somewhat amused at the
publication entitled "Voting
Records of Senators and Representatives 1947 through May 1954" published by Labor's Magazine for
PoLitical Education of the American
Federation of Labor, which reacbed
my desk this past week. Each
United States senator and Representative is recorded in this pablication with all of his labor.
social welfare, domestic economy
policy and foreign aid votes from
1947 through May 1954. Beginning
with Taft-Hartley and extending
through Public Housing. which is
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Listed as ~5th on the ~ist. X
was recor~ed as voting ~nly once
~ur~n9 my short tenure. and that
'Was numbe r 9, which is 'Wet-back
farm labo-r. and my vote, according
to this p.llblication. was wrong.
I voted for authorization of
admis. ion. of seasonal workers due
to distrecls in Western ilnd Southwestern &qricu~tura~ areas. On
social we.lfare, domestic: economy
policy and foreign aid votes be9iDn~n9 vlth number 16. which is
Publi.e Hc»using of 5, 0000 units, and
extendin~ to number 30, which is
the Point Four program, during ~
short teBure, I was recorded as
voting rLqht four time~ and wron~
once. According to thLs labor
pUblicatLon my right votes were
on PuOlic Housing, number 19, Wire
Tapping, nUlllber 23, $ 7 ()O persona:\.
exemption. number 25. a.nd forest
lands. nI:lInber 28. X voted for
PUblic Housing; substitute bi~l
for wire tapping authorizing order
on~y out of Federal Coarts instead
of from Attorney General: for increase of $100 personaL exemption
and for forest lands bLll preser"~ng
our forests and setting forth a
rigid conservation poli.cy. I was
samewhat surprised to find that
this labor pub~ication would consider four of my votes right.
IEl
a~ artic~e in the Couri.er-Journa~
of June 18. 1954, the CourierJournal Vashington Bureau stated
that:
"t')n the only one of the
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fifteen roll calls taken du::ring
the brief term of William H_
Natc:her. Bowling Green Demo<:rat.
he was scored as voting wronq."
Thia distinguished reporter failed
toJ:ook at the continuation of the
vote on the opposite paqe of the
vot~g record publication, thereby,
omitting from his article l.abor' s
interpretation of our Social Welfare. Domestic Economic policy and
Foreign Aid votes.
~ shall attend a luncheon at the
Houae gymnaSium today at noon for
all MemD.rs of congress who make
use of the gym- According to my
infarmation, there are approximateLy
100 of us who go to the Gym at
regwlar intervals each week and try
to stay in good condition. This
is a generaL good fellowship get
together.

June 21.. 1954

r: really enjoyed the luncheon
given in the House Gymnasium and
we had a good attendance. Everyone seemed to enj oy themselves.
Senator Lester C. Hunt, Democrat. of Wyoming who had heretofore
announced that he woul.d not be a
cancli.date for re-election due to
present condition of his health,
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oo.mitted suicide in his office
in the senate Office Building,
s.a.:.urday. Senator Hunt entered
an elevator in the Senate Office
.E uLldJ.ng at 8: 30 a.m. lIIld the
~ levator operator noticed the
lJu:.t of it ri.fle protrudill9 frOlll
a eoat that the Benator was ca=zyi:ng. At about 8: 55 a.m. Senator
Blnt 'B Administrative Ass istant
~:.ered the office and found notes
~1lI his desk which were directory
in nature.
Be went immediatelj1'
t¢ Senator HUnt's private office
.ana found the Senator uncOll.scio'WI
~i:.h a bullet hole in his head.
'l'he rifle was on the floor. Senat~ Hunt diad at Casualty Bespital
at 12:32 p.m. Veteran senate
could recall only one
1. DStance of a Senator in office
t4~ing his life.
This was Sen~oyee.

ate>r Frank R. Brandegee, of Connecticut. who ended his life by inhaling gas on ~cber 14. 1924.
in his apartment at 17th and ~
St=eets. Senato~ Runt, a foxmer
pzRcticing dentist. entered politica
i~ 1932. s.rving in the wyoming
State House of Representatives.
J30e was wyoming Secretary of state
f-rom 1934 to 1942 when he was
~ lected Governor.
He was re-e lected
(;olfernor in 1946 and has ~n a
JI...ember of the Senate since 1948.
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Shortly "after the death of Semator Hunt on Saturday Joseph R.
Farrinqton, Delegate to Congress
from Hawaii. woas found dead in h;j,s
office in the old House Office
Building. Mr. Farrington was fi1tysix years of age and had been
suffering from a heart condition
for some time. At 2:45p.m. he
was alive at the time his secretary
left the office and according to
reports made a telephone call at
3:20 P.M. When he failed to keep
an appointment a check was made
at his office where he was found
dead. M~~ Farrington was President
and Publisher of the HOnolulu
Star Bulletin and had been a newspaper man for years before cominq
to Conqress. He served two four
year terms in the Hawaiian Senate
before his e1.ection as Del89ate
to Congress in 1942. Mr. Farrington
had made an untiring fight for
statehood for Hawaii and everything
indi.cated success during the past
year. This may change the picture
somewhat.
Prime M1.nister Churchill and
Me Foreign Sectetary. Anthony
Eden, are makill<3 a visit to
this Country this week.
The situation in Guatemala
should be decided this week.
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Guatemala is about the size and
popu~ation of Kentucky. and when
it was discovered that arms were
being- Becret~y shipped into
Guatemala this Country. and the
other Nations of the Pan-American
union. naturally became 110m_hat
concerned. A Communist core in
Guatemala. only two hours flight
from the Panama Canal and lying
astr1d-e of the Pan-American Highway. w-)uld certainly be a dangerou8
and serious threat to North and
South America.
What little hOpe there had been
for peaceful reunification of
petitioned Korea died last ~sday
when the 16 Nations that had voted
to protect South Korea decided to
break off Geneva talks with the
CommunilltS. Red China. Soviet
RUSSia and North Korea showed clearly in the seven weeks since the
Geneva Conference had be9un that
they had no intention of releasing
their grip on Korean territory
north of the truce line.

According- to my infoxmation the
Senate wil~ recess today out of
respect: to Senator Hunt and the
House after the eulogies are heard
in honor of Mr. Farrington.
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H.II.. 5181 up for passage in
the Bouse today. Thi8 b3.l.l revised
the O%'9'a.ni<: Act of the V:1rgin
:Islands of the united States. The
provisions of this Act and the
name Vug1n Isl.ands as used. in the
AC"t. apply to and include the terri-

torial domain, islands, cays and
waters acqulred l:Iy the United
States through cesslon of the
Danish West Indian Islands as p~
vided for by the conventi.on between the United states and the King
of Denmark entered into on August
4, 1916. fhi.s bill provides for
bi.1l of rights, fran<:hise, legi8lat:iva , EDtecut:i va and j usti.<:e
branch, with the executive power
vested in the Governor of the
Virgin :Islands. 'l'h.e Governor 1s
appointed by the President of the
United States. Rule adopted and
bill unanimously passed. I voted
1n fa vox of one or two correct:1rl9
amendrients and then for fi.na!.
passage of the bill.
Consent and private Calendars
called th:ls day.
Jim W1llis. the owner and editor

of Meade County Messenger, arrived
in Washington today and I shall
attend the Nat:ional Editorial
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Association banquet with him
at the Shoreham Botel .
.TUne 23.

~9~

The National Editorial Association banquet was one of t.he nicest.
lIanquet.s I have ever had the
pleasure of attending. r:ro show
the in£luence of t.he )00 editors
of the small weekly and daily
n_spapers who were present at
this banquet. there appeared upon
the scene the President of the
1JIL1ted States. the Vice President,
the Chief Justice of the supreme
CCMlrt and nearly all the members
of the Cabinet. l"ollowing the
~n address. the annual award
of this Aslociation was made to
the President and he spoke brlefJ.y,
using as his subject the four main
truths facing this Nation today.
'1'he Secret Service and FBI Agents
we re posted throughout the banquet

ba 11. and Just be fore the program
began. a young boy some 9 years of
age ran up to the speakers' table
and tendered t:he pri.nted program
to the President for his autograph.
~ 1mmedlately two FBI Agents
surrounded the boy when all of
the distingui.shed quests at the
Speakers' table ;including the president. laughed. and the President
very prompt1.y autographed the
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One or two other children

.got t.he idea but they were

fina~~y

back. The successful one
wall! unusually proud of his adlievemert because he paraded throughout
thll! Blue Roan shOlfing his f-lllllOus

tue»ed

aut 09"raph •

011 Priday of last

_ek, Bob

R:l~98 in his article analyzing
the Alllerican FeeSeration of Labor's
aDhual puhlication lettinq forth
the YOtes of the Members of the
cOhgress.inadvertantly QVerlookea
one paqe of the report. and in
recording my vote stated that I
was recorded al voting wrong the
one and only time a labor measure

was before the House.

The API.

set forth thirty votes taking place

from 1947 up to the present time
that are consid.ered strictly labor
votes and in yesterday's article
Ri99's made a correcti.on, stating'
that an incomplete account of an
AFJ.. anal~is of votes by Kentucky
House Members was written last _:(.

He stated that the acccmnt was incoapLete because i.t dea~t through
error with onl.y 15 of the 30 votes
used as a measuring stick by Labor's
Lea9~e for Political Educaticm,
the ?Olitical arm of the AFL. For
that reason, the analysis of the
stands taken by three Kent~~y
congressmen who had been in the
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House only a brief time was,
according to t.he Lea9WI, dJ.storted by the story. The three
Members were John M. Rob&ion.
John C. Watts and mysel f • The
boErection shows that the ful~
report of the League found that
I voted ri.ght 4 times, wrong once.
and not a Member durill9 25 of the

testa.

The art.1cle corrected the

vote aU the way down through the
Kentucky Delegation.
The sun is shin1D9 and the
weather seems to be ideal for our
bal.l game tonight. We are al~
hoping it wiLl not rain again 80
that we can finally play this game.

Senator Margaret Chase Smith
re-elected by a margin of IIIOre
than 5 to 1. over Robert. L. ,Jones.

wall

Se~tor

McCarthy's 35 year old

p%oteqe.
The Evening Star yesterday
carr.1e4 a very vigorous editorial

setting forth the fact that I'lotextravagant criticism
to the contrary. it is difficult
to see anything sinister or onderhar.ded in the President's directive
to the Atomic Energy Commission to
ne~otiate a twenty-five year contract with two private companies
fOI the construction of a steam

wi~h8tanding
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gel"lerati.ng plant at 'Ilest Memphis.
ArKansas. The editor1a~ further
states that the president's
directive. whether ~i.e or not.
is altogether consi.stent w:1th what
he has sa,i.d heretofore in a
thoroughly open and ~ve-board
manner about his desire to see
free enterprise operate in this
fie~d whenever it can do so in
line with the publJ.c interest.
This editorial came lIatlewhat as
a surprise to a CJrea..t many of us
who believe that the President's
stand now on TVA and his stand while
c~aign1.ng i.n the State of Tennessee has changed considerab~y.
secretary Benson issued an
oreer yesterday setting up the
most viCJorous farm controls in
the history of Federal price supports. This order provides for
a 13% reduction in ~heat and ca~ls
for a vote on March 23 with the
wheat farmers to ~e on whether
or not they desire CL system of
quotas in return for continued
price supports. The. COIIIIIIittee' s
proposal further provided that the
faxmers must comply I.n 1955 with
all Federal acreage allotments to
be eligible for subs:1dies on any
one crop. The large farm producers
in addition to satisfying this
cress compliance ed:Lct also will
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have to compLy with a total.
acreage alLotment on their land.
I realize that storage costs for
our surp1us CCMlUtoodities of

per hour covering surplus
comnodities of over $6 bill.ion in
~30,OOO

comnodities is a serious problem,
but under present conditions I
def~nitel.y

am in favor of fixed
price supports for our basic
cam:aodities at 90% of parity. We
sUbsidize many different fields of

endeavor and have billions upon
bi1Lions of war material.s in
sto=age. Living in an atomic
peri.od.. with world conditions as
t~ are today. our people shoul.d
not have too much concern about
our food. surpl.us. I still maintail1 that with ouy l6% of our
ent1.re populati.on U.ving on the
f~s producin9 our food, it behOO-olea the bal.ance of us to render

every assistance to our farmers.
June 26.

19S4

secretary of the Air Force
l'albott announced this past week
that the Air Force Academy would
be 10cated in Colorado Springs •
.M.r. Talbott stated he selected the

15.100 acre site after a personal
inspection of the three areas
re cam.ended by the special study
Commission and after a thorough
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examination 1:11 Ai.r Force techni.cal
specialists. A great many months
ago Presi.dent; Eisenhower stated
he had a cho:i.ce as Ear as location
o£ the academy was concerned but
that he would not demand that th.e
7d.r 1"OJ:~ accept hi. choice. Ria
choice was Colorado Springs.
On Wednesaay ni9ht June 23,

the Democrats defeated the RepUbl:!.cans 1.n the annual ball game
2 - 1. In tois S inning game,
the Repu])licatns vere not iSDle to
qet: a hit. '!:'he Democrats won tlle
9 - with 5 laita. only four balls
were knocked to the outfield, two
to our side .00 two on their siele.
I played rigmt field, making one
catch and gemerally playing a
p<>er 9ame. !!:very one seemed to
enjoy the game and the money r_
cei ved theref"rcm qoes to a. worthwMle callse.
Several _aka ago, :r extended
my remarks in the congressional

RecOrd using .an editorial from
the Gleaner a:nd Journal of Henderson, :Kentucky, wh:!.ch. like all
other editorials .in this paper

up to this peat week. had no title.
~cord1n9

to ~he policy of the
Gleaner and Joornal. the editorials
_re set forth i.n the proper place
OJl

the ectitor:1el page but same
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never contained any tit~es. In
extending my remarks with this
editaria~. it became necessary
that same be given a tlt~e. and
X did, stating that this edltorLal
could properly be entit~ed "The
COIIIIlUllists Are After 'l"hei.r one."
1: notice t:hat the Gleaner and
Journal beg'inll1nq this past week,
has started a new &yaten concernLng
the editorials and I am glad to
see that nice titles are set forth
with each ~torial. It makes
this paper a laUch better paper in
my apinLon and the editorials
much more attractive.

I have maintained for a number
of roonths that Mccartby had a muah
larger following in this country
than he was entitled to, and I am

not surprised to read an article
in one- of the ;>apers in our District which states in part. that
the A:rmy-McCarthy rueus started
over why II character by the name of
Peress was kicked up in the Ar.my
and then discharged wben tbere wal
some question of his loyalty, and
that the people should not for9~
that a~l MCCarthy wanted was to
get people not loyal to this Goverllment out. 'l'hJ.s art.i.cle further
stated that we are spending billiolll
overseas to stop communism and it
continues to spread and grow under
our own noses. This viewpoint is
accepted by too many people in this
country concerning McCarthy.
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One day t"hi.s past week, I received a ~etter from Congress:man
Javits of New Y<lzk. informing me
that since the ~~Car~hy-Army
hearings have tE%minated. it is
now time to ado}:t renedial measures
concerning Congxessional investigations to be he~d in the future.
congressman Javits maintains that
s~ch investigations as clearly
demonstrated by ~he McCarthy hearings divide the country on questioDS
in wh1ch division is neither traditional nor good for the national
interest. therebv distracting the
Congress. ser10usly damaging our
co~try's prestige in the free
world. and jeopardizing the essential division of powers in our
Government between the President
and the Congress. Congressman
Javits has requested that I 8i9n
discharge petit1::m te t which is
on the Speaker's desk, which seeks
to discharge House Resolution 202
establishing a ~~int Committee on
Internal Securit~ and to provide
for statutory ruLes of falr p~o
coedure.

Since I have Men a Member of
congress. severa~ occasions have
arisen wherein I have been requested to slqn 4ischarge petitions I
and shortly after I was sworn in.
at the request o~ seve:ral Mell!bers
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of the Kentucky Delegation. I
s~gned the discharge peti~Lon for
the Hawaiian-Alaska ~111, !nd on
several other occas1~ns sL~ce
that t:1.me similar req:uests: have
been made of me. Sh~rtly Ifter
signing the discharge petLtion
I soon learned that dlsch&rge
petitions should in 99 cases out
of lOO never be sign&d, f~r the
reason that if same ~s successful,
you s~ply discharge the ~_ittee
by overr~din9, and to me this is
not the orderly system of study
and investigation for the passage
of legislation. It will ~ many
a day before I sign a r:lother discharge petition. If some Committee fraudulently holds It worthwhile piece of legislation. which
is of! vital interest to thois
country, same should De dLscharged
by petition, but this wouL(l seldom
happen. The Members of thoe COI'IIIIlitt;.
like all other Member s of the
House are answerable to the people
and with our present means of
communication a Member of ! Committee attempting to ~spouse such
an Act would be dr~ve~ almost to
distraction and end u~ in (lefeat
at the next election.

During the past we4k CO~9ressrnam
Curtis of Missouri, w~o resides
close to Union Statio~, was returnj
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to his room when he passed a
group of c-olored boys with sticks
aDd rocks. Shortly after passing
these boys, a gentleman by the
name of Frank Mitchell of Toledo.
Oh1.C) , passed by <lno the young
hoodlums j \DIIped on Mitchell bel!!ti09 him with sticks and thrOWing
rocks. conqreasmaD Curtis came
to his rescue and immediately reported th1.s incident to the police
officials here in the District,
receiving in~o%nation to the effect
that the present system coneerninq
j uvenlle delinquency 1n the District preY~nt the po~ice from doing
anything. Tbey seemed. to be quite
helpless and ~nforned Congressman
CurtiS that on several OCcaSions
in this vicinity gangs of hoodlums
had j U1Dpf!d upon innocent people
beatinq them with stiCKS and had
on more than one occaSion attempted
to rob as well as assault. Congressman Curtis took tlte f~oor of
the HOuse expla1.niDg this occ~rence
and the matter was immediately referred to the HOuse Committee on
the District of Columbia w~th
investigations now under way.
Elere in the most beautiful. c:1ty Jon
the world. we haYe the most horrJoble
criInes eommi.tted ill the entj.re
country. Every day the papers are
full of cases of rape. murder.
arson and assaults of every Datura,
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with the District remindinq me a
great deal of Brooklyn. N.Y. One
of my friends from North Carolina
infoms me that he is not at all.
surprised at the nunber of crimes
committed here in the District due
to the fact that in a great man?
of the southern states a 9reat
many escaping felons f~ee the s~th
and come to Washington. :r knOltl
in Kentucky on many occaSions
while serving as prosecutin9 At~orne
I have had occasion to return f~i
tlves from WaShington. Nearly all
of the fugitives from Xentucky go
to Indianapolis. :Indiana rand
Chica90. 'the fact that the District is overflowin9 with escape4
felons from all sections of the
united States naturally is one of
the answers for a great many of the
horrible cr~es being committed
here daily.

I received a publication this
past week entitled "HoJne Rule
N_s· which is publish.ed by the
Washington HOllIe Rule Committee.

Inc. here in the District. This
publication very vigorously points
out to the Congress of the U. S.
that it is imperatlv.e that the
83d Congress act on the bi-partisan
home rule bill which provides for
the election of a City CounCil,
elected SchooJ. Board. eJ.ected Mayor,
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elected non-voting Delegate to
the U.S. House of Representatives,
and a referendum wherein residents
of washinqton may vote whether
such home rule is adopted. This
pUblication also points out the
importance of the approval of an
amendment to the U.S. Constitution
empowering the Congress to give
Washington a vote for president,
Vice President and representation
in the U.S. House of Representatives_
This resolution is S.J. Res. 136
and is not to be confused with the
Home Rule Bill which is S. 2413.
Unless I change my mind, I am
definitely in favor of the Federal
Government maintaining control
over the real estate owned by the
Federal Government in the District
and operating same through the
Senate and House Committees on
the District of Columbia, and
thereby turning over the balance
of the District to the State of
Maryland for incorporation. This
incorporation would thereby assure
all of the incorporated individuals
their right of suffrage and would
simply make them reSidents of the
state of Maryland. I make no mentio~
of Virginia for the reason that
nine-tenths of the District which
would be affected by a home rule
and national vote privilege, could
be more easily incorporated into
the state of Maryland with a small
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p:>rtlon of same as a matter of
convenience probably turned over
to Virginia, if same bec~
necessary.
I received a letter :fra. my
good friend, Charles K. O·Conne~l.
Secretary of state IOE Kentucky,

enclosing my certificate of Domination.,which reads as fol~ows:
~CERTIFlCATE

OF

NOM~TION·

"'!'he time for fill.ng notifications and declaratl.ons with the
Secretary of state for nOll'.inati()D
to the office of RepEesentative
:in Congress having eMp1.rec. and
William H. Hatcher, Eowl_ng Green,
~y. being the only person who filed
Dotification and dec~aration as a
candidate for the IIemOCratic nomillation for the office of ~presenta
tive in Congress in the Second
Congressional District:

"NOW, Therefore. 'by v.i.rtue of
authority vested in:me by SectiOlJ
119 .090. :Ke ntucky Revised statutes,
I hereby certify and dec14re that
..,ill.iam H. Natcher :"s the duly aM
accredited nominee 0-£ the Democrati
party to be voted fo-r at the ensuing regular Nov~r e~ection
for the office of Representat:!.\1e
in Congress in said District.
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"Wi tness my hand and seal of
off~ce, this Z3rd day of June, 1954
Char~es K. O'Connell,
. Secretary of State
Commonwealth of ~ntu

On June 23, Robert L. Riggs.
in his article entitled "Two
Kentuckians protest Ike's new
TVA order". set forth the fact
that Congressnan Noble J. Gregory
and I who represent districts
served by TVA, in a joint state.ent
indicated our concern over the
present administration's efforts
to wreck TVA. President Eisenhower
several days ago directed the
Atomic Energy Comm~ssion to enter
into a contract with private p~r
--intere8ts~~~pD't~r.. to._be..-£u.rtUahedin-the future, notwithstanding the
fact that the three members of ~
opposed this move, and the two
remaining members on the board
doubted the advisability of such
a move at this time. In order t.o
prevent future expansion of the
TVA with more steam power pl.antsto be constructed. the President
operating under his present ph1~8ophy is directing the power needs
away from TVA and boack to pri vat e
interests. Riggs in his article
sets forth a prepared written
statement which he states was
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prepared. by Gregory and concurred
in by me. setting forth our position and by inuendo Ri998 infers
that notwithstanding the fact we
do not mention Senator John Sherman Cooper' s name in the statement.
i t .is Clear we refer to him and
bemoan that fact that no one close
to the President will intercede
at the present time to save TVA.
We congratulate all TVA Senators
who are today uniting behind the
TVA and with only one Republican
Senator in the TVA area who might
have some influence but with this
gentleman failing to act.
Since X have been a Member of
/ Congress. i t has been imp08sible
, for me to take a partisan view
on matters coming before the Con~ress •
In concurring with Gregory' 8
statement as set forth in the
Riggs' article above, X did so
w:lth no thought ;1.n mind that any
inference would be made that John
Shennan cooper should be Pl.lt on
the spot in his race w:lth Barkley.
In fact, X should not have concurred in such a loosely prepared
statement. The people in my District certainly do not expect me
to admonish John Sherman Cooper as
to his actions in the U. S. Senate.
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June 28, 1954
H.R. 9678 known as the Mutua~
Defense Act, up for consideration
in the House today. This bi.l1
seeks to promote the securi.ty and
foreign policy of the United States
by furnishing assistance to the
free nations, and for other purposes.
Upon adoption of the ru~e, some
five hours will be spent in genera1 debate upon this bill which
authorizes $3,470,208.000 for
foreign aid. This bill as reported
out by the House Foreign Affairs
Committee is same $7,000,000 below
the amount requested by the White
House. We have spent $~3l billion
for foreign aid and there remains
the sum of some $9,700.000,000 in
funds left over from authorizations
heretofore passed by the Congress.
The amount appropriated under this
bill of $3,470,208,000, added to
the $9,700,000,000, makes a huge
sum of money for foreign aid. I
have given this matter considerable
study and although I intent to
cast my vote for passage of H.R.
9678, Z have my doubts that the
United States can buy friendship
with money alone. I realize
ful1y that millions upon millions
of dollars spent in foreign aid
has been squandered, wasted and
in some instances stol.en.
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Prime Jttinister Churchill.
Anthony Eden. President E~sen
hower and secretary DIllles concluded their talks today. A
joint statement was issued. which
reads as follows:

"In these few days of friendly
and fruitful conversations. we
have considered various subjects
of mutual and world interest.
I.

western Europe

"We are agreed that the German
Federal Republic should take its
place as an equal partner in the
community of western nations,
where it can make its proper contribution to the defense of the
free world. We are determined to
achieve thi.s goal. convinced that
the Bonn and PariS treaties provide the best way. We welcome
the recent statement by the French
Prime Minister that an end must
be put to the present uncertainties.
"The European Defense Community
Treaty has been ratified by four
of the six signatory nations,
after exhaustive debates over a
period of more than two years.
Naturally these nations are unwilling to disregard their previous legislative approvals or to
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reopen these complex questLons.
connection with these
treaties, the United States
and the United Kingdom have given
important assurances, including
the disposition of their armed
forces in Europe. in order to
demonstrate their confidence in
the Borth Atlantic Community and
in the &DC and the Bonn treaties.
~In

"It is our conviction tha~
further delay in the entry into
force of the EDC and Bonn treatJ.es
would damage the solidarity of
the AtLantiC nations.
"We wiSh to reaffirm that the
program for European unity inspired
])y France, of ....hich the EDC is
only one element, so promising
to peace and prosperity in Europe.
continues to have our firm support.
II.

Southeast Asia

"W~ discussed Southeast Asia and,
in paIticular. examined the situation
which would arise from the conclUSion of an agreement on tndochina. We also considered the situation which would follow from
failure to reach such an agreement. We will press forward with
plans for collective defense to
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meet

e~ther

eventuaLity_

"we are both convinced that if
at Geneva the French government
is confronted with demands which
prevent an acceptabLe agreement
regarding Xndochina, the international situation will be seriously aggravated.
XXI.

Atomic Matters

"We also cliscussed technical
co-operation on atomic energy.
We agreed that both our countries
would benefit from such co-operation
to the fuLlest extent allowed by
United States legislation.
"In addition to these specific
matters we discussed the basic
principles underlying the policy
of our two countries. An agreed
declaration setting forth certa~n
of these will be made available
tomorrow."
Several days ago, Congressman
Curtis of Missouri. addressed the
House informing the Members of
the stone throw~ng incident wherein
he and Frank ~tchell of Toledo.
Ohio. were set upon by a gang of
ruffians. Today, four Senate Pages
were arrested and charged with
shooting out three street lights
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in northwest Washington with air
rifles. This offense occurred
about midnight on Friday of ~ast
week and the officia~s of the
District state that the cases
against these boys will be handled
the same as in every other juvenile
case. According to the poli.ce,
none of these boys who were appointed by Senators at the outset of
the Republican administration in
1953 have police records.
Prime Minister ChurChill in a
talk before some 1000 representatives of the Washington press,
radio and TV at the Statler Hotel,
made the statement that the free
nations of this world should make
a real good try for peaceable coexistence with Russia to minimize
the risk of a conflict which would
leave us victorious on a heap of
ruins. He urged a patient, cool,
free examination of Russia's
intentions, and further stated
that he was convinced half the
evils of the world can be prevented
by our going together hand in
hand, and if necessary, standing
Shoulder to shou~der.
Churchill
is no doubt one of the great men
of this century.
I agree with
his statement that our vi.ctory
would be celebrated on a heap of
ruins but on~y hope that he and
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his Foreiqn Minister, Anthony Eden.
do n~t attempt to a9ain inaugurate
a policy of appeasement which we
bad with us prior to the beginning
of World War II. I definitely am
not ~n favor of Chamberlain's
appeasement policy which was demonstrated so clearly in 1938 and
1939, much to the regret of the
balallce of the free world.
We passed a bill in the HOuse
the other day raising Donald V•
.MacMi.ll.an from Comraander in the
U. S. Navy to Rear Admiral. This

b1.11 was reported out of the
M1.1itary Affairs Committee one
:morn~ng. passed in the House and
send to the Senate and inotediately
passed. Rear Admiral MacMillan
is 19 years of age and has made
some 29 trips to the arctic. Rear
Admiral MacMillan together with a
party sponsored by Dowdoi.n college

have sailed in an 81 foot vessel
for another B,OOO mile journey into
the arctic.

Saturday's Courier Journal carrie,

a cartoon shOWing John Sherman
Cooper sitting on the ground leaning against a ~ pole whittling.
Around the Senator, appears the
clLmbing equi.pment used by a pole-

man and the title of the cartoon
is ""'here He'S Just a party L.l..neman·
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Unde:.: the cartoon appears an editori.!!!l ent.it led "Cooper' s ~WI
St.and Could Defeat. Him". The
editor1.al is as follows!

"Storm warnings are flying in
Western Rentucky for John Sherman
Cooper, and 1.f the senator from
SQroe:.:set intends to make a contest
of next fall's Senate race he will.
not ignore them. Neither will
President Eisenhower i f he ill halE
as interested in the re-el.ection
of Senator Cooper as recent reports
indicate. Por both the President
and the Senator have de2llt some
hurtfu~ blows to the Tennessee Valle~
Author1.ty lately~ and in Western
Rentucky politicians don't stay in
office by voting against ~.
"This spring the President
recommended to Congress a TVA
»udget that carried no appro-

priation whatever for new power
facilities. The RepubLican party
reduced even the small amount
re~ested
~eeks

by

the President.

Six

ago the President further

shocJo:ed supporters of TVA by refueing to reappoint TVA Board
Chairman Gordon Clapp, after Senator Cooper. the only Repub~lcan
senator from the TV1\. area, refused
to recommend Clapp or urge that he
be .,.iven an inter im appointment.
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Thi.s week. President Eisenhower
attempted to force '!'VA to buy
power from a combine of private
utilities.
"Under the Pres ident 's proposal,
the Atomic Energy Commission.
which now buys most of the power
for its Paducah. plant from TVA.
would instead buy 600.000 kilowatts
from a private utili.ty group that
1rI<)uld pipe the power through T'IA.
The TVA would pay private-power
rates for the power, and charge
A. E. C. the same- high rates.
The
A.E.C. is not enthusiastic about
the arrangement, Since it will
mean higher costs than if it were
able to buy cheaper TVA powoer.
TVA officials. who will be forced
to buy from their dead.liest enemies,
and at the same time forld.dden to
build the new power facilities
that would give them tlle power to
sell to A.E.C_ at low rates, see
the President"s move as the first
of a series of death blows to the
nation's public-power agencies.
~Demoerats in Congress, and TVA
supporters thl:O\l9hout the sevenstate TVA regi.on have premised to
fight the President's attempt to
gi.ve the private-power industry
its longed-for hold on TW\' s power
network. Whether or not they are
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s~ecessful. the very fact that the
Eisenhower Administration is so
sharply identi~ied with the enemies
of TVA i8 bound to hurt the chan<:es
of any Republican who must seek
votes in TVA country. especially
an "Eisenhowex Repllhlican" of the
COQoper stripe.

"Conqressl'llall Noble Gregory of
the First District. and Second
District Congressman Wi~liam
Natcher have previously chided
Seaator Cooper for his refusa~ to
ur~e the re-appointment of Gordon
Clapp. T'hey are now criticizing
h~ for his fai~ure to state his
views on President Eisenhower's
latest attack on~. Tbe criticisms, of course,come from men
representing stron9~Y DemocratiC
districts. Yet a casua~ study of
recent election returns wil~ show
.h~ Senator Cooper cannot afford
to igoore the sentiments of the
First and Second Districts.
"senator Cooper haa always run
we1l in Kestern Kentucky. especialLy
in the First District. His strength
in the First has permitted him to
win despite his reLatively poor
shcowing in the Republican Eighth.
where many mountain Republicans have
allol'ays considered him too liberal
to be a "real Repob.lican." For
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his strength in the First has
prevented his Democratic opponents £rom rolling up the margin
with which the Democrats traditionall.y balance the RepUblican
strength in the Eighth District.
"He will need that strength
in the First District this fall.
It will. be no easy task, of course,
holding that strength against
Alben Barkley. the favorite son
of the First District. The task
will be impossible if the Senator
is forced to carry an anti-TVA
stigma. Unless Senator cooper
is willing to concede the Pirst
and Second Districts. where so
many municipalities and co-operatives
use (and many more hope to use)
TVA power. he had better start
explaining. "
In agreeing to Congressman
Gregory's statement. I did so
with the thought in mind that
no one would be criticized and
espeCially either one of the
U.S. Senators. By inuendo Senator Cooper's name was brought
into the case and according to
editorial comment Gregory and I
have been chiding and criticizing
Cooper for same time. It is my
belief that the peopl.e of the
Second District do not expect me
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to c~iticize eithe~ of the U.S.
Senacors. regardl.ess of their
stand. on TVA and this matter has
been made into good newspaper
publicity.

lIefore we adjoum, there are
several matters that will require
the attention 01 Congress. I do
not be~ieve that Congress can
adjourn prior to August 10.

Consideration of B.R. 9618
calls to mind a9ain the sloqan
of "'Trade t not Aid·.
This slogan
was used considerably by the

Eisenhower campaign committee in
1952 and meant that a RepUblican
administrati.on would ease up on
import restrictions, tariffs and
quot.as. so that our allies woul.d
find it easier to trade with us.
Increasing commerce. they said.
wouLd make handouts unnecessary_
Notvi thstandinq the above slogan,
the Eto\lse end Senate last _ek
voted to extend the reciprocal
agreements Act for one year.
We have believed that the best
way t.o cope with communism .md
especially insofar as Indochina

is concerned is to form a southeast
Asia defense organization along
tbe lines of N1I.TO in Eura.pe. Sucb
an alliance wou1d include no
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communist states and wouLd. be
directed specifica~~y ag&lnst
cOInunist aggression. .Mr. Eden
comes forth with a completely
new idea. His recipe for pri-

mary

~ace

insurance sets \!p

a~other Locarno Pact. which certainly wi~~ not be accepted by
this countEy today.

June 30. 1954
Congressman RObert T. Secrest.
serving his 8th term from the

15th District of Ohio. aKla who
by the way. is a member .of the
Vetera~e' Affairs Committee,

sitting just some three seats
from where I sit. was ncmed by
President Eisenhower as a ~
cratic member of the Fed-ezal
Trade Commission. This is a
seven year appointment a ncl. carries
a salary of some $15.000 a year.
?he ?edera~ Trace Conm~8aion is
canposed of three Republieans and
two Democrats and Secrest's name
has been submitted to t~E Senate
for approva~. In my op~~ion, be
will be ap~rovecl without any
difficulty and the Republican
Party will thereby gain a seat in
the House. rhe 15th district of
Ohio is a very close district and
t~e reason why the Congressman has
been so successful is due to the
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fact that he has a lways been considered a lillera~.
About one out of every four
members of tlle 83d Congress probably won't be back nert year.
So far Congressman Crosser of Ohio
and Conqress.an Angel of Oregon
have been defeated. Con9ressmen
Yorty of CalUornia. Warburton of
Delaware, Martin of Iowa. Phl~in
of Mass., D I Ewart: of Montana.
Cotton of N.H., Howell of N.J.,
Bender of ohio, Sutton of Tennessee,
and HarrisoIl of Wyoming are makiD9
the race for Senator from their
states. Since the present COrl9ress
convened, eLeven members have died.
They are Senators Smith of North
caroli.na, TOOey of New HampShire,
Taft of Ohio. Griswold of Nebraska,
Hooey of North Carolina. Bunt of
Wyom.ing~ and the fol~owing .Members
of tbe House. Sabath of Illinois,
Cox of Georgia, Bryson of SOuth
Carolina, Withers of :Kentucky. Rull
of Wisconsin and Farrington of
Sa_ii. '!'hree Members of the
present Congress resigned and they
au Case of NeW Jersey, Stanley of
Vil:91nia, Poulson of Cal.i£ol'nta.
Some twenty Members of the House
have indicated they did not plan
to run for their present seats, due
to tlle fact they cannot live on
the .. mount pa.id a congressman.
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Some will be defeated and all in
all one out of every four Congressmen will not return in 1955.
Just before Churchill l.eft for
Canada, he and the president
issued the follow~ng statement:

"As we terminate our conversations
on subjects of mutual and worl.d
interest, we again declare that:
"(1)
In intimate cOlllradeship.
we wilL continue our united efforts
to secure world peace based upon
the principles of the Atlantic
Charter, which we reaffirm.
"(2) We. together and indil1~d
ually. continue to hold out the
hand of ~riendship to any and a~l
nations, which by solemn pl.edge
and confirming deeds show themselves desirous of participating
in a just and fa~r peace.
" (3) We uphold the principle of
self-government and will earnestly
strive by every peaceful. means to
secure the independence of all
countries whose peoples desire and
are capable of sustaining an independent existence. We welcome
the processes of development.
where still needed, that lead toward
that goal. As regards formerly
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soverei.gn states now in bondage,
we will. not be a party to any
arrangement or treaty which would
conf.1rn or prolong their unwill.ing
subordi.nation. In the case of

nati.ons now divi.d.ed. against their
will, we shall cont.inue to Beek

to achi.eve unity through free
el.ect.1ons supervised by the Uni.ted
Nations to insure they are conducted
fairl.y.

"(4)

We believe that the cause

o£ worl.d peace would be advanced
by general and drasti.c reduction

under effecti.ve safeguarde of
WOJ:ld armaments of all classes and
kinds. It will be our persevering
resolve to promote conditions in
which the prodigious nuclear forces
now in hmtan hands can be used to
enJ:ich and not to destroy mankind •
., (5)

We .....i1.l. continue our sup-

port of the united Nations and of
existing international organizatiOns
that have been established in the
spirit of the Charter for common
protection and security. We urge
the establ.i.shment and maintenallce
of such associati.ons of appropriate
nations as wi1.l. best. in their
respecti VB regi.ons, preserve the
peace and the independence o£ the
peoples living there. When desi.red
by the peop~es of the affected
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couJlltries we are ready to render
appropriate and feasible assistance
to lSuch associations.
" (6) We shall, with our fr iends,
develop and ~in~ain the spiritual,
ecolllomic ana military strength
necessary to pursue these purposes
effectively. In pursuit of this
purpose we ""ill seek every means
of! promoting the fuller and freer
interchange among us of goods and
ser....ices whLch will benefit all
participants. "
'J'oday without a d:l.saenting vote,
we adopted .. resolution urging the
orga.nizatiolll of American States
to prevent c~unist interference
in Guatemal.. or other western
hemisphere Illations. The vote WillS
371 to nothLng a.nd completed action
on this particular joint resolution
which passe\l the senate last Friday_
The resolutLon that we adopted
today provi.\les in part as fol.low8.
"It is the sense of Congress that
the United states should reaffirm
its support of the Caracas Declaratiom of Solidarity of March 28,
195~, desigm~ to prevent interference in western Hemisphere
affairs by the international Communist moveDlent, and take all
necessary steps to prevent such
inter ference ."
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finished general debate on
H.R. 9678 a bill to promote the
sec.1rity and foreign policy of
the United States by furnishing
asadstance to free nations. Both
Mil'.:)rity Leader, Sam Rayburn of
TelCaS, and Speaker Joe .Martin.
toc< the House floor today to
urge strong bi-partisan support
of this $3,4/0.000,000 foreign
aid authorization bill, request~
by the present administration.
Be Eore .Mr. Rayburn finished he
cr~ticized very severely Vice
President Nixon for a speech last
Saturday in ~hich the Vice President criticized the Truman ~in
istration's handling of foreign
po:Jicy. Mr. Rayburn stated that
it ~s a dif1icult matter to
regJest th.e DemocratiC party to
go along with the present adminiB~ration when night after night
leaders of the present administraticn from every house top were
cr~tlcizlng the Democrats, with a
great many criticisms being completely false and untrue. He
fu:rt.her stated that many fore.ign
c~tries today would be controlled
by communists i f :Itt. Truman had
f~ed to act vigorously to provide
miJitary and economic support.
Speaker Martin called for passage
of B.R. 9678 and stated we should
sh~ the wor~d coneluaively that
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we are tlot wel::h:inq !.n the fight
to st op CO!tlll1U!1:isn. and that a
strong unafraid jree world cannot
be defeated_ He further stated
that he would be less than frank
i f he di.d not lIa~ that we have
been bi.tterly di.appointed in some
of the nations we have tried to
help. Xn worJdncr himself up t.o
his subject. hE .,.ery vigorously
stated that in Ge~y we must
continue to do o'1lr part and under
no circumstanc~a should we fail
to do everything necessary ~to
help West Virg in ia. ~ :!'he Members
of the House j us;: howled and Congressman Bailey ~f Weat Virginia
who on many occasions every day
jumps up to im.qu ire if the particular resolution. bill or conference
report is fa~able to West Ylrginia,
jumped up and sm.lled all around.

Speaker Martin cDntinued for about
ten words and sa... he had made a
mistake and then. he stopped and
stated that the Chair would stand
corrected and fc>r some reason or
other lie had hea.rd quite a bit
about protect.Lng- good old West
Virqinia.
Several aD'.-!!!ldments were proposed
to B.R.. 9678 ·,o'lth only a few adopted,
X voted agair..st the adoption of all
amen~nts with the exception of
one.
I have _de up my m!.nd that
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I shall ~ote for passage of H.R.
9678 stiLL realizing that the
United S~ates cannot buy friendship with money and that it is
imperative today to take a new
1.ook at our foreign policy. :I:
am somewhat concerned with the
AdministEation's demands that
we pass a bi1.1. containin9 billions
of do11aEs for foreign aid which
in reality to a certain extent ~s
a 9ive-away program with bills
such as the education and labor
bill pro~idin9 for only a few
million Qoll.ars for our boys and
9irls in vocational education,
and the ~dm1nistration fights
very vi9~rously to defeat an amendment to add less than $6 million
for our boys and girls. Another
feature ~f this bi1.1 that certainly
did not ~uit me was that provision
provld1n~ for an expenditure of
$478 million for rivers and harbors
throughout the worl.d when our
total ~ount under the 1955 budget
for rivers and harbors in this
country is only some $421 million.
Therefore, we are expendin9 $50
million more in foreign countries
for the same type of construction
than is being spent in this country.
I reall~e full well. we cannot live
alone a~d the oceans on either side
will not protect today. In order
to stop communism. some foreign
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aid must ~ rendered but the
future will, in my opinion. ho~d
that continua11y giving billions
of dollars in foreign aid is not
the sol~ti~n to our present day
problem.

The Postal Employees converged
on Washington several weeks ago.
and one week hundreds of them were
in and out of all the offices
in this bui1ding. It seems that
our bill kn~n as the Corbett bill
providing for a pay increase was
finally approved by the Post Office
and Civil Servdce Committee and
same now r~sts very securely in
the Rules ~ornmittee. They are
back again demanding that the
Members of the House sign a discharge petition to discharge this
bil1. A gzeat many of the Members
of the Hou~e who are in favor of
a pay increase and will vote for
passage of the bill, under no circumstances will sign a discharge
petition. A great many Members of
the House have never signed a discharge petition and under no circumstances wi11 sign one. Their
contention is that in order to
have an orderly fo~ of investigatlol
and study. the rights of the Committee should not be ignored.
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H.R. 96078 passed the House 260
to 126 wit~ two answeri.ng present
and 46 not voting. 1: voted for
pasuge of this bill and hope
that same "'i~l promote the security
and fo:rei.gn po~icy of the United
'
States.
Kouse Besolution 604 from the
Rules Committee called up by CongresS.an Allen with same providing
for consideration of H.R. 9680 to
pro?lde for continued price support
for agric~ltural products at 90%
01 parity. Ru~e adopted and general
debate of four hours started.
Consideration of H.R. 9680 following passage of H.R. 9678.

Before the Poreign Aid Bill
passed congressman Vorys, of Ohio,
offered an amendment to ban sending funds to any country joining
a Lacarno type non-aggression treaty
with Communists governments. and
this amendment passed 390 to nothing.
OUlri.ng gene:ral. debate

on the

Mutoa1 Security Act the House

heard ~n dramatic faShi.on about
the AtomiC Energy Commission's
deci.sion against restoring security
c~earance of Dr. Robert Oppenheimer.
Congressman Cole, of New York, who
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heads the Joint Congressional
Committee on Atonic Energy. a.ke~
permission to interrupt the debate
on the Forei<jn Aid Bill. He then
disclosed the Commission's ruling
10 reqard to Dr. Oppenheimer.

Speaker Martin and MaJ ority
Leader. Halleck. both speald.ng
for amendment to Agricultural
Act of 1954 providing for sliding
seale. All of the Members of the
Committee on A<jriculture. with
the exception of two, are in favor
of passage of B.R. 9680 calling
for fixed price supports at 90%
of parity. The C~ttee on Agriculture has made a ten month's
study of th1s matter and has traveled
throughout the United states·holding meetings 1n nearly every state.

The President of the United states,
in several speeches delivered.
during the campaign in 1952, informed the people of th:i.s Country
that he was in favor of 90%c of
parity. and in favor of 100% of

parity 1n the market place.

The

Majority Leader and the speaker
of the House, in thei.r speeches
before the House toQay. lit ve attem.ptE
tc:' show just why the President did
not mean 90% and 100% of parity
d\.lring the campai.gn year. Minorit:i

Leader. Sam Rayburn.

a~so

spoke

tc:day for passage of H.R. 9680.
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On a t~ller vote on C0r\9ressman Harrison's, of Nebraska. amend:ment providing for 82~ of parity
the Committee divided and there
vere 179 aye votes and 164 no votes.
The amen:ment 'Was adopted, thereby
a huge V'OCtory for the ACmin1.stratiOD. 'l"his victory came as a surprise to the Members on both sides
~f the alsle.
Majority Leader.
~lLeck,

and Speaker Martin were

positive at the time they made
their s~ch.s that the ~ers of
the House would vote 90% of parity.
By innuendo and thinly veiled
threats, the Majority Leader informed tne Republican MEmbera on
their side of the House that this
~as the time for the men to step
~p and be separated from the boys.
<lnd that i t was Simply being for
or against President Eisenhower.

lIJmediately after the teller vote
t::onqreasJ!\aIn Hope, Cha:irman of the
Agricultural Committee. ROved that
~he Comm~ttee do now rise, and
"the motion was agreed to. Accordingly the Committee rose, and the
£peaker l'tavinq resumed the Chair.
JIl:. Cotton, Chairman of the ComDittee o~ the Whole House on the
.state of the Union, reported that

the Committee having had under
~onsideration the Bill, H.R. 9680,
providln~ for continued price
EUpport ~Qr aqrLcultural products
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to augment the marketing and disposal of such products, and to
provide for greater stability in
the products of agriculture had
came to no resolut~on thereon.
The vote above followed party
lines very closely. 16 Democratsvoted with the Republicans and l~
Republicans voted with the Democrats.

Senate Republican Majority
Leader, Knowland. of California.
informed the Senate today that the
tLme had arrived for the agonizing
reappraisal of American fore~~
policy whlch secretary of State
Dulles threatened earlier tbJ.s year.
Senator Knowland announced that he
would resign as Republican Floor
Leader .if the U.N. decides to admit
Red Chlna th.is Fall.

Time changes many things. At
the close of World War XI. and
for many years after World War I.
the maj ority of the people in thi.S
Country believed that Germany
should be disarmed completely.
Following World War Il •.. the RussLana.
together with our aSSistance,
stripped Germany of all war maCh1ner~
and plants were literally picked
up and moved out of Germany. The
Krupp munitions plants were dismantled completely, and Germany
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was d~sarmed_ Th~s past week
Eresi.dent Eisenhower and Prime
~ni.ster Winston Churchill have
agreed that it: 1.s imperative for
world security that Western Germany be now rearmed. Churchill
also attempted to conv1.nce Eisenhower that Red China should be
admitted to the U.N.
senator Hugh Butler, Republican
of Nebraska, suffered a heart
attack and stroke at hiS home last
night. and t~e seventy-eight year
old law maker was moved to Bethesda
3aval HospitaL. He died several
Jtours after ~ing adm1.tted to the
Jtospital, and this makes two
Republican Senators from Nebraska
~ho have died this year, and only
a few weeks apart.
Senator B~ler was a successful
businessman prior to his election
to the United States Senate on
January 3, 19~1. He had very
little politica~ experience before
his elect~on CO the United states
Senate. Senator Dwight Griswold,
of Nebraska, aied only a few weeks
ago.
Rohert R~g'Js, of the Loui.svilJ.e
Courier Journ.1, carried another
article 1n yesterday' s Courier
Journal concern~ng Senator John
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Sherman cooper's refusal to taKe
a stand on TVA. According to
Riggs. Cooper will take a stand
on this matter, and on h~s refusal to have Clapp reappointed,
within the next few days.
A party line vote of 4 to 3 in
the Joint Senate-House Committee
on Atomic Energy late Tuesday
rejected Congressman Chet Holifield"s
motion disapproving the contract
President Eisenhower ordered A.E.C.
to sign with a private utility
combine to furnish power to Tv.A.
President Eisenhower·s refusal to
reappoint Gordon Clapp. and the
demand that the A.E.C. enter into
this private contract, clearly
shows his feeling toward T~.
Extended my remarks in the
Record today by inserting two
very able editorials entitled
"Guided Missile Warfare Would
Be GlObal Suicide" from the
Park City Daily News. of Bowling
Green. Rent uclcy • and "Fourth
National Academy" from the OWensboro Messenger, of OWensboro. Xy.
July 2. 1954
Thursday's Courier Journal
carried an article concerning the
Mutual security Act which passed
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the House this week. In listing
the vote of the Kentucky Delega.tion
Rabsion and Golden were noted as
voting for passaqe of the FOreign
Ai.d Bill. and all other Members
from Kentucky in the House were
~i.sted as voting agamst the Forei~
Aid Bill. 1: was somewhat amused
in reading this article due to the
fact that every Member of t.he
Rentucky oelegation on both sides
of the aisle voted for passage of
the poreign Aid Bill with the
DemOCratic Members taking a much
more active part in the general
debate. I have been informed that
thlE!l vote wi~l be corrected as of

today.
For a number of months I have
been surprised to find that Senator McCarthy US an unusua~ly
large following in the Second congreSSional DiE!ltrict of ~ntucky.
Off band if an inquiry had been
made I would have said that the
people in the Second District
general.ly felt that McCarthyism
was certainly not good for this
Country a.t the present time.
I
have received. a number of letters
from constituents of mine setting
forth the fact that McCarthy is a
gre"t Amer.ican and is one man
f.ighting to free this country from
Communism and should be appreciated
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by all of the people.

On se'Vera1

occasions in discussing this
matter with my Colleagues I bave
informed them that even in t~e
Second District of ~ntucky McCarthy
has a following. and this has
come somewhat as a surprise. For
instance. on June 28th a poll was
held by the Cincinnati ~Uae8 Star,
and out of a total of 10,755
ballots cast, with the question
being did the Army prove its claim
that improper influence was ~aed
to get fair treatment for Private
G. David Schine, ox did MCCarthy
prove his claim that the Army used
tmproper influence to blOCK ~n
investigation of Communism irt the
Army, some 80% of the readers
partiCipating in this poll artswered
that Senator McCarthy proved his
case in the recent Congressional
hearing. and the Army failed to
make its case.
From time to time we dlsC"JSS
the question in the House privately
as to whether or not President
Eisenhower will run for anot~er
term in 1956. A great many poli tica
Observers believe that the great
personal popularity of the President might be able to pull the
Republicans over the hump again
in 1956. President Eisenhower has

declared privately his intention
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to retire fro.. the White House
after his present term expires.
Speaker Joseph Martin preaicts
that Eisenhower will run again
and be reelected. According to
the Press, t.he President and
Speaker Hartin 'Were di.scussing
this matter and the Presiaent
called the Speaker's attention
to a newspaper article quoting
t:he Speaker as stating the President would run for reelection.
the President asked the Speaker
now much he "'"QuIa bet that this
~ld take place, and the Speaker
stated very pr1X'llptly that he woul.d
DOt bet and bel:ieved that the

President sincerely did not want
a second term but condi-

tc> serve

tione would j"Q%ce him to be a
c!ndidate again, and that he would
be reelected. The President
L!ughed and stat:ed that he would
l1I~t be a candidate.

The House adjourned at 4:37 p.m.
ald. under previ.ous order •. the._
House will convene a<;ain on Tues~Y. July 6. 1954 at 12 o'clocK noon.

The House a.qain resolved itself
into the Ccmm:l.ttee of the Whole
H:-ouse on the State of the Union
£-or the further consideration of
t~e Bill, H.R. 9680. to provide
f-or continued price support for

- 442 agricu~tural products.
President
Eisenhower had requested Congress
to pass a law providing a sliding
scale of price supports ranging
from 75 to 90% of parity. stating
that this was necessary in order
to bring agricultural production
into better balance, and to pre'l'ent
future crop surpluses such as the
six and one half bil~1on dollars
worth now in Government storage.
The storage bill for the crop
surplus today amounts to thirty
thousand dollars per hour. or some
seven hundred thousand dollars per
day. Shortly after the rule was
adopted the Administration saw
that the President' s request of
75 to 90% of parity would not be
accepted by the House and that
flexible farm supports ran9ing
from 82~ to 90% of parity on five
basic crops (cotton, wheat. corn,
peanuts and rice) would haw a
chance to pass. X was definitely
of the opinion that a great many
o£ the RepubJ.1can Members from
the farming States would vote with
the majority of the Democrats for
passage of the Hope Bill, providing
for 90% of parity.
Chairman Hope.
Republican Member o£ the House, and,
in my way of thinking the outstanding authority today on agriculture, sponsored H.R. 9680,
providing for 90% of parity.
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Short~y after general debate
Btarted a number of the Democratic Members from the city
Ireaa of the un~ted states were
~oticably absent, and the general
aebate became very heated, especially over the question of President Eisenhower's campaiqn pronise made in 1952 tor 9~ of
parity. Congressman Abernethy,
~f Mississippi, and others, vigor~usly accused the President of
~eneginq on his promise, and made
stateme~s. which, in my opinion,
caused the Republican Menibers to
~eld together more so~ldly in
their vote on this particular bill.
~jorlty Leader HalleCK, and
Speaker Martin both spoke for the
umendment offered by Congressman
Harrison of Nebraska. providinq
for 82~ to 9~ of parity, and
called upon the Members on their
lide of the aisle to stand with
their President and repudiate any
statements to the effect that he
llad failed to carry out any of
".lis promises. Our poor strategy
m.d total lack of leadership at
~his particular tiEe enabled the
leptiblicans to pass the Harrison
mendment 228 to 170. I voted
against the Harrison amendment
~cause I definitely am for fixed
?rice supports at 90% of parity,
vith of course, acreage quotas
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prevailing. After the Harrison
~ndment was adopted in the
Committee of the 'Nhole House it
was agreed that we would request
a separate vote on this particular
amendment when the Committee rose
and the Speaker resumed the Chair.
hoping to gain a few votes on
this aye and nay roll call vote.
The Republican Members gained a
few additional votes, and we .... ere
only able to muster 170 out of
our total vote of 214. Thlrtyfive Members of the House were
not present to vote and one Member answered present. After the
roll call vote on this particular
~ndment, and final passage of
the bill, which took place on a
voice vote, Hr. Rayburn came over
and sat with me, and we discussed
the reasons for failure to pass
H.R. 9680 calling for 90% of parity.
Mr. Rayburn very readily admitted
that the statements made in general
debate by Kembers on our side certainly hurt our cause and tended
to solidify the Republicans. and
in addition, our Members should
have been present on the Floor.
Passage of H.R. 9680 .... ith flexible
supports at 82~ to 90% of parity
on the five basic crops, in my
opinion. will react against the
farmers and repercussions ....ill
be heard this Fall.
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The Department of Justice
announced today that the rederal
Goverll1l\ent had. filed an antitrust suit desiqned to break up
tl1e United Fruit Company's banana
empire, which, in my opinion, wi~l
spike Commundst propaganda in
Guatemala. and the rest of Latin
America. Por a number of years
the COIIIIIIunists have tried to obscure
the real issue of Communist
imperialiant in Central America by
charging that the United states
was only interested in protecting
~erican business, and especially
the business of the United Pruit
Company.

Durin<; my l.ife I have
heard the United Fruit Company

Charged with many conspiracies
concerning the overturning of
Governments in Latin America.
Vice President R.ichard M. NiXon
again last night accused the Truman
Administration of a policy of
weakness and surrender which brou9ht
about the lOBS of six hundred
million people to the Communists.
Nucon apparently is to be the
number one oratorical <;UD of the
Republican Party in its attacks on
the Democrats this Pall. I aII\
one of those people who believes
that Nixon, notWithstanding his
great desire to become President
of the United States w.ill never
succeed.
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Congressman James C. Auchinclo$S,
of the Third District of New Jer8~y,
serving his sixth te%'lll, made a
very eloquent speech on the Fl.oor
of the House sOltle two weeks ago
shortly following the death of exGovernor Hoffman of New Jersey.
Ex-GOvernor Hoffman, according to
Auchincloss. was one of the great
Americans of all ti.ee. and the
Congressman went on at great length
eulogizing this diatinquiahed

public official of NeN Jersey.
Two days after this e10quent spee<h
was made. Hoffman' a letter to his
daughter, disclosing the fact tha~
he had embezzled $300~OOO, was
released to the Press~ AcCOrding
to this d.iscl.osure. the money was
embezzled off and on over a pe:rl04
of years. I still maintain that
every utterance made which is -publiahed in the Congressional Recor.t
should be carefully weighed.
Congressman Howell. oi: New Jersey,
servinq his thi.rd. teTl"ll. ;j.s the
DemoCrati.c candidate !or United
States Senator in New Jersey,
running against ex-Congressman Ca,;ae.
The Hoffman disclosure has certai:J\ly
improved the chance oi: Howell for
election to this office.
July 6, 1954

Saro Reynolds, 63 year old Omah.a
businessman, was appo~nted by
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Governor Crosby of Nebraska for
interim appointment to succeed
Senator Hugh Butler. Ted Cripp
was appointed by the Governor of
Wyomifl9 to succeed Lester c. Hunt.
Senate Majority Leader Xnowland'a
statement to the effect that he will
support amendment to the foreign
aid bill denying u.s. funds to the
United NatiOns if China is admitted
to membership in United Nations.
has stirred up quite a controversy
here in Washington. This statement
foll~ed by Lyndon Johnson's statement was deplcted in a cartoon
carried in the Eveninq Star showing
both KnOllfland and Johnson seated
in the same chair with secretary
of state. The statements from
Knowland and JohnSon certainly
must have caused secretary Dulles
some worry.
X have received several letters
and telegrams requesting that I
sign discharge petition No. 9
which would discha~e the Rules
Committee from further consideration
of House Resolution No. 590. a
resolution providing for consideration of the postal salaries bill
H.R. 9245. whicb was referred to
that Committee on June l7. Con-

gressman Corbett of Pa. introduced
H.R. 9245.

Some 145 signatures
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petition a~d it requires 2~8
signatures to discharge the bill.
I definitely am against discharge
petitions seeking to discharge
bills fraa legislative committees.
In this particular instance, the
House Post Office and Civil Service
Committee reported the bill favorably and sent same on to the Rules
Committee for rule. The fact that
the Post Office and Civil Service
Committee reported the bill indicates to me that the Rules Committee should issue a rule. I
have not aefinitely made up my
mind as to whether I will sign
this discharge petition.
Congressman percy Priest of
Tennessee indicated last week
that he would introduce a resolution expressing congressional
disapprova~ of the utility contract
involving the Tennessee Valley
Authority. I definitely shall
support this resolution and believe
that Congressman Holifield's
action on the Senate and House
Atomic Energy Committee was proper
in every ~espect.

We passed 1954 regular appropriations amounting to $42,343,OOO,OC
for the following Departments and
the Senate upped this amount to
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$43,132,000, oe.o • The raanagers on
the part of the House and Senate
in conference finalLy compromised
on $42,668,000,000. The appropriations are as follows:
Treasury-post Office
state, JuStic It , COIIIIIer<:e
Army Civil Functions
Independent Aqencies

Interior
Agriclllture
Defense
Legis1ative-JUdiciary
Labor-H.E.If.
District of Columbia

$ 3,333
1,202
457
5,652

406
724

28,800
98
1.975
20

The Fourtll of July holiday finds
us in prObab~y the -worst g~oom
since the da~k days after the beqinninq of tbe XOrean War. Today
we are not a~ close with our Al.l.ies,
Great Britai~ and France, as we
shou~d be.
~resident Eisenhower
and Secretary Dullea continue to
emphasize the need for stopping
the Reds. Great Britain wants t.o
intensify its trade with the coml'IIunist wor l.d and especially in
the Far East, when we are not favorable.
The Eritish think the world
can get a~on9 with the communists
and we have our doubts. Secretary
Dulles has j,ndicated that he Objects
to seating the Chinese Communists.

- 450 Harry S. Trl.Dlla.n is recovering
from appendix and gall bladder
=>perat.ion, and judging from his
:lctions his most antagonistic political enemies still cannot accuse
bim of lacking courage.

Z see from an article in the
~ourier Journal that of the couDties
containing the state's seven
second class cities, Warren ~
gained 855 and Daviess county 3.159.
rhe unemployment situation has
affected Daviess considerably nore
than any other county in the Second
District.

During the month of January.
the Congress of the United States
passed 3 major

~ills;

in Pebruary
in March 23 majar

9 major bills~
bills; in April 36 major bills~
in May 55 major bills; in June
120 major hills.

Congres SIllan samue 1 Yorty 0 f
California seems to have establishe~
a franking priv~lege record. He
sent out 4,108.500 copies of a
single speech that he made on the
floor of tbe House and it was estimated that the cost :for maili!Vf
this speecb to the taxpayers ....~!l
$119.146.50. Congressman yorty
justified this tremendous expe:tse
due to statements made by the
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Republican organization in Cali~ornia

in his race for O.S. Senator, which according to the
Congressman, were untrue and kn~n
to be untrue by the Republican Party
The American Farm Bureau favOored
the Harrison Amendment to the 1954
Agricultural Act prOViding for
sliding parity scale of 82~ - 90 •
.I have my doubts that t.be American
Farm Bureau really represents the
farmers of America. One indicati.on
was the statement of James G. Patten
President of the National Farmers
union, to the effect tllat Secretary
Benson should reSign since the GOP
Administration had not lived up to
its full parity campaign promises.

several months ago, MaX Bodenheim
and his wife were killed in Greenwich Village by a dope fiend 'Who
was later adjudged insane. Bodenhe;1m had reaChed tbe gutter level
but .I still remember the closing
two sentences 10 his novel which
was adjudged the book of the month
a few years ago. The two senteMes
are as follows:
"Today. when the
world is falling apart like Bcattere,
beads from a pearl necklace that
once graced the lovely throat of
exi stence , the bestl.a 1 side of man's
nature is revealing itself more
blatantly both inside and outside
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the vi~~age. There are peop~e
everywhere who belong to no
cause, no dream, no faith. no
hope. and who come to bohemia to
mix with the desperate fraternity
of the damned."
The House convenes again today
and we will have this week the
Consent Ca~endar, PrLvate Ca~endar.
H.R. 8009, care of menta~~y i l l
in Alaska: H.R. 9640. Vocational
Rehabi~itation Act: H.R. 9252,
provide reserve of tankers: H.R.
7486, Harboring of FU9itives: and
if rules are granted. H.R. 9709.
Unemployment Compensation: H.R.9580,
Espionage and Sabotage Act: s. 2987,
Transfer of hay and pasture seeds
from Commodity Credit corporation;
s. Concurrent Res. 79, Continue
Texas City tin smelter: H.R. 9144,
Federa~ Reserve Act loans by Smal~
BUSiness Administration: H.R. 8386.
Conservation of Water Resources:
S. 1276, Act to Amend the BankheadJones Farm Tenant Act.
Z have this day been notified
that Governor Frank Clement of
Tennessee has sent President
Eisenhower a wire requesting a
conference. The Governor agrees
with the rest of us that the President has a misconception of the
reasons for TVA's growth and
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unwarranted belief that TVA is
attemptin'1 to expand geographically.
After concerted effort on the
part of several of us, Thomas C.
Miller, Super intendent of Ma.!Im01:h
Cave National Park, was transferzed
to Grand Teto~ National Park in
wyoming. He is being succeeded by
Perry Brown who appears to be a
capable administrator and a man
with considerable experience with
the national park service. J:
sincerely hope that he will cooperat.e
with the peop~e in Edmonson county
and at least will have bette%
judqment than Miller.
Work will begin on lock and dam
2 at Calhoun on July 15. The co~
tractor must have the lock ready
for use not later than 570 calendar
days and all work completed not
later than 690 calendar days. 'I'lU.B
particular lOCK wl~l :be 84 feet
wide and 600 feet ~on9 and the
price $4,200,074.50.

July 7, 1954

cast my vote for passage of
H.R. 9640 today which prov~des for
amendment of the vocati.onal. Rehabil·
itation Act so as to promote and
assist in the extension and impr':lve·
ment of Vocational Rehabilitatiol"l
I
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services providing for a more
e£fecti ve use C)f available Federal funds, and to othErwise
improve the prc)visions of that
Act.
Onder th:is bilL Conqress
is authorized to appropriate for
the fiscal year ending June 30.
1955, the sum C)f thirty milli.on
do~lars, for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1956, the 8001 of fortyfive million dollars. for the
fisca~ year ending June 30, 1957.
the sum of fifty-five million
dollars, for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1958 and each fiscal
year thereafter. the sum of siXtyfive million dollars. A portion
of this bill pertains to blind

people who operate drink and concession stands in public buildings
throuqhout the Nation. This money
is we~l spent and a spirit of
cooperation exists between the
Federal Government and the States
that naturally makes your heart
feel better.
"uly 8, 1954

We had H.R. 9709 up for conSideration in the House today. This
bill extends and improves the
unempLoyment compensation proqxam
admitting one miLLion three hundred
thousand additional. employees. It
provides for State cooperation with
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employers of four or more employees
eligible. In Kentucky our law
provides for four or more, and
twenty-six weeks at a top of thirty
dollars per week. Congressman
Forand, of Rhode Island. sUbmitted
two amendments providing for a
mandatory payment by the states of
forty-two dollars per week and for
extension of ti.nte. The two amendments were defeated.
I cast the
vote of my District for passage
of H.R. 9709, and believe that
same is a good law.
Federal Judge Alexander Holtzo£f,
of the U.S. District Four for the
District of Columbia. today sentenced Mrs. Lolita Lebron, Rafel
Miranda, Irving Rodriguez and
Andres Cordero. Testimony was
heard during the two week trial
of the four defendants Charged
with wounding Representatives Davis,
of Tennessee. Bentley of Kichigan,
Fallon of Maryland. Jensen of Iowa,
and Roberts of Alabama. MrS •
Lebron, self-styled leader of the
group, received the lightest sentence, 16 years and eight months
to f.ifty years. Her male companions
were sentenced to serve from twentyfive to seventy-five years each.
The four puerto lUcan terrori.st
still protested that the shooting
they staged in the House on Y.arch .is
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was a politica~ demonstrat~on.
and brought about in the hope
that freedom would be secured
for Puerto Rico. Mrs. ~ebron.
at time of sentence stated:
"We are not free.
I did i t for
a great ideal. Peace is what I
",ish the world.
I have God with
me. I love you. I love the wor~d,
and :I ~ove God."

In answer Judge Holtzoff stated:
"If this country i.s to survive.
our national legislators should
be safe in carrying out their
duties. There never was a crime
as heinous as this."

On Wednesday my good friend,
Robert L. Riggs, of the CourierJournal, ca~led me inqu1rinq as
to what posi.tion I would take
assuming that Red China was admitted
as a :men(ber of the United Nations
organization over the protest of
the united States. 1 informed BOb
as follows:
"I: am definiteLy against the

recognition now of Red China. But
1f, against our wishes, Communist
China is admitted to the United
Nations, I do not think. that would
justify us in withdrawing.
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"I think the united Nations is
the most important of our agencies
that will prevent a third world
war. X do not think we should do
anything to disrupt it."
My statement was carried in the
Courier-Journal of July B, 1954,
together with the statements of
the other Members of the Kentucky
Delegation. In reading over the
statements of the other Members I
am somewhat proud of the statement
I made.
On Wednesday the House adopted
the Conference Report for the
Lease-Purchase Bill known as H.R.
6342. Immediately upon the adoption
of the report of the House and
_ Senate Managers Senator Clements
and I forwarded letters to the
Postmaster General and the Administrator of the General Services
Administration, requesting that
the projects heretofore approved
in the Second District be constructed under the provisions of
this new Lease-Purchase Bill. The
Lease-Purchase Bill Conference
Report cleared today. It is now
up to the President. Under this
bill a li.mit of three years is
set in which proj ects may be
approved, although actual construction could go on for many years to
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come. Without a dissenting vote
the Senate adopted the conference
Report, which provides that the
Post Office Department could spend
three mill.ion dollars and the
General Services Administration
five million dollars to launch the
program.
An editorial. appeared iB the
Courier-Journal. of July 6th concernin .. the article carried in
Time Magazine on the John Sherman
cooper story. The author of this
article appearing in Time Magazine
was born and reared in Elkton.
XentuCky, in MT Congressional
District, and I, too am somewhat
puzzLed at same of the expresaioDS
used iD his article. The editorial
is as follows:
"We have just returned frOlll a

guided tour of Kentucky, conducted
thither by Time magazine which in
its current issue devotes a ge~
erous and genial port:i.on of copy
to our state and our Senator Cooper.
Xt was quite a tour, too, just
chock full of facts, faces and
homespun sayings tnat we hadn't
known before and probably never
would have run across i f it hadn't
been for Time.
"We found,

for example. that
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true Kentuckians say that rea~
hot weather is hotter than
hackydam. which is four miles
down the ~oad from hell and thereI:ore consl.derably hotter. True
Kentuckians also call a real fine
horse race a whittledycut. which
goes to show you how few true
Kentuckia~B there are around these
days. According to Time. Senator
Cooper's home town of Somerset
was in the 'eastern mountains.' on
one occasE.on, and in the Pennyroyal
on the special Time map. Louisville
and Covington were locat ed in the
Bluegrass, the Seventh District was
donated to the Republican Party,
and Pleaz M.obley. allegedly a
singer of old English ballads so
beloved bT the hillfolk. was hailed
as the Rep>ublican candidate from
the Eightl». District.
"All oE which gave us the feeling of a lIMn who awakes on the
day coach and can't quite place
the landscape outside the window.
A hasty gl ance at the map (ours
not Time's) reassured us that senator Coope r' s home town is the
I<nobs, whe re we left it, and that
Louisville. like COVington, is
well outside the Bluegrass. We
:found. wit hout the help of Gene
Siler. HOII!es Meade and Daniel
:Boone Smit h (also Republican
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candidates for Congress fJ:4m the
Eighth District) that Plea ~ Mob~ey
was not the Republican canaidate.
But then we hit tough going. Tougb
as hackydam, as true xentuckians
would say.
"For instance, is E'leaz Mobley
a ballad singer? He can ~ang a
guitar and. when the campaigning
gets hot, render a right fair version of Maple on the H11~ or
TroUble in Mind. But we suspect
that Pleaz, like 99.5 per cent of
Kentuckians, wouldn't kn~ an old
English ballad from a bunch of hillfolk sitting around their TV set.

"That doesn't mean that Pleaz
isn't a ballad sill9'er, or that
whittledycut and hackydam aren't
real. old Kentucky fixin's. Of
course. Jerry McNerney, Dean Eagle
and Mike Barry. who have followed
horses for the better part of theix
lives. swear they never heard of
whittledycut, and no less an authority on rural lore than ALLan Trout
declares that hackydam is a new
one on him. But to magazine writers,
a Kentuckian with a guit2!lr is a
ballad singer. and any undefined
word becomes an old Cumberland
Mountain expression, handed down.
like the mythical family dulcimer,
from our Elizabethan fozEbears.
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If all of the alleged Kentucky
balladeers were to cOllIe back hOIlle,
the rest of us would leave.
"But be that as it may, if our
readers have heard of these expressions, perhaps they will let
us know. We're always eager as
hackydam to learn new Kentucky
lore. That's why we enjoyed the
Time trip so much."
Senator Cooper, for some reason
or other, has refused to take a
stand on TVA and the ABC compulsory
contract which President Eisenhower
is sponsoring. To me, this compulsory contract which ABC must enter
into with TVA providinq that AEC
would buy six hundred thousand
kilowatts for its own use from
TVA to be used at the Paducah Atomic
Energy Plant, with this siX hundred thousand kilowatts to be
pumped into TVA by the private
utility known as the Dixon-Yates
Company of West Memphis, Arkansas,
at a cost of from ninety million
dollars to one hundred and forty
million dollars during the twentyfive year period of the contract,
seems a complete waste and simply
aSinine. The Dixon-Yates Company
will build a private power plant
in West Memphis, Arkansas, at a
cost of some one hundred mil.lion
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dollars to carry out th~ terms of
this proposed contract. Senator
Estes Kefauver, of Tennessee, has
introduced a bill prohibiting the
AEC to buy power for resale. My
good friend, Congressman Percy
Priest. of Nashville, '{'ennessee,
has introduced a canpanion bill
in the House. :t shall support
both bills.
Today twelve newspapers from
the Fixst and Second congressional
Districts jOintly publ~shed the
Green River Valley Celebration
Special. • These n_spapers are as
follows:
The Owensboro Messe:nger, of
OWensboro, Kentucky, tlle OWensboro
Inquirer, of Owensboro, Ky.: the
Park City Dail.y News, of Bowling
Green, Ky.: the McLean. County News,
of Calhoun, Ky.: the Henderson
Gleaner and Journal, of Henderson.
:Ky.; the Sebree Banner, of Sebree,
Ky.: the Messenger of Centltlal City,
Ky.: the Greenvil.le Leader. of
Greenvi ll.e , Ky.; the Green Ri. ver
Republican, of Morgantown, Ky.; The
Times-Argus, of Central. City, Ky.:
the Ohio County Messenger, of
Beaver Dam, Ky.: the Ohio County
News. of Hartford, Ky.
I inserted in the Congressi.onal
Record at pages A 4944 - A 4947
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extensions ent1tle~ "The
Green River Valley Deve10pment
program" with article written
by James R. Rines. Pres~dent of
the Green River Valley Citizens
League, In<:. , "Current COll9ress
Can Spare $800, ODD, For val.ley":
"'Tremendous Coal. Supply in the
£~ve

valley-Reserves Are Buge": written
by C. A. Reis, Honorary President
of the Green River Valley C~tizens
League, Inc. ~ "OWensboro Sees Key
Turned with start on Locks",
written by my young friend. Larry
F.aqer, of the owensboro. Messenger
and Inquirer. of Owensboro. Kentucky;
"The Civilizations Always on a
IU ver ". written by Landon Wll1s,
Editor of the McLean County News.
of Calhoun, Kentucky: "Brownsville
Is a Gateway to Mammoth Cave".
written by R. A. Demunbrun. of
:Brownsvil.le. }<;entucky" This s pecia t
edition commemorates the beginninq
development of the Green River
Valley in Kentucky. Congress. the

present Administration, the Commonweal.th of Kentucky and all. of those

who made it possible to beqin reof Lock and Dam land
2 on Green River are prajsed in

(!onstr~ction

this special edition.
According to the Press. during
the past week. there has been a
reduction in unemployment to the
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extent of approximately one million.
presi.dent Walter Reuther. of the
C . I. 0., in formed the Labor and
Commerce Departments today that
their optimistic figures on the
decrease in unempl~nt are attributab~e. in major part, to the
exhaustion of workeIs' benefit
rights.
The Federal Government will
seek an atomic strike injunction
today. as provided for under the
Taft-Hartley Labor ~lations Act.
The strike involves a dispute
over wages starting wednesday
morni.ng. some twelVll! hours after
Presi.dent Eisenhower had invoked
the emergency clause of Taft-Hartley.
The president, at that time. explained tnat the strike could hurt
this Nation's race %or atomic
supremacy. Some 4500 IIfOrkers are
on strike at Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
and paducah, Kentucky. ChaiDDan
Lewis L. Strauss, of the Atomic
Energy Commission. stated that
~-235, which is essential to the
production of atomic weapons, is
extracted from uranium at the two
above mentioned plants.

The Corbett Bill. provid:ing for
a postal employees ~ay raise, and
H.R. 9020. providing for ten !?Ercent
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increase across the board for
Veterans and their dependents, are
both ~ocked tight in Ru~es Comm~ttee.
The postal employees raise provide-s
for a seven percent increase, and
the House Civil Service Committee
is meeting today to vote on a fivec
percent compromise postaL pay
raise bi~l. The Postmaster General.
has vigorous~y fought a~L pay increases so far this Session. giviAg
as his reason that the two hundred
mi~lion dollar deficit each year
in the Post Office Department sho~l.d
be erased before a posta1 employe~
pay raise bill is passed.
July 12. 1954
X am this day extending my
remarks in the Record and including
articles written by Francel.le L.
Armstrong. Edttor of Henderson
Gleaner and Journal: Byron Royster
and Baxter Me~ton of the Sebree
Banner: and J. Ray Gaines, Editor
of the Park City Daily News of
Bowling Green. with all of said
articles appearing in the Green
River Valley Ce~ebration Special,
pUblished on July B. 1954 by
twelve of the newspapers in the
Green River Valley. I must rem~er
to speak to my good friend, Mr.
C. A. Reis. concerning his letter
and article pertaining to Millet
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Hand, Congressman from the state
of N_ Jersey and a Member of the
Civi~ Functions Subcommittee of
the House Appropriations Committee.
It just so happens that Congressman Hand's statement concerning
Green River was not from the heart
but made in a sarcastic manner,
due to the fact that Congressman
Hand was definite~y against the
construction of Locks and Dams ~
and 2 on Green River. When:r
appeared before the Civi~ Functions
Subcommittee and heard the Congressman make his statement, I was
not at a~l surprised because I
had been forewarned as to his
attitude.
According to the Press this past
week, an atomic particle apparently
from outer space capable of annihilating ordinary matter has been
captured at the top of the earth's
atmosphere, according to Dr. Marcel
Schein of the University of Chicago,
and reported by him to a meeting
of the American Physica~ Society.
It seems that this project was
sponsored by the office of Naval
Reserve. It seems that the particle
is an antiproton, with this being
the counterpart or oppos~te number
of a proton. The proton as we
know it, 1s the core of a hydrogen
atom and one of the components of
every kind of matter.
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The Louisville. Kentucky cour ier
Journal editoriall.y stated that
they were proud of the Kentucky
Senators and Congressmen, Democrats and Republicans alike, due
to their sound judgment and statements made concern~ng admiss~on
of Red China to the United Nations
Or9anization, and the advisability
of the United States withdrawinq
from the united Nations provided
adrn~ssion is granted.
I defin~tely
am against the admission of Red
China and I am not in favor of
withdrawing from the United Nations
Organization. I also believe that
we have too much talk~ng in both
the House of Representatives and
the Senate concerning this particular matter and other matters pertaining to foreign affairs. The
exchange of partisan accusations
and recriminations over who is to
blame for what in the field of
forei9n affa~rs reflects no credit
on the partiCipants in the squabb1.e,
and in the l.on9-run it may be that
the national. ~nterest will. be
dangerously harmed by th.ese outbreaks. between political. spokesmen.
According to my opinion. the evil
force in the world today is aggressive commun~sm for which neither
the Democrats nor the Rep\lblicans
are responsibl.e. I definitely am
of the opinion that the:re are three
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separate and distinct branches of
our Government - EXecutive Legislative - Judicial - and it is
imperative that the Members of
Congress keep this in mind before
making some profound statement
which might affect our relations
with the other free nations of
the world and also with our communist controlled countries.
The Madisonville, Kentucky
Messenger newspaper is a very
independent newspaper and always
has a strong editorial page. Regardless of who gets hurt, the
facts are brought forth in this
newspaper. For example, during
the past week an editorial appeared
entitled "The Howling Chorus Howls
Again" • A portion of this editorial
is as follows:

"The Atomic Energy Commission
heard the evidence in the Oppenheimer
case and therefore is in better
position to judge the scientist and
his associations with pinkS and
punks than is the LOUJ:SVILLE counER
JOURNAL, THE WASHINGTON POST AND
THE NEW YORK TIMES. And for our
part, as we said before, we can
go along with the commission in
its attitude of turning thumbs
down on Dr. Oppenheimer on the basis
of the rule of guilt by association.
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"There is one paragraph in the
AEC maj ority opinion which makes
a lot of sense to a lot of soldierfurnisning. taxpaying American
people. regardless of what THE
LOUISVILLE COURIER JOURNAL. THE
lfASfUNGTON PAST AND THE NEW YOltI<

'l'XMES think. about it. Here is
the paragraph which everybody
should read and then read again:
.. 'In respect to the criterion
of associations, we find that his
(Oppenheimer's) associations with
persoras known to him to be communist
have extended far beyond the tolerable lUnits of prudence and selfrestraint which are to be expected
of one holding the high positions
that the government has continuously
entrusted to him since 1942. These
associations have lasted too long
to be justified as merely the intermittent and accidental revival of
earli.er fri.endships.' ..
When the Mutual Security Bi.ll
was be fore the House, we had milch
discus s10n concerning the advisability of perxn:ltting France and
Italy to cont1.nue to receive aid
unless the EDC Pact was ratified.
This past week the senate clearly
ind:lcated an amendment would be
voted to the Mutual Security Act
providing that. the United States
would stop de~ivery of arms aid
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to France and Italy unless the
European Defense Community Pact
is ratified by 1955.
President Eisenhower indicated
on Sat urday of this past week that
he was very ~ratified when the
strike threatenin~ production of
atomic and hydr~en bombs at OaJc
Rid~e, Tennessee, and Paducah,
~entucky, was called off by the
CIO, thereby making it unnecessary
for the President to seek a TaftHartley Law injunction. TaftHartley Law injunctions cause
Presidents considerable worry, and
~ know what the President meane
when he said he was gratified.
The inside story of the Atatlic
Energy Commission versus ~ controversy still boils hot. Congressman Jonas of North Carolina,
the Republican Member of the Kouse
who vigorously fought TVA appropriation several weeks ago, ealled
upon the Bureau of the Budget for
a statement concerning this controversy. Congressman Jonas stated
that he was disturbed by the controversy resulting from President
Eisenhower's instruction to AEC to
contract w1.th the Mi.ddle states
Utilities Inc. and the southern
Company, known as the DiXon-Yates
Group. to build a plant at West
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Memphis, Arkansas. the said contract to extend for a period of
25 years and to amount to over
l.00 mil.l.ion dol.lars. AccardinC] to
the Bureau of the Budget. the
President only desires to provide
for national defense needs thereby
promoting the best interests not
only of the Tennessee Valley area
but of all the people. and permit
amortization of the cost of the
facilities over a 25 year period.
and thus averting an immediate
capital outlay of 100 million
dollars and reducinq pressure
aqainst the ceiling on the national
debt. The Bureau further stated
the plan was an alternative to a
proposal to build a steam plant
at Fulton, Tennessee by TVA and
the President again was carrying
out his belief that we should
promote a private enterprise econom~
Up to July 9, 1954. the followinC] major bills have been before
the Congress of the United States
and their position is as follows:
Debt Limit Increase: cleared House
Committee and passed House: Tax
Revision: cleared House Committee,
passed House. cleared Senate Committee, passed Senate: Military
Construction: cleared House Committee. passed House, cleared
Senate Committee, passed Senate:
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Hawaii statehood: cleared House
Committee, passed House, cleared
Senate Committee, passed senate
(joined with Alaska in Senate) ;
Alaska Statehood: cleared House
Committee, cleared Senate Committee (joined with Hawaii in
Senate); Congressional - Judiciary
Sa~aries: cleared senate Committee:
Witness Immunity: cleared Senate
Committee, passed Senate: WireTapping: cleared House Committee,
passed House; St. Lawrence Seaway:
cleared House Committee, passed
House, cleared Senate Committee,
passed Senate, signed by PreSident;
Bricker Amendment: cleared Senate
Committee, killed: Korean Defense
Pact: cleared Senate Committee,
passed Senate, signed by President:
EXCise Tax Reductions: cleared
House Committee, passed House,
cleared Senate Committee, passed
senate, signed by president: Highway program: cleared House Committee, cleared Senate Committee,
passed Senate, signed by preSident:
Housing Program: cleared House
COI'IIIIIittee. passed House, cleared
Senate Committee, passed senate;
Labor Act Changes: cleared Senate
COIIlIIIittee, ki.lled; Wool Bill (inCluded in House farm bi.ll) cleared
House Commi.ttee. passed House,
cleared Senate Commi.ttee, passed
by Senate: Farm Program: cleared-
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House Committee, passed House:
~a Year Vote: c~eared senate
Committee, killed: Social Security:
cleared House Committee, passed
House; Reciprocal Trade: c~eared
House Committee, passed House,
cleared Senate Committee, passed
Senate, s:lgned by President:
Mutual security Authorization:
cleared House Committee, passed
House; Mutual Security Appropr:lat:lon
and ~O Regular Appropriation Bills:
cleared HOuse Committee, passed
House, cleared Senate Committee,
passed Senate, Signed by President.
Occasionally on Monday morning
after a quiet peaceful week-end,
you receive a mean ~etter from
some constituent enquiring as to
your vote on a particular matter
and indicating that your CongresSional District is no doubt as
poorly represented as any in the
United States. These letters
always make one feel unusual.~y
fine to start the week on. From
time to t.1me you receive letters
such as th:l..s one which off-sets
the above missile:
"Uniontown, I<entucky
July 6. 1954
Dear Mr. Natcher:
I appreciate your ~etter of
sympathy so :much. (This gentleman's
wife had just died) You must be a
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very kind considerate person to
think of our sorrow. Let me say,
i am proud to have such a man as
you representing me. S1ncere~y,
Henry V. Clements and Famil.y."
Another nice letter such as
this one always hel.ps:
"Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company
OWensboro, Kentucky
Ju~y 7, 1954
Dear Mr. Natcher:
Mr. P. H. Haley of Madisonville,
Kentucky, has sent to me your
nice letter of July 1. congratulating him on his forty years' service with Southern Bell Telephone
Company. He is so proud of the
letter he wanted me to see it and
then be sure and return to him.
Mr. Haley does not know I am
writing to express my personal and
the Company's appreciation for
your most thought ful and kindly act,
in taking recognition of his long
life and faithful work with this
service company.
We express sincere and deepest thanks for your
kindness to Mr. Ha~ey and all
telephone people.
Yours very
trul.y, Henry M. Wilson, District
Mana<]er.
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July 13, 1954
I attended meeting today discussing with other Members of the
House the importance of the Atomic
Energy Bill which is to be rushed
out of Rules Committee one day
this week and placed on the Floor
for vote. We all. agree that this
bioll is one of the most important
biolls that will come before the
present SeSSion of the Congress.
Briefly, the bill. authorizes the
leasing of uranium slugs and plutonium rods to private industry
for the production of atomic
energy necessary in operating
different types of manufacturing
p~ants, with lease agreements to
extend for forty years. All
plutonioum, which is a by-product
is to be purchased by the Federal
Government, and used for the manufacture of hydrogen and atomic
bombs. Plants using uranium and
plutonium can be erected at any
point ion the United states and.
unlike our waterfall manu£acturing
processing plants which require
certain locations. In order for
the present Administration not to
permit General Motors and one or
two of the favored few to acquire
a monopoly i t is imperative for
this bill to have all the necessary
safeguards guaranteeing to the
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benefits received therefrom wil~
be received for the peop~e of
the United States and contro~~ed
at a~l. times. Congressman Hol.ifie1.d,
the nephew of our Assistant Attorney
General in Kentucky, and a gent~e
,man who was born in Mayfie~d,
Kentucky, is Chairman of the CongreSSional De~egat1on interested
in this matter.

One of our unusual men on the
Floor of the House is Congressman
Thomas J. O'Brien, of the Sixth
District of Chica90, Illinois,
servin9 his ninth term. Con9ressman O'Brien directly and indirectly
is good for forty votes on the
Floor in any fight. He served as
Sheriff of Cook county, and is one
of the richest men in the House.
Great horse race man and likes to
talk about Kentucky and the fine
horses raised in ~ntucky. Won
ten thousand dollars on the Preakness and woul.d not have been too
much concerned if he had lost
this amount on this particular
race. He is about seventy-five
years old, and in addition to his
former duties of Sheriff of Cook
County, served as Bank Examiner
in Illinois for a great number of
years.
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Today we had up for considerati~n
H.R. 8356, a bil1 to improve the
public health by encouraging more
extensive use of the voluntary
pre-payment method in the provisio~
of personal health services. Brief~y.
this bill provides for the expenditure of twenty-five million dOllars
to under write certain minor insurance companies who will extend
their coverage taking in people
who are now considered bad risks.
At the time President Eisenhower
delivered his State of the Union
Message, indicating that the Congress should pass such a bill. I
made up my mind that I was against
same. This is nothing but socialized insurance which. if passed.
would require one hundred million
dollars next year, two hundred
million dollars the following year
and so on. etc. I voted against
the adoption of the ruLe and a1so
voted to recommit the bill. This
bill was recommitted with the vote
being 238 to 134. The doctors of
the United States generally were
against this bi1L, and I was somewhat amused at telegrams, received
after the bill was recommitted.
from the Medical Association urging
that the bill be defeated. This
is the second bill that has been
recommitted during the present

Session of Congress, and during
twenty yea.s it is my
guess that not more than ten bi~ls
have been recommitted. This is very
unusua~ prOCeQure and, in my Op~fi
ion. with the bill simply a political btl 1. i.s a lso a direct repudiation of the President.

the past

*********************-*********-*-

When I started this journal. it
never occurred to m4 that I wou~d
ha ve it bound. I tllought in the
beginning that I would try for a
period of months to record some of
the important events taking place
in the Congress and throughout the
world generally, as welL as happenings in my own fam.i.ly. After keeping the journa~ for some time. I
decided to have it bound into volume
and at that time discovered that I
had made a number of corrections
in ink i.n Vol.ume X. Thi.s, together
with typing from black and blue
typewriter ribbons, did not make a
nice volume. After Vo~ume XV was
bound, I decided to have Volume I
retyped and rebound. The original
Volume I contained 301 pages and
Volume II started wi.th page 302.
In retyping Vol.ume J: a typewriter
with a larger type was used and thi!
made 478 pages. In reb indj.ng Vol.umE
I, it became necessary to make two
parts - Part I and Part I I .
Volume
II beginning with page

302 follows

page 478 of VoJ..u-,"oe I. Part IX.

